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Abstract:
Quality and stability of the production processes are notions associated with the regulation
procedures. In simple terms, the stability refers to the fact whether the value prescribed during
input can be observed during output. In current competition fight in the market the quality is
assessed as the preferred effective force focused on acquisition or retaining of the market
shares. The effective tool in increasing of the quality is implementation of statistical methods
into the process which allow searching for the causes of the process instability, regulate the
efficiency and effectiveness of the corrective actions, and stabilize the development of the
process by means of which the work quality and productivity increase. It is obvious that the
more statistical methods are known, the higher the possibility of analysis and of successful
solving of a potential issue is. Statistical regulation of the SPC processes is the method of the
quality control applying the statistical methods. It is applied to monitor and control the
process. The regulation consists of two phases: the first one refers to initial adjustment of
specifications of the selected process; the second one represents the case of common process
utilization in the production. In comparison to other methods of the quality control the
advantage of application of the SPC method rests in preference of timely detection and
prevention of occurrence of problematic situations prior to correction of already occurred
situations. Capability of the production equipment characterizes the possibilities of the
equipment and represents the adequate measure for its evaluation in purchase, after repairs
and modernization and changes of the production assortment, etc. The information on
capability of the production equipment and production process allow assessing of the extent
of the variability of processes coming from other sources such as, for instance, influence of
material, of operating, of maintenance, etc. Capability of measurement equipment
characterizes its adequacy for measuring of particular quality character within the respective
range. Its level may significantly influence the
2credibility of information on capability of the process or of the production equipment.
Capability of the process refers to the process uniformity. Its output extent is usually
represented by the process variability. Capability of the process is statistical measure of the
inherent variability of the process for the respective characteristics. The process capability.
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Introduction
Quality and stability of the production processes are notions
associated with the regulation procedures. In simple terms, the stability
refers to the fact whether the value prescribed during input can be observed
during output.
In current competition fight in the market the quality is assessed as the
preferred effective force focused on acquisition or retaining of the market
shares. The effective tool in increasing of the quality is implementation of
statistical methods into the process which allow searching for the causes of
the process instability, regulate the efficiency and effectiveness of the
corrective actions, and stabilize the development of the process by means of
which the work quality and productivity increase. It is obvious that the more
statistical methods are known, the higher the possibility of analysis and of
successful solving of a potential issue is.
Statistical regulation of the SPC processes is the method of the quality
control applying the statistical methods. It is applied to monitor and control
the process. The regulation consists of two phases: the first one refers to
initial adjustment of specifications of the selected process; the second one
represents the case of common process utilization in the production. In
comparison to other methods of the quality control the advantage of
application of the SPC method rests in preference of timely detection and
prevention of occurrence of problematic situations prior to correction of
already occurred situations.
Capability of the production equipment characterizes the possibilities
of the equipment and represents the adequate measure for its evaluation in
purchase, after repairs and modernization and changes of the production
assortment, etc. The information on capability of the production equipment
and production process allow assessing of the extent of the variability of
processes coming from other sources such as, for instance, influence of
material, of operating, of maintenance, etc. Capability of measurement
equipment characterizes its adequacy for measuring of particular quality
character within the respective range. Its level may significantly influence the
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credibility of information on capability of the process or of the production
equipment.
Capability of the process refers to the process uniformity. Its output
extent is usually represented by the process variability. Capability of the
process is statistical measure of the inherent variability of the process for the
respective characteristics. The process capability measure has not been
agreed on up to present. At times the standard deviation σ or range of quality
indicator or their multiple based upon the inherent variability are considered
to be the capability measure. Occasionally, it is a combined value of the
component induced by the inherent variability and of the component
induced by inconsiderable and determinable causes.
Advanced Product Quality planning (APQP) is a framework – a set of
procedures and techniques applied in development of the products
especially in the sector of industry and production. The APQP framework can
be mostly observed in the automotive industry. APQP represents a concept
rather similar to the concept of Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) and is derived
from the standard of the QS 9000 series. Contrary to the entire system of the
Japanese-rooted quality methods, APQP originated in the USA. APQP
represents a clearly defined and structuralized procedure (process) of the
quality planning leading to assurance of the required quality of the product
for a customer. For instance, the process is utilized in a product development
system for General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and their suppliers. According to
AIAG (The Automotive Industry Action Group) the purpose of APQP is "to
produce a product quality plan which will support development of a product
or service that will satisfy the customer."
The production part approval process (PPAP) is a method, a manual for
adjustment of the part approval processes intended for production. It is
applied especially in the automotive industry. The PPAP requirements were
developed by the Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG) as part of the
APQP method to encourage the use of the individual processes, of common
terminology and of a standard form. The purpose of the PPAP method is also
to provide the evidence that during the production process the supplier can
produce the product consistently meeting any of these demands. The PPAP
method allows minimizing the risks of production failure and supports and
improves the APQP method utilization.
2

1

METROLOGY

Metrology has own tradition dating back to old days and its original
meaning refers to theory of dimensions and weights. Therefore metrology
represents the broad science on measurement. Almost each activity is more
or less connected with metrology.
For national economy metrology is a significant aspect discipline as well
as technical standardization. From the perspective of development
metrology preceded standardization yet standardization has effectively
helped metrology, for instance, with the development of the International
System of Units SI, with creation of regulations, etc.
The principal content of metrology is the following:




1.1

measuring units and appertaining etalons, i.e. determination of units
and their reproduction, preservation, and transfer,
inherent measurement with appertaining methods, measurement
performance, assessment of achieved and measured accuracy, etc.,
measuring tools, i.e. measurement equipment, their properties
assessed from the perspective of their functional specification.

Basic Terminology

To provide a uniform view the chapter presents definitions of some of
the basic terms. Most of them are listed in the international dictionary of
basic and general concepts of metrology (VIM). Some definitions stem from
the following standards:






STN ISO 10012 standard, the 1st part: Requirements for assurance of
the measurement equipment quality. Metrological confirmation
system for measurement equipment.
STN ISO 10012, the 2nd part: Assurance of the measurement
equipment quality. Guidelines for control of measurement
processes.
STN ISO 8402: Quality Management. Dictionary.
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Metrological Confirmation
Metrological confirmation is a set of operations required to ensure
that the measurement equipment conforms to the requirements for its
intended use. Metrological confirmation generally includes calibration,
adjustment or repair and subsequent recalibration as well as any required
sealing and labelling.
Measurement Equipment, Measurement Device
Measurement equipment or measurement devices are represented by
all measuring instruments, etalons, reference materials, accessories and
instructions which are inevitable to perform the measurements.
Adjustment of the Measuring Tool
Adjustment is an activity intended for setting the measuring tool up
into the condition corresponding to the conditions of its utilization.
Adjustment of the measuring tool can be as follows:




automatic,
semi - automatic,
manual.

Calibration
Calibration refers to the operations which under given conditions
develop dependence among the values indicated by the measurement
equipment or measurement system or among the values represented by the
materialized measures or reference material and among the corresponding
values realized by the etalons. Calibration can be also used for determination
of other metrological properties, for instance, the effect of influencing
quantities.
Quality Audit
Quality audit is a systematic and independent inspection aimed at
detection if the activities in the sphere of quality and the related results are
4
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in accordance with the planned intentions and whether the intentions are
effectively realized and are suitable for achievement of the set objectives. As
standard the quality audit is applied in case of the quality system or its
elements are applied in case of the processes, products or services, however,
it is not limited only to them. The audit is often referred to as the audit of the
system of quality, the audit of the process quality or the audit of the service
quality. The quality audits are performed by the workers directly responsible
for the audited sphere. However, close cooperation with the concerned
workers is required. The quality audit should not be confused with the quality
surveillance or with the inspection activities which are performed due to the
process control or due to the taking the products over.
Control etalon
A control etalon is the measurement equipment, a product or other
objects serving for development of database for control of the measurement
process so that they are measured by the process.
Measurement Process
The measurement process represents the set of reciprocally
connected sources, operations, and influences which form the
measurement. The presented sources include the measurement equipment,
measuring procedures, and operating. The influences represent all the
factors such as the ambient factors that can or cannot be influenced and that
influence the variability or systematic failure of the process.
Measurement Process Control
Measurement process control refers to monitoring and analysis of the
data collected in the measurement process along with the corrective
interventions. Their aim is to maintain the measurement process in
permanent operation according to specification. Included can be the
utilization of the control etalons, regulation diagrams or their equivalents.

5
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Verification
Verification is confirmation of meeting of the specified requirements
by examination and audit of objective reality. In designing and development
the verification refers to the process of examination of a result of respective
activity to confirm the compliance with the initial conditions created for the
activity. The term "verified" refers to the corresponding state.
The methods are classified according to means of material cutting. In
case of a few methods the thermal or chemical influence occurs in the point
of cutting [2]. By prevailing effects of material cutting the following basic
types of unconventional material machining are distinguished:

1.1.1.

Metrology and Quality

The professional and scientific workers all over the world deal with the
issues of achievement, measurement, and assessment of high quality. The
period during which viewing the product sufficed to estimate whether or not
the product corresponds to the demands of its functional purpose has been
over for a long time and therefore subjective estimates were to be replaced
by objective cognition. The first step in quality determination is to measure
magnitude of the quality characteristics. The quality of production and of a
product is related with order in measuring units. Metrology is connected with
quality and without proper measurement it is not possible to determine
qualitative parameters, to prescribe or to observe them in the technological
process of production.
Introduction of the SI means decreasing the number of units having
been used so far. In 1954 the basic units of practical system were adopted:
m, kg, sec, A, °K, cd (candela, luminous intensity). In 1971 the third base unit
mole (amount of substance) was added to SI. At present, SI is referred to as
the SI system which is mandatory.
Classification of SI units is as follows:




base units,
supplementary,
derived units,
6
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multiples and types of units,
secondary units (non- SI units).

The lower number of units requires lower number or respective
etalons, allows utilization of lower number of types of measurement
equipment by which production series in measurement equipment
production is increased. The international system of units introduced all over
the world enables enhanced comprehensibility and prompter data
comparison. Apart from the mentioned aspects, conversion to the
international units SI is rather significant for international cooperation.

1.1.2.

Metrology in General

In the European Union metrology is classified into three categories
with diverse levels of complexity and accuracy:





scientific metrology deals with the organization and development of
etalons and with their maintenance,
industrial metrology must assure adequate function of the
measuring tools which are used in industry, production, and testing
procedures,
legal metrology is concerned with the accuracy of measurements
which influence transparency of economic relations, health, and
safety.

Fundamental metrology has not any international definition yet it
signifies the highest level of accuracy within the frame of particular sphere.
Fundamental metrology may therefore be described as scientific metrology,
supplemented by those parts of legal and industrial metrology that require
scientific competence. It is classified in accordance with the following
spheres: weight, electricity, length, time, frequency, thermometry, ionizing
radiation, radioactivity, photometry, radiometry, runoff volume, acoustics,
material quantity, and interdisciplinary metrology. These 11 spheres are
defined by EUROMET.

7
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Metrological activities, testing, and measurement represent in general
valuable investment into the activities connected with the quality of
industrial activities. Included is also the need of sequences, which is as
significant as the measurement itself. Recognition of metrological
competence on every level of the chain can be assured by agreements on
mutual recognition.

1.1.3.

Classification of Metrology

With regards to its orientation metrology disposes of broad scope of
action and practical application. In accordance with this fact metrology is
classified as per diverse aspects. Metrology includes the issues both
theoretical and practical. Metrology also embraces determination of physical
constants and properties of different substances and materials. According to
the monitored quantities metrology is divided into, for instance, length
metrology, time metrology, etc. and on the basis of application branch
metrology can be divided into, for instance, industrial metrology, technical
metrology, astrological metrology, etc.
General metrology refers to the sphere of metrology dealing with the
issues common for all metrological branches regardless of the specific
quantity. The sphere contains the issues both theoretical and practical along
with the issues of measuring failures, the issues of metrological properties of
measurement equipment valid for all quantities, etc.
The sphere of metrology dealing with measurement for certain
purpose is referred to as applied metrology. Contrary to general metrology
this one focuses on the issues of particular quantity or deals with the
measurement of all quantities appertaining to certain scientific or technical
discipline or to respective field of human activity.
Technical metrology deals with the issues of measurement in
technique. It is related not only to industry and production yet to transport
and alike.
Significant sphere of metrology is theoretical metrology focusing on
the theoretical issues of measurement. It includes, for instance, theory of
quantities and of measuring units, etc. The terms such as scientific metrology
or metronomy are used instead of theoretical metrology.
8
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From the perspective of national economy rather significant is legal
metrology dealing with measuring units, measuring methods and
measurement equipment which are related to technical and legal
requirements stipulated by the respective law the purpose of which are
measuring regulations from the point of view of safety and proper accuracy
in measurement.
In case of industrial metrology (industrial legal metrology) especially
the industry represents a guarantor of meeting the metrological principles
stipulated by the law.
State scientific metrology can be divided into the state scientific
metrology administrated by the Slovak Institute of Metrology dealing with
etalonnage of physical quantities and with their measurement assuring the
utmost accuracy and the state executive metrology represented by the
department of the Office of Standards, Metrology and Testing of the Slovak
Republic and by its regional and district departments. Quite often the term
of technique of measurement can be observed.
The term refers to the technique of measurement performance, i.e.
the method of performance of measurement including the inevitable
technical equipment and instrumentation. At times the expression of
measuring technique is used relating to narrower meaning denoting only
technical equipment and instrumentation necessary for measurement.
Well-known is also a definition according to which measurement of
particular quantity is in fact determination of its magnitude (value) in
selected units, i.e. it rests in detection of number of such units in case of any
quantity.

1.1.4.

Tasks of Legal Metrology

Legal metrology refers to part of metrology which relates to measuring
units, measuring methods from the technical and legal point of view. In
assurance of uniformity and accuracy of measurement and measurement
equipment the state acts as a guarantor and supervisor of measuring
regulations. For this purpose the state service bodies are established and
etalonnage of physical and technical quantities and units is provided. A
complex of all provisions, rules and actions through which the state acts in
9
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the function of the public supervisor of measuring regulations is referred to
as legal metrology.
The central body of the Slovak legal metrology is Office of Standards,
Metrology and Testing (hereinafter referred to as ÚNMS) which is at the
same time the central body in the sphere of technical standards and state
testing. In the sphere of legal metrology ÚNMS is in charge of continuous
provision of nation-wide uniformity, accuracy, and reliability of
measurement equipment and measurement and bears responsibility for
systematic increase of their level and accuracy.

1.2

Quantities and Units

Quantity (measurable quantity) is the property of an entity, of a
phenomenon or of substance which can be qualitatively distinguished and
quantitatively determined. The term of quantity may refer to the quantity in
general meaning (length, time, temperature, mass, etc.) or to the specific
quantity (length of a bar, electric resistance of rheostatic etalon, etc.).
The quantities can be categorized and the individual categories are
possible to be compared. Reciprocally comparable quantities are referred to
as the quantities of the same type. The quantities are classified according to
the branch in which they are applied. Those are the mechanical quantities,
thermal quantities, electrical and magnetic quantities, quantities of physical
chemistry and molecular physics, acoustics, etc.
In the sets of quantities which are applied in the individual spheres
quite often the base and derived quantities are distinguished. For instance,
in the system of base quantities such as length, mass, and time the speed is
considered to be the derived quantity. The derived quantities are generated
on the basis of mathematical operations through quantity equations with the
base as well as with other derived quantities.
The expression referring to the quantity of a system of quantities as
the product of powers of base quantities is dimension of quantity. The
derived quantities of the respective system of quantities the exponents of
which equal to zero in case of all base quantities are referred to as

10
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dimensionless quantities. A specific position among dimensionless quantities
is taken by relative quantities.
Units
In case that a single reference quantity with denotation of "unit" is
selected out of the quantities of the same type, consequently all other
quantities of the group of the quantities of the same type can be expressed
as the product of such unit and number. This number is a numeric value of
the quantity expressed in the respective unit.
The quantity unit is thus specially selected quantity of the given type
the numeric value of which equals to one and which is used for expressing
the values of the quantity of given type.
The value of the respective quantity is expressed by relation consisting
of a number and unit. The relation is manipulated with as if it was a number
and unit in the product; they are written with a gap, not with a point or x
sign.
The units as well as the quantities were abstracted and are of
immaterial character and cannot be confused with so-called materialized
measurement which they were preceded by.
The units could be selected at random for the individual quantities.
However, a number of problems could be thus anticipated as the additional
numeric factors could emerge in equations between numeric values.
Therefore in practice the systems of the individual quantities were selected
so that the equations between numeric values dispose of the shape identical
with the one of the corresponding equations between the quantities. The
system of units defined this way is referred to as the coherent one with
regards to the selected system of quantities and equations. The system of
units can be created by means of the units defined as the first ones for base
quantities. These units are called the base units. They are considered to be
dimensionally independent. The corresponding derived unit is defined for
each derived quantity.
A number of systems created this way can exist in dependence on the
selected base units. Diversity of the used systems causes lot of complications
therefore extensive effort was made to create the acceptable system of units
11
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suitable for science and practice which would allow introduction of
uniformity of measurement in all spheres and countries. The aim was
reached by establishment of the International System of Units SI.
SI Units
The SI system of units is a coherent system of units which includes the
following:



1.2.1.

base units,
derived units.

SI Base Units
The SI system contains seven base units presented in tab. 1.
Tab. 1 SI base units
Base unit

length
mass
time
electric current
thermodynamic
temperature
amount of substance
luminous intensity

SI base units
Name of unit
Symbol
meter
m
kilogram
kg
second
s
ampere
A
kelvin

K

mole
candela

mol
cd

Base units and their definitions:



the meter is the length of the path travelled by light in vacuum during
a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second,
the kilogram is the unit of mass; it is equal to the mass of the
international prototype of the kilogram which is saved in the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Sévres, France,
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1.2.2.

the second is the duration of 9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation
corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine levels of
the ground state of the cesium 133 atom,
the ampere is that constant current which, if maintained in two
straight parallel conductors of infinite length, of negligible circular
cross-section, and placed 1 meter apart in vacuum, would produce
between these conductors a force equal to 2 x 10-7 newton per
meter of length,
the kelvin, unit of thermodynamic temperature, is the fraction
1/273.16 of the thermodynamic temperature of the triple point of
water,
the mole is the amount of substance of a system which contains as
many elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 kilogram of
carbon 13,
the candela is the luminous intensity, in a given direction, of a source
that emits monochromatic radiation of frequency 540 x 1012 hertz
and that has a radiant intensity in that direction of 1/683 watt per
steradian.

SI Derived Units

These units are derived from base units from the equation by means
of which the respective derived quantity is defined.
Tab. 2 SI derived units
Unit

Symbol of the SI derived unit
m/s
rad/s, rad.s-1
kg.m / s2
kg.m / (s2.A)
kg.m / (s2.K)
cd.sr / m2
l

velocity
angular velocity
force
magnetic flux
entropy
luminous intensity
relative density

13
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By substituting the symbols of base units for the individual quantities
the expression of the derived unit through base units is reached. A certain
specific position among the derived units is taken by the units of
dimensionless quantities. Their dimension equals to 1 and their symbol is 1.
Provided that the quantity is expressed numerically, thus as the standard the
number 1 is not explicitly quoted.
The following table 2 presents the derived units of the derived
quantities.
Special names and symbols exist for some of the derived units. Table
3 presents those units which were approved by CGPM.
Tab. 3 Special names and symbols of derived units

Derived quantity
plane angle
solid angle
frequency
force
pressure, stress
energy, work,
amount of heat
power, radiant flux
electric charge,
amount of
electricity
electric potential,
electric potential
difference,
electromotive force
capacitance
electric resistance
electric conductance

Derived units
Expressed in terms
Symbol
of SI base and
derived units
rad
1 rad = 1 m/m = 1
sr
1 sr = 1 m2/m2 = 1
Hz
1 Hz = 1 s-1
N
1 N = 1 kg.m/s2
Pa
1 Pa = 1 N/m2

Special
name
radian
steradian
hertz
newton
pascal
joule

J

1 J = 1 N.m

watt

W

1 W = 1 J/s

coulomb

C

1 C = 1 A.s

volt

V

1 V = 1 W/A

farad
ohm
siemens

F
Ω
S

1 F = 1 C/V
1 Ω = 1 V/A
1 S = 1 Ω-1
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magnetic flux
inductance
magnetic
inductance

weber
henry
tesla

Wb
H

1 Wb = V.s
1 H = Wb/A

T

1 T = 1 Wb/ m2

degree
°C
1 °C = 1 K
Celsius *
luminous flux
lumen
lm
1 lm = cd.sr
luminance
lux
lx
1 lx = 1 lm/ m2
* Degree Celsius is a special name for the Kelvin unit, used for
expressing Celsius temperature.
Celsius temperature

To avoid high and low numeric values, the SI system is supplemented
by the multiples and fractions of SI units. Decimal multiples and fractions of
SI units are formed by prefixes. Their names and symbols are presented in
the following table.
Tab. 4 Multiples and prefixes of SI units
Name

Symbol

yotta

Y

zetta
exa
peta
tera
giga
mega
kilo
hecto
deka
deci
centi
milli
micro

Z
E
P
T
G
M
k
h
da
d
c
m
µ

Value meaning
1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
i.e.1024
1 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 i.e.1021
1 000 000 000 000 000 000 i.e.1018
1 000 000 000 000 000 i.e.1015
1 000 000 000 000 i.e.1012
1 000 000 000 i.e.109
1 000 000 i.e.106
1 000 i.e.103
100 i.e.102
10 i.e.101
0.1 i.e.10-1
0.01 i.e.10-2
0.001 i.e.10-3
0.000 001 i.e.10-6
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nano
pico
femto
atto
zepto

n
p
f
a
z

yocto

y

1.3

0.000 000 001 i.e.10-9
0.000 000 000 001 i.e.10-12
0.000 000 000 000 001 i.e.10-15
0.000 000 000 000 000 001 i.e.10-18
0.000 000 000 000 000 000 001 i.e.10-21
0.000 000 000 000 000 000 000 001 i.e.1024

Failures and Uncertainties of the Measurement

This part contains definitions of basic terms connected with measuring
results and descriptions of basic procedures in determination of uncertainty
of measurement. During the 90s the extensive application of uncertainties
occurred in measurement.

1.3.1.

The Measurement Result

The value appertaining to the measured quantity and acquired
through measurement represents the measurement result. The
measurement result is quite often the value achieved by calculation of the
results of several repeated measurements in direct measurement or of the
results of measurement of more quantities in indirect measurement.
Regarding the fact that the actual value of the measured quantity is detected
through the measurement process, which includes variety of failures, the
measurement result represents just an estimate of the actual value of the
measured quantity. In measurement result reporting is thus inevitable to
determine the estimate quality that is defined by uncertainty of the result.
Apart from the final value of the measured quantity the final result contains
also the fact on uncertainty of measurement.

1.3.2.

Measurement Failures

An absolute failure is difference between the measured and actual
value of the quantity being measured. It is the value and uncertainty is the
parameter characterizing the value range. Ratio between the absolute failure
and the appertaining conventional actual value of the measured quantity is
16
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the nominal or relative failure. The measurement failure is the total value
including series of partial failures out of which some occur systematically and
other randomly.
Basic measurement failures are as follows:









instrument failures – failures resulting from imperfection of the
measuring means. Part of the failures occurring in production
(production deviations or inaccuracy of assembly) is removed in
production as well (e.g. by adjustment) and the values of some
failures are indicated by the maker in form of correction curves
whereas the other failures the maker presents as the maximal
acceptable failure which does not refer to a single instrument yet to
the entire type,
installation failures – failures resulting from insufficient connection,
localization and adjustment of measuring tools, reciprocal influence
of the measuring tools with parallel connection or connection in
series; the failures resulting from the influencing of the values of the
quantity measured by the measuring tool, etc.,
failures of method – failures resulting from the imperfection of the
applied measuring methods, from utilization of approximate values
of physical constants and from not exactly corresponding
dependences,
monitoring failures – the failures caused by the imperfection of an
observer,
calculation failures – the failures occurring in processing of the
measured values (interpolation, extrapolation, linearization, etc.).

Measuring failures are classified according to their influence upon the
measurement result as follows:



random failures,
systematic failures.

Apart from the two types occurrence of the gross failures may also be
observed which can be prevented by attentive and conscientious
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performance of measuring. The measured values with such failures must be
excluded from further processing.

1.3.3.

Random Measurement Failures

Random failures are the failures the absolute value and sign of which
change according to the theory of probability distribution. These failures
cannot be excluded yet their probable characteristics can be estimated. In
repeated independent measurements of the same quantity X under the same
conditions in consequence of random failures variety of data is achieved x1,
x2,..., xn. Thus arithmetical mean is considered to be the measurement result,
i.e. the estimate of the actual value of the measured value:
𝑛

1
𝑥 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

with n referring to the repeated measurements.
Difference
𝑒𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥
is the estimate of the random failure of the i-th measurement. Dispersion of
data of the repeated measurements is assessed through the selective
dispersion:
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1
1
𝑠 =
∑(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)2 =
∑ 𝑒𝑖2
𝑛−1
𝑛−1
2

Selective dispersion of the individual measurement 𝑠𝑥2𝑖 and selective

dispersion of arithmetical mean 𝑠𝑥2

𝑠2
𝑛
Dispersion or standard deviation characterizes the way in which the
measurement results (random failures) are dispersed. The value of standard
deviation (or its multiple) is not the value of the failure as it may be many
times presented. The standard deviation or its multiple expresses only the
𝑠𝑥2𝑖 = 𝑠 2 , 𝑠𝑥2 =
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limit which can or cannot the random failure exceed with certain probability.
Yet this is related with the uncertainty of measurement. The random failures
exist and in individual cases are not possible to be determined yet from the
point of view of probability their behaviour can be described and in the
measurement result those are assessed with the uncertainty.

1.3.4.

Systematic Failures

Systematic failure is the failure the value of which remains unchanged
under the same conditions and is constant as to magnitude and sign. Under
varying conditions such failure may change according to respective known
dependence. Contrary to random failure, the systematic one cannot be
characterized on the basis of repeated measurements. In attempt to detect
and eliminate the systematic failures the following means are applied:





elimination of causes which induce them,
adequate compensation,
application of respective corrections and
combination of the three means listed above.

Detection and elimination of the systematic failures are rather
demanding and costly and thus applied only in inevitable cases. And the
possibility of cognition of the systematic failures is more or less limited and
therefore just its estimate is eliminated so at all times the non-excluded part
remains the value of which is unknown and which is referred to as the nonexcluded systematic failure. These estimates of the systematic failures
dispose of uncertainty or the non-excluded systematic failures will
characterize the uncertainty.
If the systematic failure comes from several sources the individual
values of which are known 𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , … , 𝛿𝑚 , the total systematic failure is
achieved by adding them up with regards to magnitude and sign, i.e. through
the relation as follows:
𝛿 = 𝛿1 + 𝛿2 + ⋯ + 𝛿𝑚
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In case the measurement result is a function of one or more measured
quantities, it is inevitable to determine the failure of the measurement result
through the theory of failure composition. Systematic failure 𝛿𝑦 of quantity
y, which represents the function of independent quantities𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ,
𝑦 = 𝐹(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )
measured by direct methods is calculated out of systematic failures
𝛿𝑥1 , 𝛿𝑥2 , … , 𝛿𝑥𝑛 (if these are known) according to the relation as follows:
𝑛

𝜕𝐹
𝛿
𝜕𝑥𝑖 𝑥𝑖

𝛿𝑦 = ∑
𝑖=1

This relation results from the development of the function (4) into
Taylor series and from the neglect of members of higher series. Such neglect
is acceptable if the function (4) at a single point is not highly non-linear and
the conversion coefficients Ki are not negligible.
In case of transfer of failures through the series arrangement of
transducers the transformation function is as follows:
𝑛

𝑦 = 𝑥 ∏ 𝐾𝑖
𝑖=1

will be
𝑛

𝛿𝑦 = 𝛿𝑦 ∏ 𝐾𝑖
𝑖=1

with
𝐾𝑖 =

𝜕𝐹(𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑛 )
𝜕𝑋𝑖

; 𝑋1 = 𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛

Those are the individual sensitivity (transfer) constants. The
systematic failure calculated accordingly can be used for the measurement
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result correlation. The non-excluded systematic failures are assessed by
uncertainties.

1.3.5.

Measurement Uncertainties

Measurement uncertainty is a parameter related to the measurement
result which characterizes the dispersion of values which can be rationally
appertained to the measured quantity. The uncertainty can refer to the
measurement result, to the values read off the applied machines, to the
values of the used constants and corrections, etc. The result uncertainty
reflects deficiencies in ideal cognition of the value of the measured quantity.
The full cognition requires infinite amount of information. The phenomena
contributing to the uncertainty and thus to the fact that the measurement
result cannot be characterized by a single values are referred to as the
uncertainty sources. A number of potential uncertainty sources of
measurement exist in practice with the inclusion of the following:











incomplete definition of the measured quantity,
imperfect realization of definition of the measured quantity,
non-representative sample selection,
insufficiently known effects of the ambient conditions or imperfect
measurements of these effects,
subjectivity of reading off the analogue instruments,
limited resolving power or resolution threshold of instruments,
inaccuracy of etalons and reference materials,
inaccurate values of constants and of other parameters obtained
from external sources and applied in data processing algorithm,
approximations and premises included in the method and
measurement procedure,
changes in repeated measurements of the measured quantity under
apparently identical conditions.

In determination of uncertainties the theory of probability and
mathematical statistics are followed with the premise that the measured
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values and failures dispose of certain probability distribution. Consequently,
however, the result disposes of certain probability distribution as well.
Basic quantitative characteristics of uncertainty are standard
uncertainty denoted by the u letter. Standard uncertainty equals to standard
deviation of the respective probability distribution. Standard uncertainties
are classified as per the manner of obtaining as follows:




uncertainties obtained through statistical methods out of the
measured data referred to as uncertainties determined by the A
method or shortly called the A type uncertainties. These are denoted
as uA,
uncertainties obtained through the method other than the one listed
above are referred to as uncertainties determined by the B method
or shortly called the B type uncertainties.

Fig. 1 Graphical illustration of relation between the results of the repeated
measurements and measurement uncertainty

Merging the standard uncertainty assessed by the A method with the
standard uncertainty assessed by the B method results in a total (combined)
standard uncertainty. The uncertainties determined by both methods are
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equal. The characteristic feature of the uncertainties assessed by the A
method rests in the fact that with the increasing number of measurements
their values decrease and the uncertainties assessed by the B method do not
depend on number of measurements.
Apart from the standard uncertainties forming the range covering the
actual value of the measured quantity with relatively low probability (of
approximately 66 %) also the expanded uncertainty is known (referred to as
U) which forms the range with higher probability of coverage of the actual
value.

1.4

Measuring Tools, Principles, Procedures, Methods

Measuring is referred to as a set of activities the aim of which is to
determine the quantity values. The measuring includes the set of
experimental procedures and diverse computing activities which can also be
performed automatically. The measurement principle represents the
scientific basis of the measuring. It comprises of a physical phenomenon or
of the set of physical phenomena which the measuring is based on. For
instance, the thermoelectric effect is applied in measuring of temperature,
the Doppler effect is applied in measuring of speed of movement of objects,
the Josephson effect is applied in measuring of electric current, the light
interference is applied in measuring of surfaces, length, etc. The measuring
method is a logical sequence of the described operations used in
measurement performance.
According to the determination of the measured quantity the
following is known:



direct measurement method,
indirect measurement method.

In case of direct measurement method the value of the measured
quantity is obtained directly without the necessity of measurement of other
quantities functionally related to the measured quantity. The direct
measurement method is, for instance, determination of the weight by
mechanical scales, length measurement by the line measures, temperature
23
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measurement by the dilatation thermometer, etc. Through the indirect
measurement method the value of measurement quantity is obtained by
measurement of other quantities functionally related to the measured
quantity. The instance of indirect measurement method is temperature
measurement by the resistance thermometer, measurement of flow rate by
a throttle unit, pressure measurement by the liquid-column gauge, etc.
According to the procedure for measuring the measurement methods are
classified into two parts:



absolute measurement method based on the measuring of the
quantities included in the definition of the measured quantity,
comparative measurement method in case of which the value of the
measured quantity is compared with the known value of the quantity
of the same type or of the quantity of different type and which can
be transformed to the type of the measured quantity.

The comparative methods are further classified according to
measurement technique and the following are known:








direct comparative method in case of which the measured quantity
is directly compared with the known value of the quantity of the
same type, for instance, measurement of dimensions by the line
measures, weight measurement by balanced scales, etc.,
indirect comparative method in case of which the known values of
other quantity are compared which is related to the measured
quantity by the functional relation. For instance, it is measurement
of pressure by the deformation manometer, measurement of
temperature by the dilatation thermometer, etc.,
substitution method in case of which the measured quantity is
replaced by the quantity of the same type with the known value
being selected with regards to assurance of the identical data
accessed in the indication equipment. For instance, it is accurate
length measurement by the gauge blocks and comparative
measuring instrument,
compensation method in case of which the quantity effect of the
unknown value is inactivated by the effect of the same quantity with
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the known value. For instance, it is measurement of electric current
by the compensator, etc.,
differentiation method in case of which the measured quantity is
compared with the quantity of the same type and with the known
value inconsiderably varying from the value of the measured
quantity with the determination of difference between them. For
instance, it is weighing by using of the clump weight scales, etc.,
null method in case of which the value of the measured quantity is
determined on the basis of the balance set by a single or more
quantities of the known values and the relation with the measured
quantity in balance is known. For instance, it is weighing by the
decimal and pit scales, the measurement of electric resistance by a
bridge, etc.

Measurement procedure is a complex of operations described in detail
and applied in realization of the respective measurements by the particular
method. The measurement procedure is usually listed in a document also
called the measurement procedure. The measurement procedure is
sufficiently detailed for an experimenter to perform the measurement
without any further information. The difference between the measurement
method and measurement procedure rests in generality or specificity of
description of inevitable operations. Description of the measurement
procedure is of substantial significance especially in proving the qualification
to perform correct measurements.

1.4.1.

The Measurement Results

In measurement the measured and influencing quantities are focused
on. The specific quantity is the quantity the value determination of which
represents the aim of the measurement whereas the influencing quantity is
the quantity which is not measured yet affects the measurement result. The
influencing quantities originated in the environment or in the applied
measurement means.
The measurements and measurement results are often related to
particular values of the influencing quantities which are denoted as reference
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values. The value range of influencing quantities can be determined as well
which is denoted as reference sphere. The complex of such reference values
and spheres form the reference conditions.
Magnitude of respective quantity which can be in general expressed
as a measuring unit multiplied by a number is referred to as the value of
quantity. The value of quantity is positive, negative or equals to zero. The
value characterizing the ideally defined quantity under conditions existing at
the moment of the value measuring is referred to as the actual (real) value
of the measured quantity. It is the value which could be obtained through
ideal measuring. The actual value of quantity represents the ideal term and,
apart from several exceptions, is not strictly known. The exception, for
instance, is the temperature of the triple point of water (273.16K) or the
speed of light in vacuum (299 792 459 m/s). According to the basis of each
actual value it is clear that its accurate determination is not possible.
Since the actual value is unknown, it is replaced by so-called
conventionally correct value. This value sufficiently approaches the actual
value and can replace the actual value for the particular purpose. In fact, the
difference between the actual value and conventionally correct value might
be neglected. To determine the conventional correct value many times a
considerable amount of measurement results is used. At times the
conventionally correct value is referred to as the assigned value, the best
estimate of the value of the conventional value or reference value.
The value of the measured quantity indicated by the measuring tool is
referred to as data of the measuring tool. The value read off the displaying
device can at times be denoted as direct data. After being multiplied by the
instrument constant the direct data provides the information on the
measured quantity. The value of the appertaining measured quantity and
obtained through measuring represents the measurement result.
If the term measurement result is applied, one of the following must
be listed:




data of the measuring tool,
uncorrected result,
corrected result.
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The uncorrected result is the measurement result in case of which the
corrections of the known systematic failures are not applied. The corrected
result of the measurement represents the result after correction of the
systematic failures. Many times the measurement result can be also the
value obtained by calculation of the results of several repeated
measurements of more quantities in indirect measurement. The complete
data of the result also contains, apart from the final value of the measured
quantity, the data on measurement uncertainty.
In measurement assessment inevitable is to distinguish whether the
repeated measurements were performed under the same or different
conditions. Closeness of the agreement among the results of the
measurement series of the same measured quantities which were performed
under changed conditions is referred to as repeatability of measurement.
These conditions are denoted as the repeatability conditions and
include the following:






identical measurement procedure,
identical observer,
identical measuring tool under identical conditions,
identical place,
repetition after short time intervals.

Closeness of the agreement among the measurement results of the
same measured quantity with the measurements performed under changed
conditions is referred to as the reproducibility of measurement. In expressing
the reproducibility the changed conditions must be specified.
The changed conditions can include the following:








measurement principle,
measurement method,
observer,
measurement equipment,
reference etalon,
place of measurement,
conditions of use and
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time.

As to quantity the repeatability and reproducibility can be expressed by
the respective selective standard deviations or by the selective dispersions.

1.4.2.

Measuring Tools and their Properties

The means of measurement are in fact technical means inevitable for
performance of the measurement. Instead of general term "the means of
measurement" rather often are used the terms such as measurement
equipment, measurement system or measurement device. The means of
measurement are especially the following:





measuring tools,
measurement converters,
additional measurement equipment,
reference materials.

The measuring tools represent the equipment designed for the
independent measurement or measurement performed in connection with
other equipment. The measuring tool is a common term referring to the
measuring instruments and materialized measures. The measuring
instrument is a measuring tool serving for the conversion of the measured
quantity to data. The measuring tools can be classified according to diverse
criteria:




according to designation:
o working designed for determination of the values of
measured quantities in production, laboratories, research,
etc.,
o etalons, which are materialized measures, measurement
devices or measurement systems designed for realization,
storing and reproduction of the unit of a single or several
values of the quantities.
according to data form:
o indicating, e.g. pointer voltmeter or micrometre,
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o registering, e.g. recording spectrometer or barograph,
according to data character:
o analogue measurement devices the data of which represent
continuous function of the measured quantity,
o numerical (digital) measurement devices offering data in
numerical form.
according to the type of measured quantity with special names
commonly composed of the following:
o name of the quantity with the suffix - meter (tachometer,
barometer),
o name of the unit with the suffix - meter (calorimeter,
voltmeter),
o name of the unit with the suffix - mer (manometer,
dynamometer),
o name of the measured environment and with the sufix - mer
(water meter, gas meter),
o scales, stopwatch.
according to contact with the measured environment:
o contact tools which are in direct contact with the measured
environment,
o contactless tools which are not in direct contact with the
measured environment.

The separate group of the measuring instruments comprises of the
integration instruments in case of which the value of the measured quantity
is determined by the integration of a single quantity as of a function of other
quantity (for instance, a vane anemometer or a water meter).
The measuring instrument consists of several parts which are useful to
be specified. The measurement chain refers to a series of measurement
elements or measurement system forming a trajectory of a measurement
signal from input to output. In general, the measuring instrument contains
the following parts:
1. sensing device (sensor) – part of the measuring instrument or of the
measurement chain directly influenced by the measured quantity,
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2. displaying (indicating) device – part of the measuring instrument
providing the indicated value. In fact, the independent displaying
device can contain the following:
o indicator is a fixed or movable part of the displaying device
the position of which in relation to a scale allows
determination of the indicated value,
o scale is an organized set of symbols along with the assigned
numbering which comprises part of the displaying device of
the measuring instrument. The scale of the measuring device
is characterized by the following elements:
 scale length – length of a line (of the real or virtual
one) between the first and last mark passing the
central point of all of the shortest marks,
 division of a scale – part of a scale between two
random adjacent marks of a scale,
 length of a division – distance between two random
adjacent mars of a scale measured along the line
determining the length of a scale,
 value of a division – difference between the values
of a scale which correspond to two adjacent marks
of a scale.
The scale is referred to as the even one provided that the length of all
divisions is the same. If opposite is the case, the scale is referred to as the
uneven one. If the values of all divisions are identical, the scale is referred to
as the scale with the constant value of a division. Moreover, the scale is linear
if the length and value of each division are connected by the coefficient which
is constant along the entire length of the scale. The scale in case of which the
length and value of a division are not proportional and constant for all
divisions is denoted as the non-linear, the logarithmic, the quadratic, etc.
3. Registration device – part of the measuring tool providing the record
of the indicated value.
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Materialized measure is the measuring tool which in the course of use
permanently reproduces or provides single or more known values of the
values of the respective quantity. For instance, included are the clump
weights, a voluminous measuring bin, a ruler or a gauge block.
Measurement converter is device performing the conversion of the
input quality values to the values of the output quantity according to certain
pattern. The analogue numerical converters, thermal elements, strain
gauges, etc. are included.
Auxiliary measurement equipment is inevitable for performance of
measurements, for achievement of the required accuracy, etc. The
measurement result is not influenced by the measuring tools or
measurement converts yet by their utilization.
Reference material (RM) is material or substance a single or more
values of which characterize the property and are sufficiently homogeneous
and determined so that they are applicable for calibration of the apparatus,
for assessment of the measurement method or for determination of material
values. If the reference material disposes of a certificate assuring the
connection with correct realization of the unit used for expressing the value
characterizing the certified property of the reference material, thus the
material is referred to as certified reference material (CRM).
The etalons have a special position among the measuring tools. Their
task is to reproduce and maintain the units of physical quantity, of its
multiple or proportion and to shift the value of such measured unit to
accurate measuring tools. The etalon can represent also the measuring tool
which allows meeting of certain metrological requirements.
The most significant are the following:


physical phenomena or properties by means of which the unit of the
respective quantity is reproduced; the phenomena must be well31
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known and must be backed up by highly elaborated theory and
experiment,
time stability,
low dependence on influencing quantities,
technique of the unit transfer to other measuring tools must be
possible to be physically realized.

The measuring tool performing the function of the etalon must meet
further requirements as follows:








it is used solely for the purposes of reproduction, maintenance of the
quantity unit and transfer of its value to other measuring tools,
it disposes of inevitable technical and metrological properties and
respective documentation,
it is calibrated, tested or verified by the respective metrological
organization on the basis of performed tests and measurements. The
calibration, testing or verification is repeated in regular intervals,
it is registered as the etalon,
it is used in accordance with the prescribed means and by designated
people,
it is saved in accordance with the prescribed means in the specified
location.
The etalons can be classified according to certain criteria as follows:





according to hierarchy:
o primary etalons – the etalons which are determined or
generally recognized as the etalons with the highest
metrological quality,
o secondary etalons – the etalons the value of which is
determined by comparison with the primary etalon of the
same quantity,
according to sphere of application:
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o

o

o

reference etalons – the etalons which maintain the value of
unit on the respective value and shift it to the etalons of
lower orders,
working etalons – the etalons which are as standard used
for calibration, testing or verification of working measuring
tools and they are calibrated by the reference etalons,
comparative etalons – the etalons which are used as the
means in reciprocal comparison of etalons or in comparison
of etalons with the measuring tools.

Apart from the mentioned classification the following is known:




1.5

international etalons – the etalons recognized by the international
agreement as the rudiments for determination of other values of
other etalons of the respective quantity,
national etalons – the etalons recognized by the national decree
which in the respective state serve as rudiments for passing the
values to other etalons of the respective quantity.

Control of Measurement Processes

The system of measurement control represents significant part of the
system of quality control. The measurement control system should assure
that measurement device and measurement processes fit their intended use
which is important in achievement of the aims of production quality. The aim
of the system of measurement control is risk management so that the
measurement equipment and measurement process could show false results
which could influence the quality of production of the organization. The
methods applied in the system of measurement control range from the basic
comparisons of measurements and characteristics of the measurement
equipment up to application of statistical techniques in measurements
processes.
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1.5.1.

Responsibility of Management

Management of an organization must define responsibilities for
metrological activity in the organization, determine and assure sources
inevitable for establishment and continuance of the metrological activity.
The main tasks of management in the sphere of metrological activity
are the following:






1.5.2.

to establish, to document, to maintain, and to constantly innovate
the system of measurement control,
to assure that the customer's needs and requirements are detected
and projected into metrological demands,
to define and set the aims of the system quality. The criteria and
procedures referring to the achievement of the aims must be defined
as they relate to the measurement processes and to control of such
processes,
regular and systemic examination of the system of measurement
control to assure its continuous effective implementation and
meeting the requirements.

Sources

The primary function of the measurement control system requires
provision of the respective sources, especially of the following:





human sources,
information sources,
material sources,
external suppliers.

The main tasks of the management of metrological activity in the
sphere of the human sources are the following:



to define and document responsibilities of all workers assigned to
operation and measurement control system,
to assure competence of all personnel members included in the
measurement control system to perform the assigned activities. The
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personnel should realize the scope of responsibility and
accountability as well as influence of their work upon the
effectiveness of the measurement control system and product
quality.
In the sphere of information sources the main tasks of metrological
activity of the management is the following:







to assess and document the procedures within the scope inevitable
for assurance of the appropriate implementation, consistency of
utilization, and validity of the measurement results. The procedures
must be actual and the personnel must possess adequate approach
and the documents must be controlled,
to control and document the software applied in the measurement
process and for result calculation by means of which assured should
be the suitability of continuous utilization,
to elaborate and update the records containing the information on
operation of the control system of the measurement,
to identify the independent or team procedural elements of the
measurement control system. The measuring tools or the
measurement equipment confirmed only for the utilization in
particular measurement process or processes must be easily
identified or controlled by other means which assures avoidance of
unauthorized utilization.

In the sphere of materialized sources the main tasks of management
of metrological activities are as follows:




to assure availability of the entire measurement equipment
inevitable for meeting the specified metrological needs as well as its
identification in the records of the measurement control system,
to maintain and apply the documented procedures for acquirement,
attendance, transport, storage, and dispatching of the measurement
equipment by means of which avoided is misapplication, improper
use, damaging and changes of metrological characteristics,
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to document conditions of environment, inevitable for adequate
activity of measurement processes, which are included in the
measurement control system. The relative components of the
environment influencing the measurements must be monitored and
recorded and in case of need the results must be corrected.

The organization should define and document the requirements on
products and services of the measurement control system which are
provided by the external suppliers. The external suppliers must be assessed
and selected on the basis of inherent ability to meet the requirements.
Criteria related to selection, monitoring, and evaluation must be defined and
recorded and the records should be filed. The records on products and
services provided by the external suppliers must be kept.

1.5.3.

Methods and Intervals of Collection of Measurement Process
Data

To control the processes inevitable is to determine the methods of
collection of information on process being controlled. On the basis of such
information it is assessed whether the controlled process meets the
requirements or is outside the required limits. For this reason the supervision
system of the measurement process is introduced. The supervision system
includes identification of the measurement process elements, which will be
monitored, procedure, means, and intervals of supervision. At present, in
data collection and in controlled measurement process the measurement of
the control etalons appear to be the most suitable solution although the
methods stemming from the measurements performed directly with
products or measurement objects or processes are used. These methods also
allow certain collection of information on the measurement process. Yet the
tendency of application of control etalons prevails.
The control etalon represents particular device similar to items
measured in the measurement process that should be controlled. The
control etalon is supposed to be stable. The control etalon may not be the
independent object, i.e. difference between two etalons can be used as
control etalon. The control etalon must dispose of defined metrological
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characteristics. The measurement frequency in case of control etalon is
influenced by three main factors as follows:




control range,
required assurance level,
acceptable limit of measurement uncertainty.

Shorter intervals of measurement of control etalon are selected for a
new measurement process or new control etalon. Apart from the
measurement frequency significant is also selection of time at which the
measurement is performed. If other reason does not exist, the
measurements of control etalon are performed at randomly selected times
during working day or week.

1.5.4.

Data Analysis for Control of Measurement Processes

To assure the control of measurement processes the data on
measurement process must be analysed and compared with requirements.
Therefore it is primarily inevitable to select the items of measurement
process which will be monitored. The respective limits should be assigned to
these limits. The items of measurement process include an operator, the
equipment, the ambient conditions, the applied methods, etc. Moreover, it
is necessary to assess the deviations caused by these items and to determine
their contribution in the entire process uncertainty. The suitable instruments
are regulation diagrams of measurement process. Displaying the data in
graph allows detection of unexpected time deviations or process changes as
well as long-term trends. If the measured value of the control etalon changes
in the course of time, the conclusion must be drawn related to the fact that
the control etalon changes or that the measurement process changes or both
of them change. Should any of these be the case it is inevitable to find the
reason of such changes.
In statistical control of the time-dependent measurement process the
following conditions must be met:



reasons of time dependence are well-known,
time-dependent properties can be predicted without excess.
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A number of types of regulation diagrams exist for the variables which
can be applied in control of measurement process. Especially suitable the
regulation diagrams of selective diameters and of selective variances. All data
acquired through application of control etalons must be instantly processed
and plotted in diagrams. The final diagrams are regularly inspected and
administered by an independent worker.

1.5.5.

Correction Actions

If the results of the inspection and assessment of data point out
acceptable deviations of measurement process, it is inevitable to adopt
correction actions to provide repeated control of the process. The correction
actions can include the following:







shortening of intervals between inspections,
repair or removal of unstable or unreliable devices and instruments,
increasing of time span within the frame of which the measurements
are performed,
decrease of uncertainties of the measurement equipment,
increase of number of the monitored factors,
increase of personnel competences, etc.

The system of measurement process control should be introduced for
all significant measurement processes which would be sufficient for
assurance of requirements related to magnitude of uncertainties of results.
This means introducing of collection system of measurement process data,
processing and analysis of the data and adopting of correction actions.
At present the term of capability of measurement equipment or
capability of measurements is often used. As in general the measurement
process does not consist only of the measurement equipment and measuring
tools the first term is not suitable. The other term appears to be more
appropriate yet it conveys just the process of detection of the state of
measurement process. Absent is also the method of assurance of the
permanent capability of measurement process. Definitely it is not more
suitable term for measurement process control.
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METHODS OF STATISTICAL REGULATION OF
PRODUCTION PROCESSES

The aim of the chapter is to describe the issue of application and
introduction of the methods for statistical regulation of the production
processes. At the same time the chapter contains classification of methods
according to the individual categories. Consequently, the attention was paid
to detailed description of "7 old" and "7 new" methods of statistical
control/regulation of the production process quality.

2.1

Introduction to the Issue

The principles, means, instruments, and methods for assurance of the
quality of systems, processes, products and services stem from the fact that
the aim of the quality control is meeting of the requirements or needs of
customers with the aim being achieved integrally. Thus the quality is viewed
as the inseparable part of the entire chain of all activities "through" the
whole existing organization.
So-called QCDS paradigm (pattern) expresses the chain supplier –
maker –customer:







Quality – informs on quality characteristics in terms of: usability,
operating ability, functionality, accordance with requirements,
reliability, safety, durability, design, aesthetics, economy, ecology,
mark etc.
Costs – inform on characteristics related to the costs and prices (unit
costs/loss, productivity, period of cycle, price, raw material,
materials, work, unit prices/profit, yield, benefit etc.).
Delivery – characterizes the produced volume, production time,
loading time, transport time, supply time, etc.
Services – express the requirements on safety, failure-free use,
ecology level, guarantees, possibility of return, pre- and postmarketable services, reparability, trainings, user manuals, repair
manuals, etc.
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Assessment of the quality is consequently the result of subjective and
objective (standardized) evaluation of diverse parameters (indicators) of the
respective product. In this case it must be mentioned that according to STN
EN ISO 9000:2001 standard (Quality Management System) the quality is
defined as follows: "Quality is the extent to which the set of inert
characteristics meets the requirements ".
The definition conveys at least 4 diverse quality (Q) views:





Q1 – required by a customer (subjective/objectivized),
Q2 – offered by a supplier (objectivized),
Q3 – achieved by a supplier/by a maker (standardized),
Q4 – perceived by a customer (subjectively objective).

Fig. 2 Four quality views

According to the cycle the means for quality provision within the entire
complex, i.e. for provision of total integrated quality must refer to two basic
spheres as follows:



analysis of processes,
analysis of variability /stability/capability of processes/products.

The analysis of statistical variability/stability/ capability represents the
assessment of the quality indicators in terms of quantity, and measurable
and comparable parameters.
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The methods of the group are known as the following methods:



SPC – Statistical Process Control or
SQC – Statistical Quality Control,

i.e. the methods of statistical control/regulation of the quality of
processes.

2.2

Classification of the Methods

At present, in industrial practice the applied statistical methods are
frequently classified into three basic groups:




Simple (basic, elementary) statistical methods – "7 old methods",
Moderately demanding statistical methods,
Demanding statistical methods.

Simple statistical methods – "7 old methods" or methods for so-called
input level of assessment are demonstrative, and visually transparent. The
following is included:








cause-and-effect diagram – Ishikawa diagram,
Pareto chart and Lorentz curve,
check sheet,
flow diagram,
histogram,
correlation diagram,
regulation diagram.

Moderately demanding statistical methods or methods of moderate
level of assessment include the following:






statistical inspection,
statistical classification,
tests of hypotheses,
statistical theory of estimate,
failure theory,
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analysis of variance (ANOVA - Analysis of Variance),
design of experiments (DoE - Design of Experiments),
regressive and correlation analysis – dependence among variables,
methods of reliability assessment.

Demanding statistical methods or methods of upper level of
assessment are as standard intended for specialists. These methods
represent the following:







combined methods of design of experiments (EVOP-Evolution
Optimizing),
multi-dimensional regressive and correlation analysis,
multi-factor analysis of variance,
analysis of time periods (periodogram, frequency analysis),
cluster analysis,
sensor methods.

Apart from the basic classification of methods, "7 new" methods, the
instruments of control and assurance of quality should not be omitted. These
7 new methods of control and assurance of quality are composed of the
following:








affinity diagram
relation diagram
matrix diagram
matrix table
tree diagram
network diagram
decision diagram

The detailed description of these instruments is presented in a
separate chapter.
Statistical methods/regulations of quality stem from the known
principles of theory of probability and mathematical statistics which are
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implemented into the assessment of the quality of parameters. If being
named in order of years of active work Pearson, Fisher, Mahalanobis,
Neyman, Dodge, Shewhart, Deming, Juran, Ishikava, Taylor, Feigenbaum,
Nelson, Shilling, Mizuno, Imai, Suzaki are those who contributed to their
active utilization most.
Decision taking on application the particular statistical method
inevitable is data classification for the following:








understanding of the issue of fact, e.g. checking of dispersion in
process samples, variability of failures/discrepancies in
production/deliveries,
analysis of number of discrepancies, failures, and causes of their
occurrence,
process control, determination of process development, comparison
of actual and required values, the width of intervals of fluctuation of
values,
calibration, adjustment, setting of parameters of equipment and
process,
approval/refusal of supplies/materials/services after their checking.
Application of statistical methods is possible as follows:





routine application – in this case the procedure of collection and
processing of data must be documented (who – when – why –
how/what methodology was used – what was the form of data like
during manipulation),
single application – in this case the need and sphere of application of
respective procedure/means for data processing are sufficient to be
justified.

Failures occurring in data collection (inconsistence, inaccuracy,
inadequate application, wrong approach), and in data processing (technical
and professional level of workers/means of HW and SW processing), and in
data implementation (incorrect outcomes, inappropriate utilization in case
of solving the respective issue) represent the reason of extraordinary care
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taken of the entire process of collection, processing, maintaining, and
interpretation of data.
The quality (textual, value) and quantity (numerical, amount, value)
data dispose of, even under stabilized conditions of collection, typical
property which is their variability – changeability of the individual results.
This property, however, must be acceptable to such extent so that the
certain level of homogeneity - uniformity and stability of data is provided.
(Influence of random and systematic causes/failures upon the results of their
identification, see in textbooks on statistical methods).
In practice, frequent application of statistical methods in output
checking can be observed rather than in process control. Unless the
processes forming the output become the centre of our effort it will not be
possible to achieve the absolute effect of these methods in increase of
quality and productivity and in decrease of costs.

Fig. 3 Reciprocal relation input – process – output in the quality assurance
system

The term process refers to ideal combination of suppliers, workers,
equipment, input material, methods, and environment, i.e. of all participants
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transforming the inputs into outputs. The overall performance of the process
depends on communication between a supplier and customer, on the
method of design and implementation and performance and control of the
process. The second part of system regulation is useful only when
contributing to the dwelling on ideal level or to improvement of the entire
process performance.
It is apparent that for detection of the "problematic" nodes in which
certain extent of variability can be observed (and for their elimination) the
variables causing this variability must be recognized and their measurable
attributes must be detected and appropriate measurement
equipment/instruments must be provided. At the same time inevitable is to
prepare the qualified operators and thus obtain the representative
measurement results. Their assessment, analysis and its outcome allow
determination of standards/norms which must be followed, checked yet on
the other hand gradually optimized so that they provide statistically
managed and stable production process or constant quality increase of
production with decrease of its costs, i.e. with decrease of prices for such
production.
In each process during "chaining of associations" it is inevitable to
distinguish two phases of quality check: problem discovery - detection and
problem avoidance - prevention and to decide which approach towards
assurance of production quality will be selected.
Phase of detection and of consequent intervention, i.e. principle of
assurance and checking of quality at the end of respective cycle, off-line, is
extremely long and costly (Feigenbaum: "hidden plant"). This traditional
approach towards quality is viewed in a block in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Phase of problem detection in the processes
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Phase of prevention rests in building up the quality continuously, in
responsibility for the quality in connection with the entire production
process, (working procedures), production costs, when all continuous
processes are "possessors" of the quality, in on-line access. Such current
approach towards quality is shown in Fig. 5. It is apparent that nowadays
unambiguous preference of preventive approach to quality, which includes
the detection approach, is inevitable.

Fig. 5 Phase of the problem prevention in the processes

It is apparent that nowadays unambiguous preference of preventive
approach to quality, which includes the detection approach, is inevitable. It
must be noted that also traditional detection approach is justified.
In general, in application of the SPC methods the order of their
utilization cannot be determined in advance. For each particular plant
advisable is to possess reliable solution of problems related to quality and
elaborated so-called quality manual (Quality Journal) which represents,
owing to certain standardized curriculum, a suitable integration tool for the
following:






record of source problematic situation,
record of series of steps of problem analysis,
solution proposal,
solution verification,
correction interventions intended to eliminate the problem.
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Directives and standard plant procedures are consequently comprised
in the documentation of selected means/instruments of the quality
assessment.

2.3

7 Old Tools for Control and Assurance of Quality

The chapter offers detailed description of the principle and procedure
of introduction of 7 old tools which are applied in control and assurance of
the quality of production processes.

2.3.1.

Histogram

Every machine and every production process has dispersion behavior
(dispersion image). By means of statistical methods this dispersion image can
be illustrated. The simple method is a column graph – histogram (Fig.6).
Histogram is statistical diagram suitable for displaying the
classification of frequencies of the continuous statistical indicator. It
comprises of the rectangles the areas of which are proportional to the
frequencies of class intervals. The limits of class intervals are displayed on
axis x and absolute (or relative) class frequencies are displayed on axis y.
Frequency histogram differs from the Pareto chart only by other
contents of the displayed variables, not by the means of graphical
expression. Histogram then represents a subset of column graphs for being
plotted just for a single random variable which acquires through
measurement obtained values of respective interval divided further into
subintervals of particular width which are in continuous link-up. Thus it can
be assumed that among the individual values of histogram the difference
must be "zero".
As according to the table of quantitative data it is rather difficult or
even impossible to observe certain typical features of the data, after their
rearrangement, usually to increasing variation order, they can be categorized
and number of values within the individual classes are possible to be shown
in histogram in absolute, relative or cumulative absolute, cumulative relative
frequencies of occurrence. In histogram this serves for "summarizing" of
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variability of respective random variable and the principle of its classification,
frequency or distribution function can be detected.
Histogram can be formed for the uninterrupted and continual variable
in quality check performed by measurement or for the discontinuous
discrete variable in quality check performed by comparison. However,
histogram should not be formed for the random variable the values of which
depend on time as in such case the effect of time vanishes. Despite this fact
recommended is to process the data even into histogram and regulation
diagram in case of some processes.

Fig. 6 Basic histogram types

Typical histograms have the following shapes (Fig.6):
a) general, normal, bell-shaped, Gaussian histogram is commonly just an
"image" of normal distribution and is typical for even 70% of the
measurable variables,
b) bimodal, double-peaked histogram signalizes connection of two
selections, change of position, condition of measurements in its
development, superposition of systematic failures,
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c) plateau, flat histogram corresponds to uniform distribution of variable
and processes on case of which every value within the tolerance limits
is good,
d) combined, comb histogram points out the measurement failures,
disrespecting of measurement accuracy in classification and the
failures in rounding,
e) truncated, left/right sided is the result of exclusion of values off the
prescribed range of tolerance as well as of displaying of the variable
with the asymmetric exponential or logarithmic normal distribution,
f) with the isolated values and separated peaks points out the possibility
of assessment of inhomogeneous products as well as "dropout" of
certain part of values.
The procedure of histogram elaboration can be summed in following
basic steps:








calculation of range of the R set,
determination of number and width of intervals,
drawing up a frequency table,
determination of interval limits,
determination of centres of intervals (class features),
assignment of the measured values to the individual ranges in the
frequency table by means of a line method,
drawing up the inherent diagram.

Histogram Interpretation
The following can be judged by the analysis of histogram shape:



type of distribution (symmetric, asymmetric),
influence of the identifiable causes of variability (the most frequently
occurring histogram shapes including possible identifiable causes are
shown in Fig.5). If the analysis proves that the monitored quality
character or process parameter is of normal distribution,
consequently the histogram should be bell-shaped, which is a signal
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that the process is influenced only by random effects and so its state
is statistically stable. Each deviation from the shape indicates
probable influence of the identifiable effects.

2.3.2.

Process Development Diagram

A development diagram serves for demonstrative graphical display of
sequence and reciprocal link-up of all steps of particular process. Its
elaboration represents a significant basis for improvement of processes and
quality. It can be applied in description of any process which can be the
existing or designed one. The development diagram is a suitable tool for the
process analysis, for its individual steps and decision taking nodes, for the
identification of spheres with possibility of problem occurrence, for the
optimization of distribution of the checking spots and for the identification
of redundant activities. It represents clear image of the process which
contributes to its better and faster understanding. The workers engaged in
the process are provided with their exact position and their internal
customers. These indisputable advantages of development diagrams are not
weakened even by the fact that in case of complicated processes its
application may lead at times to excessive simplification which is connected,
for instance, with problematic tracing of exceptions or concurrent activities.
Regulations of Drawing up the Development Diagram
In drawing up the development diagram the following principles must
be observed:







To draw up the diagram in a team.
To raise the appropriate questions. The basic questions of a type:
"What happened first?", "What should follow?"
To stick to a simple, brief, and transparent process description.
To assure particular language form of description of the activities
(e.g. to express all the activities in infinitive) and to maintain the level
of details within the frame of described process.
To identify the decision correctly.
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To strive for placement of a single development diagram on one
page.
To use undifferentiated symbols (the most frequently applied
symbols and their meanings are shown in table 5).
To use a single block of the beginning and a single block of the end.
To display orientation within the process.

Procedure of Drawing up the Development Diagram
In drawing up the development diagram the following steps should be
taken:










To identify the process, its interface with other processes and
activities.
To create a team (all participants of the process realization).
To approve symbols intended to be used in the development
diagram including their meaning.
To draw a symbol for the beginning of the process.
To identify the first activity (the question: "What happened first?")
and to draw a symbol and description of the first activity.
To identify other activities and places at which the decisions are
taken including the record on precaution for all possibilities of
decision (questions: "What will happen next?", "What will happen
if...?"), to draw them in diagram and connect with arrows.
To draw a symbol for the end of process after last activity.
To identify unambiguously development diagram (to specify the
name of process, authors of development diagram, user's name,
number of variant of development diagram, date of last
inspection,...).

Types of Development Diagrams



Linear – standard type showing the process which is divided into
decision taking and executive operations.
Input-output – the left part of the diagram contains input or
background materials inevitable for the activity and the left part of
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the diagram contains input documents obtained through the realized
activity.
Integrated – shows the responsibilities of the individual workers or
departments participating in the respective process.

Fig. 7 Instances of the internationally approved symbols for creation of
development diagrams

2.3.3.

Check Tables

The check tables (collection data forms) serve for manual collection of
the initial data inevitable for production quality control. The collected data
represent basic resource for the assessment of current state of the process
and for determination of directions of further improvement. The tables are
applied especially in the following cases:





input, operation, output quality check of semi-products, parts, raw
materials,
analysis of machine and equipment,
analysis of technological process,
analysis of faulty products,
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records of input data and calculation of basic characteristics for
regulation diagrams.

In data collection it is inevitable to stem from the fact what type of
information should be acquired. The information capability of information is
not dependent only on number of collected data yet mainly on adequate
selection of the monitored parameters. This selection rests in data processed
in diagram of causes and consequences.
The check tables for data record should be comprehensible and
sufficiently transparent and they must contain all significant features of
conditions under which the data were collected. These identification
features should include the following:







date, time, place,
production equipment, production line, technological parameters,
name of a worker who collected and recorded the data,
used measurement method and type of measurement equipment,
identification of monitored production batch, production
parameters,
and other significant data.

Knowledge on such identification data is substantially important for
possible data stratification. The aim of stratification is to separate data of
the used sources so that the origin of each data item can be determined
rapidly and unambiguously and the process of detection of causes and
discrepancies and problems is thus accelerated. (Distribution of data groups
into several uniform subgroups on the basis of specific factors, their
character, causes of origin). It significantly influences the level of data
information capability. For instance, customer's complaint can be stratified
as follows:



according to issue of complaint (faulty product, insufficient amount,
incorrect loading, damaged product, delayed delivery),
according to source of problems (production, storage place,
dispatch),
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according to corresponding department (structure, production,
check, distribution, storage place, selling, services).

Such distribution facilitates clarification of a problem and solution
finding.

2.3.4.

Pareto Chart

Pareto chart represents rather significant tool of management
decision taking as it allows determination of priorities in solution of quality
problems so that in purposeful utilization of sources the maximal effect is
achieved. At the same time the chart is suitable in demonstrative problem
submission. In the 19th century Italian sociologist Vilfredo Pareto discovered
that 80% of wealth is owned by 20 % of population. American quality expert
J.M Juran denoted generalization of such distribution as Pareto principle
(Fig.8) on the basis of which a conclusion was made that 80 – 95 % problems
with quality are the results of low number of causes (5 - 20 %). The causes
included in this minority must be preferably focused on, profoundly analysed
and their influence should be minimized or eliminated. The means of Pareto
principle application and basic tool of Pareto analysis is Pareto chart (Fig. 9).
In the sphere of quality control Pareto chart represents one of the most
effective and standardly available and easily applicable tools. Pareto
distribution is shown in the column graph.

Fig. 8 Pareto principle
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For instance, the following can be assumed:








Only 20 % is connected with 80 % of losses thus the attention must
be paid to the 20 % of vital causes by means of which 80 % of losses
will be solved (task for optimization-minimization of losses of lowquality production).
Core of a product requires even 80 % of production costs yet its
influence upon a customer reaches just 20 % or vice versa, the
environment, advertising, brands – immaterial part represents only
20 % of the product costs with the influence of 80 % upon the
customer (task for optimization of costs related to production and
non-production activities).
Out of total production 20 % of products of the company bring 80 %
of profit (task for decision taking on optimal portfolio composition of
products at present).
As much as 80 % of the sold turnover comes from 20 % of the
customers.

Fig. 9 Pareto chart of the relative frequency of causes for errors on websites

The columns are aligned in order from the highest to the lowest one.
Pareto analysis represents the technique employing Pareto principle within
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the frame of solving the problem related to priority setting. It is realized on
the basis of structure of Pareto chart and consequent application of Pareto
principle or other criteria for selection of the vital minority. The aim of Pareto
analysis is to separate important factors (for instance, causes of particular
problem with the level of quality) from the less important ones and to show
the preferred target of striving for improvement of the processes. The
utilization of Pareto analysis in the sphere of quality management is versatile.
It can be the case of the following sphere:










analysis of number of discrepant products and their types;
analysis of the related losses;
analysis of time and financial losses related to settlement of
discrepant products;
analysis of complaints from the perspective of financial losses or
reasons of complaints;
analysis of causes of production of discrepant products;
analysis of causes of downtime of machines;
analysis of breakdowns and accidents of equipment;
analysis of tool wear;
comparison of the state prior and after the realization of
improvement precautions.

Pareto analysis can be successfully applied in searching for and
defining of the most significant problems which are, for instance, which are
the most numerous and the most costly, or in determination of the "vital
minority" of causes which bring about the problem defined in advance and
already detected.
Eight steps to identifying the principal causes you should focus on,
using Pareto Analysis:
1. Create a vertical bar chart with causes on the x-axis and count
(number of occurrences) on the y-axis.
2. Arrange the bar chart in descending order of cause importance, that
is, the cause with the highest count first.
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3. Calculate the cumulative count for each cause in descending order.
4. Calculate the cumulative count percentage for each cause in
descending order. (Percentage calculation: {Individual Cause Count}
/ {Total Causes Count} *100).
5. Create a second y-axis with percentages descending in increments of
10 from 100% to 0%.
6. Plot the cumulative count percentage of each cause on the x-axis.
7. Join the points to form a curve.
8. Draw a line at 80% on the y-axis running parallel to the x-axis. Then
drop the line at the point of intersection with the curve on the x-axis.
This point on the x-axis separates the important causes on the left
(vital few) from the less important causes on the right (trivial many).

2.3.5.

Diagram of Causes and Effects

C-E diagnostics (Cause - effect diagnostics) is frequently the
introductory method of analysis of breach of required – standardized quality
of production (of a product, of a service). It stems from Ishikawa approach
(1976), i.e. from monitoring of transition, succession of the individual
activities through production or non-production systems. Therefore the
diagram is often referred to as Ishikawa diagram. This succession and
technological logic is displayed in fishbone diagram through drawing the
main, subsidiary, and elementary influences which are crucial for the quality
of a developing product in the respective spheres. The mentioned succession
is very useful analytical tool for determination of measurement nodes and
included measurable parameters. The C-E diagram is recommended to be
elaborated as a base both for the individual use and for an expert group
analysis, for brainstorming, etc. Its basic structure is shown in fig. 10.
Kaoru Ishikawa categorized the spheres of causes to the 5M's:
Materials, Machines (Equipment), Methods, Measurements, Men,
(Manpower). However, at present more often the 7M's is used, i.e. the
original spheres were expanded by Management and Environment, and at
times the eight M can be added to the category – Money. Such classification
of spheres was initially oriented towards production systems yet it is clear
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that other suitable spheres of causes can be developed for the nonproduction systems.

Fig. 10 General structure of Ishikawa diagram

The causes creating the subgroups – medium bones and details – small
bones are usually included into the individual groups according to the type
of the analysed system. The classification can be as follows:
1M - Materials: raw materials, sources, energy semi-finished products
– in production processes, types, kinds of deliveries in commercial,
distributing processes, documents, information sources, - in case of nonproduction processes or in case of services of immaterial type.
2M - Machines: machines, equipment, production lines (structure,
maintenance) conveying devices, storage areas, information technologies.
3M - Methods: technological/production/service processes and
procedures, automatization, control.
4M - Measurements: instruments and procedures for collection,
assessment and analysis of quantitative data, norms, standards, regulations.
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5M - Management: organization and control structures, information
protections, needs of customers, team management, finance, prices, and
profits.
6M - Manpower: recruitment of workers, qualification, responsibility,
training, schooling.
7M - Environment: ambient effects, ecological requirements, other
causes not included.
Fig. 11 shows the instance of Ishikawa diagram for determination of
the particular effect – No solder in hole.
The central diagram axis presents the examined feature – the problem.
The lines in sidelong direction towards the axis represent the principal causes
affecting the examined object.

Fig. 11 Ishikawa diagram for determination of the particular effect

Other lines carrying the causes of lower level are directed at the axes
including the principal causes which further lines may head for. A wellelaborated graph should contain as many branches as possible each with
three and more levels. A simple graph with insufficient branching means that
the causes were not thoroughly examined. Determination of causes and of
their reciprocal connections is a complicated and creative process.
Application of brainstorming appears to be a suitable method.
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Procedure of elaboration of Ishikawa diagram could be summed up as
follows:








formation of a solving group with 3-7 employees,
determination of a coordinator,
definition of a problem which should be jotted down on the left part
of the horizontal axis of the diagram,
spotting of principal causes effecting the problem and employ them
in description of sidelong branches of the diagram,
determination of causes or of causes of lower level in relation to the
individual principal causes,
release the diagram at workplace and make it available for any of the
concerned employees,
discuss the solved problem and add other causes after 2-3 days.

The problem solving should continue by determination and solution of
single or more principal causes which negatively influence the matter of the
problem.

2.3.6.

Scatter Diagram

Correlation (scatter) diagram represents graphical display of two
quantities (correlation). In the sphere of quality usually so-called pair
correlation (comparison of two quality parameters) is applied. Distribution of
the points in the diagram, which correspond to the individual pairs of values
of the respective variables, characterizes direction, shape, and extent of
closeness of dependences among the monitored variables.
The point scatter (fig. 12) is also influenced by inaccuracy of
determination of values which are affected by a series of parameters such as
inaccuracy of determination method, of measurement equipment,
operating, etc. It is inevitable to take into consideration the fact that
communicative value of the diagram can be influenced by selection of
measuring scale on individual axes. Recommended is a thorough analysis of
value scales on the axes prior to formulation of the analysis outcome.
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Fig. 12 Basic types of correlation dependences

The scatter diagram offers the first piece of information on probable
statistical dependence. In its elaboration the following procedure is suitable:





2.3.7.

determination of variable quantities of x (independent) and of y
(dependent)
collection of related data of the process for identification of variable
quantities in step 1,
data mapping,
monitoring of the mapped data to detect possible relation among
the variable quantities.

Regulation Diagram

Regulation diagrams have been known since 1942. In this year their
principle was formulated by W.A. Shewhart therefore the diagrams are also
referred to as Shewhart charts. Regulation diagrams are applied as the
preventive means of the quality control. They are used with the processes in
case of which distinguishing of value fluctuation of the selected variable is
complicated under random and systematic (definable) causes and in case of
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which assumed is stabilized – regulated level of the variable in the particular
time segment, in certain "reliable zone".
Random (natural) causes are composed of a broad scale of
unidentifiable causes which cannot be measured individually. Measurable is
their sum only. As they act permanently, they can be relatively predicted. By
means of their action they do not fundamentally change variability or
position of the process. To limit their effect inevitable are radical
interventions in the process.
Through their action the systematic (definable) causes bring about
essential change, variability and/or of the process position. Thus the stability
of the process weakens. The systematic causes are classified to the
predictable and unpredictable (sporadic) ones. The predictable systematic
causes can be described by physical regularities, their acting is gradual, it
might be predicted (for instance, wear of a cutting tool, of a moulded.). The
influence of this group of causes can be limited by timely intervention;
however, they cannot be completely eliminated without fundamental
change of the process. On the other hand, the unpredictable systematic
causes act on irregular basis, abruptly, they cannot be described by physical
laws (they have character of an accident, e.g. breaking the tool off), bring
about substantial changes of the process and their formation can be often
hardly prevented.
In general, the regulation diagrams are considered to be the proved
means in improvement of qualitative parameters of production and in
prevention of failures – discrepancies in production. The practice appreciates
the regulation diagrams right for their preventive character. They help
prevent useless or unnecessary setting-up of equipment, production lines in
case of stability of the respective process. Moreover, they provide continual
diagnostic data on variability of the processes and allow collection of
information on capability of the monitored processes.
Check of production quality by regulation diagrams is applied
especially in repeated processes when under relatively stable production
conditions (technology, material, technical parameters of machines and
equipment, etc.) observed can be other effects (slight deviations from the
prescribed technology, slight deviations in material quality, inconsiderable
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inaccuracy of setting of machines and equipment, etc.) which are in case of
their significant non-exceedance demonstrated as random effects within the
frame of certain "reasonable" limits.
Contrary to structure of histograms, in elaboration of regulation
diagrams it is inevitable to adhere to the order of the collected data in time.
Structure of Regulation Diagram
The basis of the regulation diagram (RD) is display of data in a twodimensional coordinate system. The X axis is time axis, the Y axis is value/data
axis. The data are reciprocally connected into a polygon – progress diagram
– time series. In case of regulation diagrams the time and rational
configuration of data represent the key attribute.

Fig. 13 Basic structure of regulation diagram

The diagram shows a triplet of criteria (fig. 13):





Central Line - CL,
Upper Control Limit - UCL ,
Lower Control Limit - LCL,
as well as the values of the selected quality character or of its
calculated selective characteristics for the individual subgroups
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(arithmetic mean, standard deviation, number of discrepancies,
etc.).
Regulation limits set the zone in which the values of selective
characteristics of the individual subgroups occur with the probability
selected in advance provided that in the respective time segment the
examined process is influenced only by random causes of process variability.
If that should be the case, the monitored process of statistics is
managed/stable/under control. Consequently, the distribution of probability
of respective selective characteristics can be stemmed from in determination
of regulation limits.
In regulation diagrams the width of interval between UCL and LCL is
commonly given by a triple of the standard deviation of respective statistical
characteristics. Consequently, assumed is theoretical probability, p = 99.73
%, uncertainty α = 0.27 %, i.e. out of 10 000 pieces of data 9 973 will occur
within the frame and 27 out of the regulation limits of the respective
selective characteristics for both sides. As exceedance of regulation limits is
considered to be an extraordinary phenomenon, the occurrence of which
requires instant intervention, the regulation limits are then referred to as
action limits.
Classification of Regulation Diagrams:
Basic classification of the regulation diagrams is according to the type
of regulated quantity as follows:




Regulation diagrams for regulation by measurement – regulated
quantity is selective characteristics of the measured feature of the
quality, for instance, arithmetical mean, median, standard deviation,
extent of variation, sliding variance as well as individual values,
Regulation diagrams for regulation by comparison – regulated
quantity is number of discrepancies, proportion of discrepancies,
number or proportion of discrepant units.
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Regulation diagrams by measurement – they are related to the
continuous and measurable quantities. By measurement the quantitative
description by numbers is acquired which determine the arrangement and
values of the quantity. A pair of RDs is elaborated with one diagram referring
to the position and another one to the dispersion. As per STN ISO 8258
standard they are classified as follows:


diagram for arithmetic mean (𝑋) and diagram for extent of variance
(R),



diagram for arithmetic mean (𝑋) and diagram for standard deviation
(s),
diagram for the individual values (Xj) and diagram for sliding variance
(Rk),
diagram for median (Me) and diagram for extent of variance (R)




Regulation diagrams by comparison – they are related to
discontinuous and random quantities which describe the qualitative
properties of the characters. They are not based on the technical yet on the
economic indicators.



2.4

diagram for proportion of discrepant units (p) or diagram for number
of discrepant units (np),
diagram for number of discrepancies (c) or diagram for number of
discrepancies per unit (u).

7 New "Managerial" Tools for Quality Control and
Assurance

This chapter will describe the selected procedures of logic
contemplation in increase of production quality on the level of organization
managers in case of a complicated structure of the acting factors.
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2.4.1.

Managerial Procedure of Problem Solving

Managerial procedure of problem solving and application of 7
mentioned tools is the following:
1st phase: Analysis and Specification of a Problem with application of the
following:



Affinity diagrams,
Relational diagrams.

2nd phase: Searching and Adopting of Precautions with the application of
the following:




Tree diagrams,
Matrix diagrams,
Analysis of matrix data.

3rd phase: Solving of Relations and Time Dependences of preparation of
inevitable means and processes:



2.4.2.

Decision plan,
Network analysis.

Instances of Application and Solution

1. Affinity Diagram
The affinity diagram sorts out the summary of textual information on
facts, experience, opinions, and estimates into genuinely related complexes
(fig. 14).
The procedure of elaboration and application of the affinity diagram is
as follows:
1. After formulation of a topic, creation of a team, and selection of a
suitable moderator certain period of time will be offered for
preparation and thinking. During this period the team members
write their ideas down on free cards. (1)
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2. To develop a number of ideas is possible and suitable to be carried
out through a managed discussion. Ideas, facts, and information are
recorded by the moderator. (2).
3. All the ideas written down on the cards are sorted out by the team
members according to own judgement. The cards are categorized
into certain groups with internal relations. (3)
4. After completion of creation of groups the team selects or creates a
piece of information characterizing other information contained in
the group. (4)
5. The groups are highlighted in a bold line. (5)

Fig. 14 Procedure of affinity diagram elaboration

2. Relational Diagram
The relational diagram is usually a follow-up of the affinity diagram
data and its aim is to determine the key factors of the examined problems
(fig. 15).
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Fig. 15 Relational diagram

The procedure of elaboration and application of the relational diagram
is as follows:
1. It is suitable to stem from a problem which was analysed in the
previous affinity diagram or to generate the ideas related to the
particular problem through the brainstorming. The participants write
the ideas, facts, and information down on the cards.
2. The cards with the ideas are spread over the piece of paper or are
pinned onto the wall.
3. The participants shift the cards according to the reciprocal relations
until the consensus is reached.
4. In case of gap occurrence between the problems, it can be
operatively filled by creation of new cards.
5. The pairs of intermediately connected ideas are linked by lines.
6. To each connecting line an arrow is drawn in direction from the cause
to effect. In direction of the arrow the following is applicable: If A is
reached, then B can be reached as well and vice versa, to reach B, A
must be reached first. The arrows must be unidirectional!
7. In case of every card the participants add up a number of arrows
leading outside. Both pieces of data are written down. The cards with
maximal number of arrows leading outside will determine the key
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factor (1) and with maximal number of arrows leading inside the key
effect will be determined (2).

3. Tree Diagram
The tree diagram serves for recognizing and solving the details of the
complicated problems with the aim to detect the drawbacks of the designs
which could lead to non-success (fig. 16).

Fig. 16 Tree diagram

The procedure of elaboration and application of the tree diagram is as
follows:
1. By means of brainstorming the knowledge on composition of the
particular problem is collected (1).
2. Arrangement of knowledge into the shape of a tree according to
logical and causal relations (2). If the gap or any uncertainty occurs,
the arrangement should be repeated. The procedure should be
detailed and thorough.
3. To assess correctness and feasibility of knowledge and solution
proposals and to mark them as follows (3):
! – correct and feasible
? – uncertain and therefore further examination is required
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0 - incorrect, unfeasible, and therefore rejected

4. Matrix Diagram
The matrix diagram serves for comparison of diverse phenomena or in
case of a single or several objects when their reciprocal connection is
examined under the influence of any factors: time, material, machine,
operating, method, etc.
According to number of monitored characteristics the matrix diagram
can be of different shapes:





L – for two characteristics,
T – for three characteristics,
X – for four characteristics,
A – roof for the characteristics in a single row.

Instance of the matrix with two characteristics (L type) is shown in fig.
17. The symbols for conveyance of reciprocal bond of the monitored
characteristics can be diverse, for instance, numerical, by means of
correlation coefficient or just as follows:




(+)
(0)
(-)

strong bond
absent bond
weak bond.

Fig. 17 Matrix diagram of the L type with two roofs
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5. Analysis of Matrix Data
Analysis of matrix data is inevitable only if the following is desired:





to detect market segments
to examine gradually multiple variables,
to arrange data into clusters,
to reveal hidden structures.

The basis of matrix data analysis rests in the fact that not only the
magnitude of characteristics appertaining to the applied scale is marked into
the graph with the magnitude of a symbol such as, for instance, the circle,
but also the weight assigned to the characteristics due to different reason
which is, for instance, market share. The instance of the graphical analysis of
the matrix data is shown in fig. 18.

Fig. 18 Instances of analysis of matrix data (A,B,C – competitors / S – our
current plan / P – our plan)

6. Decision Plan
The decision plan serves for coping with the hardly predictable effects
– coping with such effects can be performed by pre-determination of
possible reactions. The decision plan is also referred to as preventive decision
taking diagram or is abbreviated as PDPC (Process Decision Program Chart).
Decision plan is usually applied in the following:


process control in occurrence of technical problems,
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detection of any possible failures and problems,
elaboration of precautions against occurrence of problems and
method of coping with them in case they appear.
Procedure of the solving of the decision plan (fig. 19) is as follows:







Selection of process out of the matrix of critical factors and
processes.
Drawing the tree diagram of the process.
Selection of a single branch of the tree diagram (1). Performance of
brainstorming and the FMEA analysis (Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis) for the purpose of defining the possible problems. (2)(4)
Solving the precautions related to coping with the problems. (3)(5)

Fig. 19 Procedure of decision plan solving

The decision plan should be elaborated for the entire matrix of critical
factors and processes. At the same time the general method of control
should be solved in case the unusual situations would occur in production
quality.

7. Network Analysis
The network analysis is applied in determination of all activities and
their follow-ups necessary for achievement of the required level of quality of
production processes and products.
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The network analysis is used especially in case of the following:




project planning,
defining and modelling of processes,
identification of drawbacks and of critical path.
Procedure of the network analysis is as follows:

1. It defines the process intended to be analysed.
2. An action item list will be prepared and written down on separate
cards. (2)
3. The cards will be sequentially placed in a series and besides each
other (3) according to the responses to the following questions:
 Which action item must be performed prior to commencement
of the examined action?
 Which action item can be performed during continuation of the
examined action?
 Will the estimate of each action continuation be performed
according to the rule:
𝐴 + 4𝐵 + 𝐶
6
4. The estimated continuation periods will be written down on the
cards. (4)
5. Continuation periods will be gradually calculated for each branch (5):
 In direction from the start of the process calculated will be the
earliest possible dates of the starts of the individual action
items.
 In direction from the completion of the process towards its start
the latest possible starts of the individual action items will be
calculated.
6. The critical path will be detected and included into particular
calendar period and the dates will be recorded in the entire network
analysis.
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CAPABILITY OF MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

The aim of the chapter is to present the instructions for the selection
of procedure related to quality assessment of the measurement system.
Although the instructions are sufficiently general to embrace any
measurement system, primarily they focus on the measurement systems
applied in industry. The instructions are not considered to be a collection of
methods of analysis of all measurement systems. They are especially centred
on the measurement systems in which the measured data can be repeatedly
applied for each product.
Terminology
Measurement equipment – measurement instrument, measurement
standard, reference material, and auxiliary apparatuses inevitable for the
realization of the measurement process.
Measurement system – a complex composing of the measurement
equipment, measurement method, program equipment, environment and
operating, which is used for assessment of the monitored characteristics.
Resolving power of the measurement equipment – ability to resolve
close values of the measured characteristics.
Process variability – interval within the frame of which all values of the
characteristics occur will represent the process (for six times of the standard
deviation the probability is of 99.7 %).
Calibration of the measuring tool – comparison of metrological
properties of the measuring tool, usually with the organization etalon.
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Adjustment of the measuring tool – operation intended for
achievement of correspondence of functional state and measuring tool
accuracy with the conditions of the measuring tool application.

3.1

Measurement System Analysis – MSA

Prior to data collection for calculation of capability of indices it is
inevitable to check the measurement system of the selected quality
character so that the achieved results correctly represent the actual
capability of the process. The measurement system is a complete process of
collection of data on measurement, i.e. a set of operations, procedures,
measuring tools and other equipment, software, personnel applied in
assignment of numerical values to the measured features. Assessment of the
measurement system quality is performed on the basis of statistical
properties: bias in measurement, measurement congruity, measurement
repeatability measurement reproducibility, measurement stability, and
measurement linearity. The most significant elements of the measurement
accuracy are compatibility and bias in measurement.
Bias in measurement – it is difference between arithmetical mean of
the results of repeated measurement of the identical quality character and
reference value (fig. 20). It characterizes the overall systematic failure of the
measurement and represents the degree of measurement accuracy.

Fig. 20 Bias in measurement
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Measurement repeatability – represents measurement congruity
under the conditions of repeatability, i.e. if the independent measurement
results are acquired by the same operator, by the same measurement
means, by the same method, at the same place, and within the shortest
possible period of time.
Measurement congruity expresses variability of the results of the
repeated measurement of the same quality character (fig. 21). Congruity
degree is represented by incongruity. It is expressed by standard deviation
or sphere of actual variability (5.15σ, or 6σ).

Fig. 21 Measurement congruity

Measurement reproducibility – represents variability of mean values
of the repeated measurements of the same quality character under diverse
conditions (diverse measuring tools, operators, places,...) (fig.22).
To assess the measurement system can be carried out by indices of
capability or analysis of repeatability and reproducibility of measurement.
The first case refers to assessment of capability of the measurement means
(of the measuring tool) which is applied prior to the first application of the
measurement system (new measuring tool, after repair,...). In the second
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case bias and congruity of measurement are assessed under conditions of
repeatability as the measurement conditions cannot be assured in practice –
the most frequently it is the operator performing the measurement who is
altered.

Fig. 22 Measurement reproducibility

3.2

Average Range Method

Average range method is applied for assessment of repeatability and
reproducibility of measurement. It consists of three steps: preparation,
inherent measurement, assessment.
Preparation
Firstly, it is inevitable to prove whether the due quantity is measured.
Consequently, the measuring tool with sufficient resolving power must be
selected, i.e. so that 1/10 could be subtracted from the anticipated
variability. Then the parameters of the measurement system analysis are
determined: number of operators, measured pieces, repeated
measurements.
Inherent Measurement
Using the same procedure every operator measures the measured
pieces in a random order (parts, samples,...).
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Assessment
Shewhart regulation chart for the values of variation range of the
repeated measurements
1
1
𝐶𝐿 = 𝑅̿ = ℎ ∑ℎ𝑖=1 𝑅̅𝑖 , 𝑅̅𝑖 = 𝑟 ∑𝑟𝑗=1 𝑅𝑖𝑗 , 𝐿𝐶𝐿 = 𝐷3 ∙ 𝑅̿, 𝑈𝐶𝐿 = 𝐷4 ∙ 𝑅̿

Testing Criterion: 𝑹𝒊𝒋
Assessment of statistical coping with the process from the regulation
diagram, if all values of the testing criterion do not occur within

regulation limits:



measurement method of one operator differs from the other
methods – the measurement methods must be unified!
with all operators – the measurement system is extremely sensitive
to activity of the operator- the better measurement system must be
developed!

Measurement Repeatability EV (Equipment Variation) – is calculated if the
measurement process is statistically coped with from the point of view of
reached variability.
𝐸𝑉 = 5.15 ∙ 𝜎𝑒 = 5.15 ∙

𝑅̿
𝑑2∗

with
𝜎𝑒 – refers to standard deviation of repeatability, (estimated by R), 5.15 σ
corresponds to the width of the sphere in which it occurs provided that 99 %
of all values is distributed as standard,
𝑑2∗ - is coefficient dependent on number of measurement repeatability and
product of number of the measured components and operators.
Measurement Reproducibility AV (Appraiser Variation) – characterizes
variability among operators
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𝐴𝑉 = √5.15 ∙

𝑅0 𝐸𝑉 2
−
𝑑2∗ 𝑛 ∙ 𝑟

with
𝑅0 – is variation range of arithmetical means of all pieces measured by one
operator.
Repeatability and Reproducibility R&R (Repeatability & Reproducibility)
𝑅 & 𝑅 = √𝐸𝑉 2 + 𝐴𝑉 2
Part Variation (PV)
𝑃𝑉 = 5.15 ∙ 𝜎𝑝 = 5.15 ∙

𝑅𝑝
𝑑2∗

with
𝜎𝑝 – is standard deviation of the values of the feature of the quality of
measured pieces,
𝑑2∗ - is coefficient dependent on number of repeated measurements and
product of number of the measured components and operators,
𝑅𝑝 – is variation range of arithmetical means of all measurements of the
individual pieces,
Total Variation (TV)
𝑇𝑉 = √𝑅 & 𝑅 2 + 𝑃𝑉 2
Expressing of EV, AV, R&R, PV in % of overall variability:
𝐸𝑉

% 𝐸𝑉 = 𝑇𝑉 ∙ 100
𝐴𝑉
∙ 100
𝑇𝑉
𝑅&𝑅
= 𝑇𝑉 ∙ 100

% 𝐴𝑉 =
%𝑅&𝑅
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% 𝑃𝑉 =

𝑃𝑉
∙ 100
𝑇𝑉

if




% R & R ≤ 10 – measurement system is acceptable,
10 ≤ % R & R ≤ 30 – measurement system can be acceptable,
% R & R > 30 – measurement system must be improved.

Fig. 23 Table of the measured values (every of the h-th operators k times
measured the r-th measured pieces)
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3.3

Determination of Measurement System Capability –
Determination of Repeatability and Reproducibility

In the very process of the series production of plastic moulded pieces
intended especially for automotive industry inevitable is to check several
indicators and parameters from material reception through its processing
and parameters of injection process up to packing of the final products.
The task of this chapter is centred on practical demonstration of
assessment of the measurement system capability in practice. The chapter
was prepared in cooperation with the company of LPH Vranov n/T which
provided basic documents inevitable for elaboration of this chapter. The
attention was paid to the check of length dimensions after production which
the customer requires to be checked according to the regulation. On regular
basis the results are sent to the customer to be checked.

Fig. 24 Correct measurement of the length dimension

Fig. 24 shows correctness of the measurement of length dimensions.
This correct procedure is listed in graphical annex on the method of
measurement of length dimensions. The annex can be found at the quality
department. The examiners should follow the annex when performing the
measurement.
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In measurement of length dimensions the total length of the plastic
moulded piece was checked. Nominal value of dimension with tolerances is
shown in table 5.

Tab. 5 Total length of the plastic moulded piece
Upper limit

102.34 mm

Nominal value 102.19 mm
Lower limit

102.04 mm

The Mitutoyo Absolute Digimatic caliper with measuring range of 0 –
200 mm was used in the measurement.
Measurement Procedure and Assessment
The method is applied in introduction of new products into series
production in case of which bias and congruity of measurement are assessed
under conditions of repeatability that corresponds more to the actual
conditions of the measurement system application as the measurement
conditions cannot be assured in practice – many times the operator
performing the measurement alters.
The method rested in the measurement by 3 different operators who
measured congruently in three measurement cycles with 10 products each.
The instance is presented in fig. 23. The measurement of products by the
operators was performed according to a distribution list as shown in tab. 6.
Tab. 6 Measurement distribution list
Operator A
1
4
2
1
3
9
4
7

Operator B
1
5
2
8
3
10
4
4
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Operator C
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
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5
6

8
5

5
6

6
3

5
6

5
6

7

2

7

2

7

7

8

3

8

7

8

8

9

10

9

1

9

9

10

6

10

9

10

10

As it has been mentioned the method was applicable in case of three
different examiners performing the measurements of the total length of the
products from four different cavities of the injection mould. Table 7 presents
the assessment criterion of acceptability of the measuring tools on the basis
of determination of reproducibility and repeatability.
Tab. 7 Assessment criterion of acceptability of the measuring tools
Measuring tool is acceptable if reproducibility and repeatability R & R are
< 10 %

measurement system is acceptable

10 % - 30 %

measurement system can be acceptable according to
significance of application, measuring tool costs, repair costs

> 30 %

measurement system is unacceptable and it must be improved

The following tables present the indicators of the measurement
system capacity and the figures show Shewart regulation charts of
measurement ranges and regulation diagrams of average values measured
by the individual operators.
The graphs contain the following data (explanation):




A, B, C – identification of operators
UCL – upper control limit
LCL – lower control limit
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Assessment
Cavity No.1
Table 8 presents the values of measuring of the total length of the
moulded piece from cavity No. 1. The measurement system can be assessed
as the acceptable one.
Tab. 8 MSA – cavity No. 1 – total length (102.19 mm)
Parameter

EV

Value

0.0264

%
%
%
%
EV AV R & R PV
0.0017 0.0264 0.009 0.0279 8.81 1.07 8.88 3.00
AV

R&R

PV

TV

Fig. 25 Regulation diagrams – cavity No. 1

According to fig. 25 it is apparent that all points in the regulation
diagrams occur within the regulation limits and the lowest fluctuation of the
measured values can be observed in case of the C operator.
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Cavity No. 2
Table 9 presents the values measured by the individual operators in
measuring of the total length of the product from cavity No. 2. The
measurement system can be assessed as the acceptable one.
Tab. 9 MSA – cavity No. 2 – total length (102.19 mm)
Parameter

EV

Value

0.0193

%
%
%
%
EV AV R & R PV
0.0073 0.0206 0.0072 0.0279 6.44 2.43 6.88 2.40
AV

R&R

PV

TV

Fig. 26 Regulation diagrams – cavity No. 2

Fig. 26 shows the values of the product from cavity No.2. The instance
of this cavity shows that the measurement range was identical with all
operators and averages of the values in measuring of this value identically
fluctuated around the mean value in case of all operators.
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Cavity No. 3
Table 10 presents the values measured by the individual operators in
measuring of the total length of the product from cavity No. 3. On the basis
of the presented criteria the measurement system can be assessed as the
acceptable one.
Tab. 10 MSA – cavity No. 3 – total length (102.19 mm)
Parameter

EV

Value

0.0274

%
%
%
%
EV AV R & R PV
0.0052 0.0279 0.0090 0.0293 9.15 1.72 9.31 3.00
AV

R&R

PV

TV

Fig. 27 Regulation diagrams – cavity No.3

The instance shows the narrowest measurement range occurred with
the B operator. The widest range could be observed in case of the A operator.
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At the same time it is apparent that all points of the measurement
averages fit within the regulation limits and the value averages in measuring
of the value fluctuated identically around the mean value in case of all
operators. The most inconsiderable dispersion was recorded in case of the B
operator.
Cavity No.4
Table 11 presents the values measured by the individual operators in
measuring of the total length of the product from cavity No. 4. Also in
measuring of the total length in case of this cavity the measurement system
can be assessed as the acceptable one.
Tab. 11 MSA – cavity No. 4 – total length (102.19 mm)
Parameter

EV

Value

0.0264

%
%
%
%
EV AV R & R PV
0.0024 0.0265 0.0108 0.0286 8.81 0.81 8.85 3.60
AV

R&R

PV

TV

Fig. 28 Regulation diagrams – cavity No.4
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This cavity (No.4) proves that the narrowest measurement range
occurred with the B operator. The identical range could be observed in case
of other operators.
Figure 28 shows that also with this cavity all points of the
measurement averages fit within the regulation limits and the value averages
in measuring of this value fluctuated identically around the mean value in
case of all operators.

3.4

Assessment of Measurement Equipment Capability
Assessment of measurement equipment capability:





predicates of functional capability of the measurement equipment,
predicates of correctness of the measured data,
takes into consideration the influence of operating of the
measurement equipment and place of its application,
in case of failure analysis allows detection of the cause.

Initialization
Assessment of capability of the measurement equipment is initialized
by the personnel in charge as follows:


-

an authorized technologist or metrologist in case if:
is appointed by the process inspection plan and for dates determined
by the particular document,
the measurement equipment was out-of-operation for the period
longer than one month,
the measurement equipment is after repair,
an employee of quality control department in case of the following:
the study of capability of production process or machinery,
decrease of extent of utilization or complaints when the
measurement system requires to be verified as one of the possible
causes.
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To achieve maximal prosperity and competitiveness on the positions
of the middle management of the production organization and in the
segments of industrial engineering it is inevitable to provide the qualified
human potential. This qualified human potential should dispose of extensive
knowledge on sphere of production and management of industrial
machinery plant which will allow solving the problems occurring in logistics
and supply chain management, in-plant logistics and optimization of stock
and material flows, on implementation of general plant information systems,
on planning and management of production, on quality management, on
projecting of production processes and systems, on management of
innovations, on introduction of methods of industrial engineering into the
individual plant segments, on sphere of computer modelling of plant
processes, project management, application of methods of operation
research, etc. Versatility yet high professionality of such personnel
guarantees their considerably high value in labour market.
The industrial engineers integrate people, machines, and work. They
project, implement, plan, and manage complex integrated production
systems and systems for provision of services and assure their high
performance, reliability, meeting the deadlines and cost management. These
systems integrate people, information, technological equipment and
processes, materials and energy in entire life cycle of the respective product
or service. In other words, they should be the integrators of science,
commerce and technique with ability to solve the problem in terms of
technical, human, information and financial aspects. The industrial engineers
are required to possess scope of knowledge on functioning of the individual
elements of production plant and ability to organize and manage projects of
plant changes. Science and technology have always relied on measurement.
Application of technically and economically advantageous measuring tools,
measurement instruments and equipment as well as methods substantially
influences the quality of processes and products of each organization.
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Methods Applied in Assessment of Measurement Equipment Capability





Method 1: Determination of index of the measurement equipment
capability Cgm and Cgmk
Method 2: Determination of overall dispersion of the measurement
equipment SM
Method 3: With the instance of the measurement automatic
machine
Method 4: Repeatability and reproducibility R&R

We will focus on and describe in detail the most frequently applied
method of assessment of the capability of the measurement equipment
which is method 1.
Determination of Capability Index of the Measurement Equipment Cgm and
Cgmk
To check the accuracy of the measuring tools off the intended
calibration period t is possible to apply one of the available methods of
quality management under conditions of practice. It is assessment of
capability of the measuring tools which is feasible even on the level of a shop
- floor in any technological node of production process. A significant aspect
of statistical quality control is to assure acceptable capability of the
inspection system provided with measuring tools, measurement
instruments, etc. The assessment of the capability of the measuring tool is
one of the statistical methods focused on the measurement systems
frequently applied in industry. The capability of the measurement
equipment/measuring tool predicates of functional capability of the
measurement equipment and on the measured data accuracy. The quality of
the measured data is connected with the statistical properties of the
repeated measurements acquired through the system of measurements
performed under stable conditions. The check of the measuring tool
capability as one of the statistical methods focused on the measurement
systems applied in industry consists of the repeated measurements with the
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calibrated standard at the place of use of the measuring tool/measurement
device.
Nominal value of the standard Xr must be selected so that it fits within
the applied range of the measurement equipment. This nominal value is
preferably selected to assure its position in centre of tolerance of the
respective T character. The assessment results are characterized by
capability indices Cgm and Cgmk.
Index Cgm is ratio of 0.2 × T character tolerance to six times the
standard deviation sw of the repeated measurements (figure 29).
𝐶𝑔𝑚 =

0.2 . 𝑇
6 . 𝑠𝑤

Instead of T character tolerance the process dispersion of 6 × σ can be
used as well.

Fig. 29 Capability index Cgm

Index Cgmk is ratio of 0.1 × T character tolerance to a triple of the
standard deviation sw with regards to position of mean value 𝑋𝑎 measured
by the instrument/measuring tool.
𝐶𝑔𝑚𝑘 =

(𝑋𝑟 + 0.1. 𝑇) − 𝑋𝑎
3 . 𝑠𝑤
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Figure 30 shows the graphical principle of the measurement
equipment capability Cgmk.

Fig. 30 Capability index Cgmk

Realization
In dependence on the measurement method a single standard (for
digital methods) or three standards (for analogue methods) must be applied.
Observation of the following instructions is a must:









assessment must be performed at the stable place – at the place of
use of the measuring tool,
prior to the test the measuring tool/measurement equipment must
be definitely adjusted as during the test adjustment is not
acceptable,
adjustment and calibration standards (gauge blocks) must be moved
from the measuring position and placed back,
measurement with the standard must be performed at the same
place and in the same position at all times,
gradually minimum of 25 repeated measurements are performed
(50 repeated measurements would be ideal) with every standard and
the values are entered into a table which represents the basis for
drawing the graph,
out of the measured values by means of substituting into the
following relations the mean average value 𝑋𝑎 , standard deviation
sw and indices (indicators) of capability Cgm and Cgmk are calculated.
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Assessment


calculation of mean average value
𝑛

1
𝑋𝑎 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

with:
n – number of measurements,
Xi – the i-th measured value.


calculation of standard deviation
𝑛

1
2
𝑠𝑤 = √
∑(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑎 )
𝑛−1
𝑖=1



calculation of indices of capability with reliability of 1 – α = 99.7 %
𝐶𝑔𝑚 =

0,2𝑇
6. 𝑆𝑊

𝐶𝑔𝑚𝑘 = 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚

𝐶𝑔𝑚𝑘 =

(𝑋𝑟 − 0,1. 𝑇) − 𝑋𝑎
3 . 𝑠𝑤

𝐶𝑔𝑚𝑘 =

𝑋𝑎 − (𝑋𝑟 − 0,1. 𝑇)
3 . 𝑠𝑤

or

Minimal requirements for indices are as follows:
Cgm ≥ 1.34
Cgmk ≥ 1.33
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CAPABILITY OF PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

Should production equipment be introduced into the production
inevitable is to detect its capability to produce with sufficient certainty the
products with required parameters. Firstly, the capability of production
equipment is detected at the place of a maker prior to delivery to a customer
to obtain the proof of performance of the respective production equipment.
The test is usually repeated once again after installation of production
equipment at the place of a customer. In case of the equipment, which is
already at disposal or after repair, the procedure is the same. If the test result
is positive the assessment of the process capability follows.
The aim of the machine capability detection is the proof of the
following:




production with the machine runs within the range of well-known
regularities. If the regularity is not detected, so consequently the
machine capability cannot be determined, especially unacceptable is
to assign the calculated value expressing this capability to the
machine,
machine can produce within the range of required tolerances. Right
the detected regularity can prove it.

The examination of the machine capability includes short-term
assessment of influences acting upon the process which are conditioned by
the machine. Any other possible influences must be taken into consideration
that can act upon the process in the course of further machine activity.
External disturbing influences refer to the worker, machine, material,
method, and ambient conditions. The aim of the examination of the process
capability is evidence that the assessed process can meet permanent quality
requirements laid upon it. The examination procedure of the production
process capability includes long-term assessment the aim of which is to
determine all influences acting upon the process. Statistical methods used in
this monograph for determination of the machine capability can be applied
only for machine tools designed for series production.
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4.1

Selection of Check Characters

Selection of check characters crucially influences the assessment
results. In fact, significant appears to be every character which can influence
the assessed machine. In purchasing of new production equipment the
required value expressing machine capability must be determined for each
character and proved through consequent monitoring. In products with
many characters of the same type produced by a single tool the number of
characters intended for monitoring can be reduced. The check characters are
arranged according to priority as follows:






specific customer parameters,
critical parameters from the point of view of function,
critical parameters from the point of view of production – for
instance, long production cycles, costly production, conditions for
assembly, difficult regulation of the production process,
critical parameters from the point of view of check – for instance,
time-consuming check.

It is inevitable to determine reciprocal dependence of characters, to
check the most significant characters and to assure a follow-up of the other
ones.
To classify the characters connected with pre-processing and
characters connected with finishing operations (in decision taking whether
to check the parameters connected with pre-processing crucial is their acting
upon the following process).

4.2

Marginal Conditions

To be able to reach reliable conclusion all marginal conditions under
which the check was performed must be documented at all times. The
existence of a possibility to detect under which marginal conditions the
results occurred is a must. The marginal conditions are recorded into
assessment sheet. The marginal conditions refer to data on machine setting
and process, on characteristic data related to the place at which the
production equipment is installed.
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The data on machine setting include the following:










revolutions,
traverse movement,
tools,
machine cycle,
cooling emulsion, temperature,
pressure,
electric current (in case of welding machines),
power (in case of laser welding),
changes in optimizing precautions, etc.
The data on respective production process include the following:







semi-products by diverse suppliers,
diverse methods of pre-processing,
diverse production flows,
rotation of operators / shift rotations,
operation time of production equipment prior to test sampling.
Place characteristics:








ambient temperature (temperature changes during production of
products intended for tests),
air moisture,
air pressure,
shocks affecting the production equipment,
placement of the production equipment (building, floor),
unusual incidents (opening of windows, switching the heating on/off,
etc.).

In assessment of the machine capability disturbing influences must not
occur during production of the test product, i.e. forbidden is process
interruption, rotation of operators, replacement of the tool or change of the
marginal conditions (opening of Windows, switching the heating on/off).
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4.3

Data Collection

Radom check through statistical assessment should provide
information on dispersion behavior of the assessed production equipment
during short period of time. In case of sampling the production equipment is
pre-set so that the measured values appear in the centre of tolerance zone.
According to the process minimum of 50 samples of the produced products
intended for tests is taken (if possible, 100 and more samples would be ideal).
The sampling is performed with the products following each other in a
sequence. The products are then marked adequately.
Determination of Stability of the Measured Values
Out of minimally 50 sample products following each other in a
sequence the subgroups are created with minimal range of n = 5. In stability
test for each subgroup calculated is average value 𝑋𝑖 and standard deviation
si. The average value of the character in the subgroup is calculated according
to the relation as follows:
𝑛

1
𝑋𝑖 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

for

i =

1, 2, ... k and for j = 1, 2, ... n,

with

i –

subgroup sequence number,

j –

sequence number of the measured value in the subgroup,

k –

number of subgroups,

n –

subgroup range,

Xij –

value measured in the I - the group.

Standard deviation in the subgroup:
𝑛

1
2
𝑠𝑖 = √
∑(𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋𝑖 )
𝑛−1
𝑗=1
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for i = 1, 2, ... k and for j = 1, 2, ... n.
The calculated value 𝑋𝑖 and si are plotted into the diagram with the 𝑋card and the s – card. To achieve a suitable gauge, firstly it is inevitable to
calculate extreme values 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 .Common average value 𝑋 is
determined:
𝑘

1
𝑋 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1

as well as the average standard deviation s:
𝑘

1
𝑠 = ∑ 𝑠𝑖
𝑘
𝑖=1

Determination of Limit Values for the Average Value and Standard
Deviation
Central position of the examined process can be considered to be
stable provided that the individual values 𝑋 do not exceed the upper
tolerance limit USL:
𝐻𝑀𝑍𝑋 = 𝑋 + 1.3. 𝑠 ≥ 𝑋𝑚𝑎𝑥

or lower tolerance limits LSL:
𝐷𝑀𝑍𝑋 = 𝑋 − 1.3. 𝑠 ≤ 𝑋𝑚𝑖𝑛

If the largest detected standard deviation out of five-member groups
𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 is lower than 2.1 x s, thus the standard deviation can be regarded as
stable.
𝐻𝑀𝑍𝑠 = 2,1. 𝑠 ≥ 𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
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The term intervention limit refers to limit of 99 % of potential
dispersion zone of mean value 𝑋 or of standard deviation s as in this case the
denotation is not acceptable in terms of SPC.
Stability Assessment
The aforementioned stability test must be performed to assure
absence of disturbing influences upon the process. These influences can be
easily recognized in the diagram of the measured values (card with the
individual values). If the mean values and standard deviations appear among
the limit values, the statistical assessment can be commenced. If these limits,
calculated according to the specified algorithms, are exceeded, the statistical
assessment must not be performed as it could lead to production of incorrect
results. It is inevitable to examine the type of causes which brought about
disturbing fluctuation. Provided that the causes cannot be eliminated, the
process must be transferred to other production equipment or different
production procedure must be applied.
In case that the causes are detected and eliminated repeated
assessment of the machine capability must be performed.

4.4

Calculation of the Machine Capability Indices Cm and
Cmk

After confirmation of stability of the measured values and detection of
distribution shape the standard deviation of the all measured values must be
determined to be able to specify the machine capability index Cm. It can be
realized either by plotting the measured values to the network of probability,
especially when the test of distribution shape was carried out according to
this method or by calculation.
The standard deviation is calculated as follows:
𝑁

𝜎𝑁−1

1
2
=√
∑(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑁 )
𝑁−1
𝑖=1
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with:

N – total number of the measured values,
𝑋𝑁 - average value calculated out of all measurements:
𝑁

1
𝑋𝑁 = ∑ 𝑋𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

with:

i = 1, 2, ..., N,
Xi – the i-th value of the measured character.

Machine Capability Index Cm is calculated according to following
relation:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝑇
𝐶𝑚 =
=
6. 𝜎𝑁−1
6. 𝜎𝑁−1
with:

T – character tolerance,
USL, LSL – upper and lower limit value.

This index provides the information on the extent to which the
dispersion of the measured values applies the prescribed tolerance. The
assessment does not take into consideration the position of the measured
values within the scope of tolerance zone. For this reason the value Cm can
be calculated according to the aforementioned formula and used solely for
the controllable processes. In case of the controllable processes the average
value of the measured values must be possible to be placed into the centre
of the tolerance zone.
Minimal requirement for the value Cm in case of the capable machine
is as follows:

Cm ≥ 1.66
This limit value contains also the proportion of the measurement
machine dispersion including the uncertainty of the setting in determination
of the measured values. In this case the measurement machine dispersion SM
should not exceed 20 % of tolerance. If the determined value Cm exceeds or
equals to 1.66, the required capability of the machine is achieved.
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Contrary to index Cm machine capability index Cmk takes into
consideration also the position of the average value 𝑋𝑁 within the tolerance
zone. Distance of the average value from the tolerance zone limit is a triple
of the standard deviation magnitude.
𝐶𝑚𝑘 =

𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝑋𝑁
3. 𝜎𝑁−1

𝐶𝑚𝑘 =

𝑋𝑁 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
3. 𝜎𝑁−1

The lower value from both formulas is used in case of assessment.
Minimal requirement for the value Cmk for the capable machine is as follows:
𝐶𝑚𝑘 ≥ 1.67
The calculation of the machine capability index Cmk is significant for the
controllable processes and especially for the uncontrollable ones (for
instance, deviation of shape and position, surface roughness).

4.5

Processes with Inevitable Systematics

In processes with inevitable systematics, e.g. sharpening or
replacement of tools after several production operations, the calculation of
statistical quantities Cm and Cmk is purposeless. In such case the production
equipment can be regarded as capable with all the results of the performed
test occurring within the zone which is symmetrical to the tolerance zone T
and its wideness reaches 0.6 T (60 % of the tolerance zone). Special case is
represented by the characters with zero limitation. In such event it is
applicable that the zone with width of 0.6 T (60 % of tolerance zone) comes
from a zero line. The production equipment is pre-set in order to assure as
many values as possible to be lying within the zone of 0.6 T. The production
process must be ceased (one cycle) when the values exceed the 60 % zone.
For the test the first 10 and the last 10 products following each other
in a sequence are taken out of five successive cycles and the deviations of
the values are determined. From all highest values the average value 𝑋ℎ and
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standard deviation sh are calculated as well as from the all lowest measured
values the values 𝑋ℎ and sd are calculated. On the basis of both standard
deviations sh and sd the average standard deviation is determined as follows:
𝑠ℎ2 + 𝑠𝑑2
𝑠=√
2
𝑀𝑀 = 𝑋ℎ − 𝑋𝑑
𝐶𝑚 =

𝑇 − 𝑀𝑀
6. 𝑠

𝐶𝑚 =

𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝑋ℎ
3. 𝑠

𝐶𝑚 =

𝑋𝑑 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
3. 𝑠

For the assessment the deviations of the values are drawn into the
cards of the individual values. The machine can be regarded as capable when
each measured value lies within the zone of 0.6 T.
Special Cases
In indicating the values Cm and Cmk the regular distribution is
anticipated. The same is applicable in the processes with the trend.
Eliminated is only proportion of the "MM" trend.
In practice occurrence of the cases can be observed in which the
characters are not evidently subjected to any statistical regularities yet it has
been technically proved that the values of the character move within the
known limits lying symmetrically to the central line of tolerance zone.
If the values of the character detected within the frame of the machine
capability assessment lie within the scope of the zone symmetrical to the
central line of the tolerance zone with the width of 0.6 T, the machine
capability is regarded as proved without indicating the value of the machine
capability Cmk.
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CAPABILITY OF PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Very significant factor determining the quality of products is the
quality of processes in which the products were produced. The quality of the
processes can be assessed through their capability – the ability to meet the
criteria determined in advance. Knowledge on the process capability is
significant for the following:




5.1

customer possessing thus the proof whether the product was
produced under stable conditions assuring observance of the
prescribed quality criteria,
maker as it allows them to select the appropriate process for the
production of particular product, to estimate the risk of occurrence
of the discrepant products, to plan preventive and corrective
precautions and to assess their efficiency.

Analysis of Process Capability

Statistical techniques can be very useful in the entire production cycle:
in pre-production activities, in modelling of process variability, in analysis of
this variability with regards to requirements or specifications and can be
helpful also in the process of its reduction. This general activity is referred to
as the analysis of process capability.
The process capability correlates with the output uniformity.
Variability usually acts in the process by the uniformity measure. Two views
of the variability are known:



natural or inherent variability at specified time, i.e. instant variability,
variability in time.

The methods for analysis and assessment of both aspects of the
process capability will be presented. The process capability is statistical
measure of inherent variability of the process for the respective
characteristics. Up to present the process capability has not been agreed on.
At times the standard deviation or the range of quality indicator or their
multiple based on inherent variability are considered to be the measure of
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capability. At times it is a combined value of the component induced by the
inherent variability and component induced by the inconsiderable and
determinable causes. At times the measure of the process capability is
represented by a combined value of the standard deviation multiple and in
the inherent process variability plus acceptable low range in the result of the
determinable causes.

Fig. 31 Analysis of the process capability

However, the most frequently the measure of the process capability is
defined as 6σ in case of which 6σ is the standard deviation of distribution of
the quality index probability in inherent process variability. The analysis of
the process capability is defined as the engineering study of the process
capability estimate. The process capability can be estimated by means of
estimating of the process output probability. In this case the capability
analysis is realized regardless of the tolerance limits of the quality indicator.
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The process capability can be expressed also with respect to tolerance limits
as percentage of discrepant production or by means of capability indices. The
analysis of the process capability represents the integral part of the entire
program of the quality increase.
The data analysis of the process capability can be applied especially in
the following spheres:








prognosis of the process measure during its progress within the
scope of tolerance limits,
selection or modification of the process,
determination of interval width in statistical regulation of the
process,
specification of the requirements for new equipment performance,
selection of suppliers,
planning of succession of production processes in case the
interactive influence of the processes upon the tolerances exist,
reduction of variability in the process.

The analysis of the process capability mainly the four following
techniques are applied: histograms or other diagrams of distribution of
frequencies, capability indices, regulation diagrams, and proposals of
experiments.

5.2

Indices of the Process Capability

Initially, the assessment of the process capability applied histograms.
However, the requirement of the managers from practice was to express the
facts shown in histogram by certain number (by the indicator). Those were
the foundations laid for creation of the process capability indices (PCI).
Process capability indices facilitated the capability assessment. They
compare the required (prescribed) accuracy of the process with the inherent
process variability. In calculation of capacity indices it is generally supposed
that the process is stable, that monitoring is statistically independent and
disposes of normal distribution. Firstly, indices Cp, Cpl, Cpu, Cpk and K will be
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focused on which are generally referred to as the capability indices of the
first generation.
The task of the process capability indices is to simply express the
relation between target value T, specific limits LSL, USL, and actual process
expressed by mean value μ and standard deviation σ of the measured values
of the selected character of the process quality. Target value T is required
mean value of the quality character which must be achieved or which must
be approached. Lower and upper tolerance limits LSL and USL represent the
limits determined for the particular quality character with respect to the
required variability and with the aim to assure the required functionality of
the product, semi-product, etc.
The assessment of the process capability the diverse indices were
gradually created. According to number of the monitored characters of the
quality they can be classified as follows:



indices for a single character,
indices for several characters of the quality being monitored
simultaneously,

and according to nature of the quality character classification can be
as follows:




indices for the measurable characters:
- with normal distribution,
- with different distribution,
indices for the unmeasurable characters (attributes).

Capability indices have developed in the course of several tenths of
years and they can be divided into three generations:
Structure of indices of the first generation Cp, Cpk, CpL, CpU stems from
the conventional approach towards quality control according to which the
products produced within the range of required tolerance are identical and
the products produced off the tolerance range are discrepant. Such indices
applied the most frequently assess thus the potential and actual ability of the
process to provide permanently the products, and the values of the selected
quality character, which correspond to tolerance limits.
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Indices of the second generation Cpm, C*pm are based on a concept of
the Taguchi loss function. They quantify the process capability from the point
of view of variability of the quality character around its target value. In the
late 80s of the 20th century, when the application of indices got spread, their
drawbacks emerged as well including sensitivity to preconditions of use such
as normality, independence of monitoring, and process stability.
Index of the third generation Cpmk using the positive properties of the
previous indices represents combination of indices Cpk and Cpm. The last index
is Cjpk, which can be applied also in case of the skewed distribution. These
indices react with higher sensitivity to random variability causes and lack the
drawbacks typical for the indices of previous generations.
Determination of the process capability cannot be referred to only as
the calculation of capability indices. It is suitable to proceed according to five
steps as follows:






quality character selection,
measurement system analysis,
premise tests,
calculation of the capability indices,
test of index significance.

Process Capability Index Cp
Process capability index CP is a measure of potential ability of the
process to assure the monitored quality character to be lying within the
scope of tolerance limits. It characterizes the possibilities given by the
process variability yet it does not specify the way of their actual use. It
drawback rests in not taking into consideration the centre of distribution of
the measure values with regards to the desired target value T and requires
definition of both tolerance limits. It is calculated according to the following
relation:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝐶𝑃 =
6. 𝜎
The difference between the upper and lower tolerance limit
represents the prescribed tolerance zone – a will how to produce. The zone
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with magnitude of 6 standard deviations represents the estimate of actual
state, range of values within which the products are actually produced. In
case of normal distribution 〈𝜇 − 3𝜎, 𝜇 + 3𝜎〉 99.73 % of the measured
values occur within the range.
If the value of standard deviation of the basic set σ is not at disposal,
it must be replaced by the suitable estimate. The STN ISO 8258 standard
recommends applying one of the following relations:
𝜎̂ =

𝑅
,
𝑑2

𝜎̂ =

𝑠
,
𝐶4
𝑘

𝜎̂ = √∑
𝑗=1

𝑅
𝑠
subgroups,
d2, C4
sj
k
with:

𝑠𝑗2
𝑘

average range of the values of subgroups,
average value of the selective standard deviations of
coefficients dependent on extent of the subgroup,
selective standard deviation of the j-th measured subgroup,
number of the subgroups.

The CP values are interpreted as follows:






if CP < 0.66 the capability is not extensively observed (width of USL –
LSL < 4σ),
if CP < 1 the process capability is not observed,
if CP ≥ 1.33 good observance of the process capability and the
achieved mean value occurs in distance of 4σ from tolerance limits,
if CP > 1.66 very good observance of the process capability,
if CP > 2 extremely good observance of the process capability which
can be caused by unduly tolerant requirements of a customer or by
unsuitable determination of tolerance limits.
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The present values of indices are applicable if the range of the set used
for their calculation reaches minimally 200. In case of smaller set it is
inevitable to achieve higher values. For the "capability of 6σ" inevitable is
also higher index value, i.e. Cp ≥ 2 (Cpk ≥ 1.5). The inverted value Cp expressed
in percentage offers the idea of use of the tolerance interval. If the following
is applicable:
𝐶𝑝 = 1 ⇒

𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
1
= 1 ⇒ 𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿 = 6𝜎 ⇒
= 1,
6𝜎
𝐶𝑝

consequently, the tolerance interval is used to 100%.

Fig. 32 Tolerance interval is used to less than 100%

If the value of capability index Cp exceeds 1, the actual process
variability is lower than the acceptable one determined by the tolerance
zone. Thus the following is applicable:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
1
𝐶𝑝 > 1 ⇒
> 1 ⇒ 𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿 > 6𝜎 ⇒
< 1,
6𝜎
𝐶𝑝
according to which it is clear that good centring of the process (i.e. with
compliance of the target value and detected mean value of the process which
is not, however, taken into consideration by the index) guarantees
occurrence of all of the values of the monitored quality character within the
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tolerance limits. This means that tolerance interval can be narrowed, i.e. the
requirements for the variability of the quality parameter can be toughened
up.

Fig. 33 Tolerance interval is used to less than 100%

If the value of the capability index is lower than 1, it means that the
zone of the actual variability represented by the value of 6σ is wider contrary
to the zone of acceptable variability represented by difference between the
upper and lower tolerance limit. Thus the following is applicable:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
1
𝐶𝑝 < 1 ⇒
< 1 ⇒ 𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿 < 6𝜎 ⇒
> 1.
6𝜎
𝐶𝑝

Fig. 34 Tolerance interval is used to more than 100%
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This situation means "irregular" exceeding of the acceptable/proposed
tolerance limits and requires intervention in the respective process with aim
of its improvement. In case of permanent inability to reach higher Cp value
the requirement for reassessment of the tolerance zone emerges (the Juran
trilogy of PCI: Planning-Control-Improvement).
The negative feature of the Cp index rests in the fact that it does not
assess in what manner the process is centred, i.e. what the relation between
the target value T and reached mean value μ is like. Fig. 35 shows three
different cases with the Cp value:




the first case is the most favourable as the rate of achieving the
target value T is the highest and tolerance is respected,
in the second case the target value T is never achieved yet tolerance
is respected,
the third case shows the worst situation in case of which the value T
is never achieved and prescribed tolerance is not respected.

Fig. 35 Three different cases with the identical value Cp
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Process Capability Index Cpk
Capability index Cpk, contrary to index Cp, takes into consideration both
variability and placement of the values of the monitored character within the
tolerance zone. Thus it characterizes the actual process capability to respect
the prescribed tolerance limits. At present this index ranks among the most
frequently applied characteristics of the production process capability. It is
calculated according to the following relation:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝜇 𝜇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝐶𝑝𝑘 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
,
} = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝐶𝑝𝐿 , 𝐶𝑝𝑈 }
3𝜎
3𝜎
Tolerance zone ranging from LSL up to USL is distributed into two parts
by the value of the average. If the centre of distribution of the measured
values occurs in the centre of tolerance zone, the width of these parts is
identical as well as the values of indices Cp and Cpk. In case of discrepancy the
values of index Cpk are lower, which means that is tougher contrary to index
Cp. Disadvantage of this index rests in the fact that if μ recedes from T and σ
remains unchanged, Cpk deteriorates. But if deviation μ is from T
compensated by the change of σ, the index Cpk does not intercept the
variation of T, which is shown in figure 36. Another negative of this index is
that if target value T does not occur in the centre of tolerance zone, it cannot
intercept its deviation from the actual mean value of the process.

Fig. 36 Three processes Cpk = 1 with diverse variabilities and mean values
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The Cpk values are interpreted as follows:







if Cpk < 0 the process is centred off the tolerance limits,
if Cpk = 0 the process is centred on one of the tolerance limits,
if Cpk < 1 it is the case of ineffective production process – the process
incapable of following the prescribed values,
if Cpk ≤ 1.25 the production process is capable for standard products,
if Cpk ≤ 1.45 the newly introduced or well-run production process of
the products related to safety is the capable one,
if Cpk ≤ 1.6 the newly introduced process of the products related to
safety is the capable one.

The value of index Cpk can be applied in case of further calculations
such as following:




estimate of probability of occurrence of discrepant products (Non
Conform):
- for one-sided tolerances NC = FN (-3Cpk)
- for two-sided tolerances NC = FN (-3Cpk) + FN (3Cpk-6Cp) with FN
standing for distribution function of the standardized
distribution,
calculation of process robustness

Fig. 37 Process robustness
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R = 3 (Cpk -1) with R standing for the distance by which the average μ
would have to be moved from the target value in order to have the incapable
process. For instance, R = 1 for Cpk = 1.33, i.e. a multiple of σ.
Capability Index CpL
Capability index CpL is applied if only lower tolerance limit LSL is
defined, i.e. if in control of the production process the significance is laid on
not reaching the value lower than LSL, i.e. avoided should be "under stepping" of the limit. The magnitude of the deviation in upward direction is
unimportant.
It is calculated according to the following relation:
𝜇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝐶𝑝𝐿 =
3𝜎
Capability Index CpU
Capability index CpU is applied only if the upper tolerance limit USL is
defined, i.e. if in control of the production process the significance is laid on
not exceeding the value higher than USL, i.e. avoided should be "over stepping" of the limit. The magnitude of the deviation in downward direction
is unimportant.
It is calculated according to the following relation:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝜇
3𝜎
Interpretation of the values of indices CpL and CpU is identical with the
one in case of Cpk.
𝐶𝑝𝑈 =

Capability Index Cpm
Capability index Cpm, so - called the Taguchi capability index eliminates
some drawbacks of indices Cp and Cpk and keeps the positive features. This
index was proposed in relation with the loss function used in case of the
Taguchi approach to the quality assessment. It compares maximal acceptable
variability of the monitored quality character determined by the width of
tolerance zone with its actual variability around the target value T. It takes
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into account the variability of values of the monitored quality character and
measure of reaching the optimal value.
It is calculated according to the following relation:
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝐶𝑝𝑚 =
6√𝜎 2 + (𝜇 − 𝑇)2
The expression 𝜎 2 + (𝜇 − 𝑇)2 represents the measure of the average
quadratic loss caused by breaching the conditions of the quality production.
If the standard deviation is increased and/or mean value recedes from the
target value, the denominator of the index increases as well and the Cpm
value decreases. The advantage of this index is the ability to record even the
changes of the mean value which are in case of the Cpk index "compensated"
by the standard deviation change. This index is used for two-sided tolerances
and the target value occurring in the centre of tolerance zone.
Capability Index C*pm
Capability index C*pm represents generalization of index Cpk. It is
applied in case if the target value does not occur in the centre of tolerance
zone or only if a single tolerance limit is defined.
It is calculated according to the following relation:
𝐶 ∗ 𝑝𝑚 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {

𝑇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
3√𝜎 2

+ (𝜇 −

𝑇)2

,

𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝑇
3√𝜎 2 + (𝜇 − 𝑇)2

}

In case that the mean value of the monitored quality character μ
equals to the target value T and at the same time it represents the centre of
the tolerance zone the indices of capability Cpk, Cpm and 𝐶 ∗ 𝑝𝑚 equal. The
disadvantage of indices Cpm and 𝐶 ∗ 𝑝𝑚 is that if their calculated values
signalize the process incapability, they do not provide information on its
causes.
Capability Index Cpmk
Capability index Cpmk was created by integration of a numerator of
index Cpk and of a denominator of index Cpm.
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It is calculated according to the following relation:
𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑘 = {

𝜇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿

,

𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝜇

3√𝜎 2 + (𝜇 − 𝑇)2 3√𝜎 2 + (𝜇 − 𝑇)2

}

Its advantage is higher sensitivity to variability around the target value.
This index compares the distance between the mean value of the monitored
quality character and closer tolerance limit with half of variability around the
target value. In case of two-sided symmetrical tolerance the following
relation is applicable:
𝐶𝑝𝑘 . 𝐶𝑝𝑚
𝐶𝑝𝑚𝑘 =
𝐶𝑝

Capability Indices for the Quality Character with Distribution Different from
the Normal One
In case that distribution of the monitored quality character is not
normal, the assessment of the process capability can be performed by means
of the indices using the quantities of distribution different from the normal
one. Consequently, the following is applicable:
𝜇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝜇
,
},
𝜇 − 𝑥0.00135 𝑥0.99865 − 𝜇
𝑇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝑇
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
,
},
𝑇 − 𝑥0.00135 𝑥0.99865 − 𝑇

𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {
𝐶𝑝𝑇

with



x0.00135 ........ is 0.135% quantile corresponding to distribution of the
monitored quality character,
x0.99865 ........ is 99.865% quantile corresponding to distribution of the
monitored quality character x0.5 ................. is the estimate of
median.

With regards to the demand of extensive range of the set (n = 740),
which is rarely at disposal for the calculation of the mentioned quantiles,
these can be replaced by a minimal or maximal value of the set the range of
which could be significantly restricted (n = 100).
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Assessment of Capability for the Semi-Tolerances
The semi-tolerances denotes the situation in which the target value T
corresponds to one tolerance limit, i.e. T = LSL or T = USL. So-called reciprocal
indices are highly suitable for the capability assessment. The CR indices
(capability ratio indices) assess the utilization of the tolerance and they are
calculated as follows:


for two-sided tolerances the following relation is applicable:
𝐶𝑅 =



1
6. 𝜎
=
𝐶𝑝 𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿

for the defined upper tolerance limit:
3. 𝜎
𝑈𝑆𝐿 − 𝑇

𝐶𝑅 =


for the defined lower tolerance limit:
𝐶𝑅 =

3. 𝜎
𝑇 − 𝐿𝑆𝐿

The TR indices (target ratio indices) assessing the ability to maintain
the target value T are calculated according to following relations:
𝑇𝑅 =

3.(𝜇−𝑇)
𝑈𝑆𝐿−𝑇

for 𝜋 ≥ 𝑇, 𝑈𝑆𝐿 > 𝑇,

𝑇𝑅 =

3.(𝑇−𝜇)
𝑇−𝐿𝑆𝐿

for 𝜋 < 𝑇, 𝐿𝑆𝐿 < 𝑇

The comprehensive assessment of capability employs the LR index
(loss ratio index) calculated according to the following relation:
𝐿𝑅 = √𝐶𝑅 2 + 𝑇𝑅2
The assessment stems from the requirement 4σ. The process is
considered to be capable if values LR,TR,CR ≤ 0.75.The advantage of
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reciprocal indices of capability rests in their not requiring the normality of
quality character data.
Assessment of Capability for One-Sided Limitless Tolerances
The limitless tolerance means that just a single tolerance limit and
target value are determined, i.e. T=LSL=-∞, resp. T=USL=∞. In such case the
process capability can be assessed by indices Cpk and Cpm*.
Capability Assessment of the S Type Tolerance
The S type tolerance refers to the case in which only upper tolerance
limit USL = d and target value T = 0 are determined (e.g. maximal filter
permeability). The capability assessment in this case is possible to be
performed by means of the modified Cpm index.
𝑑
𝐶 , 𝑝𝑚 =
1.46. √𝜎 2 + 𝜋 2

Capability Index for the Quantitative Character of the Quality
For the assessment of the process capability in case of monitoring of
the quantitative character of the quality a suitable criterion of the process
capability appears to be the average proportion of discrepant units in
selection or other average values of the selective characteristics
corresponding to the level of central line in regulation diagrams in statistical
regulation through comparison. The following relation can be applied in
calculation:
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑝
𝐶𝑝𝑘 =
3. 𝜎𝑝
with
𝜎𝑝 = √

(1−𝑝).𝑝
𝑛

refers to the standard deviation of proportion of

discrepant units,
pmax

refers to the acceptable limit value of proportion of discrepant units
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𝑝

refers to the determined average proportion of discrepant units,

𝑛

refers to the average range of the subgroup.

The equivalents Cp and Cpk – represent the values of indices which
would in case of the measurable quality characters correspond to the
determined average number of discrepant units.
The following is applicable for one-sided tolerance limits:
𝑢1−𝑝
𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐶𝑝𝑘 =
3
The following is applicable for two-sided tolerance limits:
𝑢 𝑝
1−
2
𝐸𝑘𝑣 𝐶𝑝 =
3

Interval Estimates of the Capability Indices
As in calculation of the capability indices the characteristics s and 𝑥
(i.e. random quantities) are used instead of unknown theoretical parameters
σ, μ, their calculated values represent only the estimate of actual indices.
Therefore in capability assessment it is more suitable to use also the
reliability intervals of capability indices.
By means of the calculated estimate of index ̂𝐶𝑝 its reliability interval
can be determined according to the following relation:
1
1
𝐶𝑝 ∈ 〈𝐶̂𝑝 . √ . χ2α , Ĉp . √ . χ2 α 〉,
,ν
ν 2
ν 1.2,ν
with

χ2α,ν

refers to the quantile of the Pearson distribution 𝜒 2 ,

α

refers to significance level,

ν

refers to number of degrees of freedom.

For practical use it is sufficient to take into consideration the lower
interval limit: The following should be applicable:
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1
𝐶𝑝 > 𝐶̂𝑝 . √ χ2α,ν
𝜈 2
In a similar manner the reliability intervals for other capability indices
can be calculated.

5.3

Verification of the Capability of the Plastic Moulded
Piece Production Process

A reflective light of the passenger car Renault was used as the verified
product (Fig.38).

Fig. 38 Verified product

Figure 39 shows the length dimensions which were measured with the
product in verification of the production process.
In case of this method the capability indices Cp and Cpk of the
production process were determined. The measurement was performed
with 50 pieces out of each cavity of a 4 – fold injection mould. The tested
products were taken at regular time intervals – twice in the course of 8 –
hour working shift and they were measured after 24 – hour conditioning.
On the basis of the measured values the histogram of the frequencies
of the measured values and the Shewart charts for the assessment of
statistical manageability of the process were drawn.
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Fig. 39 Measured length dimensions

Assessment
Cavity No.1
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Fig. 40 Statistical manageability of the process – cavity No. 1
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On the basis of the measured values the histogram of the frequencies
of the measured values and the Shewart charts for the assessment of
statistical manageability of the process were drawn (Fig. 40). In case of this
cavity the mean value of the measurement was 102.14mm. Cp reached the
value of 2.447 and Cpk was 1.667. These findings proved that the production
process is in a very good condition and is well – centred.
Cavity No.2
As figure 41 shows the mean measurement value approximates the
nominal value more contrary to the measurements in case of the first cavity.
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Nominal value
Average -3*s

Fig. 41 Statistical manageability of the process – cavity No. 2

The mean measurement value amounted to 102.16 in case of this
cavity. The finding was reflected even in the values of the process capability
factors. Cp reached the value of 2.833 and Cpk was 2.308. These findings
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proved that the production process is in very good condition and the values
of factors reached far behind the highest possible limit for the capability
assessment and centring of the process.
Cavity No. 3
The histogram of frequencies and Shewart chart in figure 42 show
statistical manageability of the production process in case of cavity No.3. The
mean value of the measurements in case of this cavity amounted to 102.156
mm. Cp reached the value of 2.230 and Cpk was 1.1719. These findings proved
that the production process is in very good condition.
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Fig. 42 Statistical manageability of the process- cavity No. 3

Cavity No. 4
As figure 43 shows the mean value character is similar to the one of
cavity No.1. In case of this cavity the mean value amounted to 102.1398 mm.
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Cp reached high value of 3.264 and Cpk was 2.172. The findings proved that
the production process is in very good condition and the values of factors
reach far behind the highest possible limit for the capability assessment and
centring of the process.
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Fig. 43 Statistical manageability of the process- cavity No.4
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OTHER TOOL TO IMPROVE PROCESS CONTROL

Thus far, we have concentrated on just one statistical tool to improve
process control, the conventional SPC as originally developed by Shewhart.
It should be realized, however, that there are other tools that can, and
should, be used to achieve world-class quality. Keki Bhote, in his book World
Class Quality, Using Design of Experiments to Make It Happen, lists the
following characteristics of a world-class company.
Tab. 12 Lists the following characteristics of a world-class company
Management
Organization
System

Quality a superordinate value
Prevention a way of life
Teams and focused factories
All employees responsible for quality
Continuous, never-ending improvement
Intangible quality costs attacked
Design of experiment
Quality function deployment

Tools

Multiple environment overstress test
Total productive maintenance
and so on

Customer

Customer enthusiasm
Next operation as "customer" pervades the organization
Design for zero variation and zero failures

Design

Multiple environment overstress test
User-friendly built-in diagnostics
Supplier an extension of the company

Supplier

Quality, cost, and cycle time help to suppliers
Self-certified suppliers
Scrap eliminated

Process

Inspection / testing greatly reduced
Cpk > 5.0
Factory overall efficiency > 85 %
Internal customer evaluation replaces evaluation by boss

Support

Financial incentives/penalties established within next
operation as customer
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"Every employee a manager"
People

Self-directed work teams
Manager is a consultant, not boss
From management to leadership

It is interesting to note that under tools, the first item mentioned is
design of experiments and not SPC! This has to do with the inherent
limitations of conventional SPC. In the previous chapters we have explored
the main elements of SPC and what we can do with SPC. What is equally
important to know is what we cannot do with SPC. Using SPC we can assess
and quantify the variations in the process. However, we cannot determine
the exact causes of variation. SPC tells us to eliminate special causes of
variation, but it does not tell us how. Further, in many cases we also need to
reduce or eliminate common causes of variation to achieve top quality
production. Again, SPC does not give us much guidance here.
SPC is a useful tool once the process has been developed and regular
production takes place. In the development stage, however, one of the most
important tools is the design of experiments. Thus in a logical quality system,
design of experiments, or DOE, is used before SPC is practiced. DOE is a
development tool to arrive at a robust manufacturing process. Once the
manufacturing process has been established, SPC is used to make sure that
the process continues to behave well. In this sense, SPC is a maintenance
tool, while DOE is a development tool.

6.1

Design of Experiments (DOE)

DOE is useful in developing a robust process without chronic quality
problems. Another important application of DOE is in existing processes that
exhibit chronic quality problems. Most likely, this will be a process where
DOE was not used in the process development stage. The objectives in DOE
are:



To identify the important variables that affect quality
To determine the main effects and the interaction effect of the
important variables
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To reduce the variation of the important variables
To open up tolerances on the unimportant variables to reduce cost

There are three main approaches to DOE: the classical, Taguchi, and
Shainin. Much of the early development of the classical DOE is the work of R.
A. Fisher and F. A. Yates in the 1930s at an agricultural experimental station
in England. After World War II, their work has been extended to problems in
the manufacturing industries by many statisticians. G.E.P. Box and his
colleagues were instrumental in developing evolutionary operation, a
technique for optimizing industrial processes.
The Japanese statistician Genichi Taguchi modified the classical DOE
using the known technique of orthogonal arrays. Taguchi did more than
modify the classical DOE; he developed a complete system to develop
specifications, to engineer the design to these specifications, and
manufacture the product to specifications. The Taguchi method is used by a
number of companies.
The third approach to DOE is the system of tools developed by Dorian
Shainin. The Shainin method is the least known of the three approaches; this
is ironic, since it is the most powerful and user-friendly. The Shainin method
uses full factorial experimental designs. However, the full factorial
experiment is preceded by a number of other steps, such as multi - vari
charting, components search, paired comparison, and variables search. The
steps preceding the full factorial are taken to reduce a large number of
variables, 20 to 1000, to a small number, four or less, which makes full
factorial experimentation practical and useful. Table 13 compares the three
DOE approaches.
It is clear that the Shainin method has considerable advantages over
the classical DOE and the Taguchi method. Since the latter two methods have
received extensive coverage in the literature, while the former has received
scant attention, we will elaborate on the Shainin methodology. One of the
reasons that the Shainin method has not received the attention it deserves,
is that, unfortunately, Shainin has not written the definitive book on the
Shainin methods, only a collection of articles. The only people that have
access to the details of the Shainin method are employees of companies that
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hire Shainin for his consulting services. One of the few books that deals with
the Shainin method in some level of detail is the book by Bhote, an employee
of Motorola who was exposed to Shainin's teachings for a considerable
period of time.

6.2

The Shainin Methodology

Figure 44 shows the seven tools of the Shainin DOE method. The basic
philosophy behind this approach is: "Let the parts do the talking." This means
that it is important to critically examine the parts produced to try to learn
what may be going wrong in the production process. Do not make guesses,
but learn as much as possible from the physical evidence presented by the
process. By an intelligent analysis of the parts, the number of possible causes
of problems can be reduced drastically.
Tab. 13 Comparison of Three Approaches of DOE, after Bhote
DOE Approach
Characteristic

Classical

Principle
techniques

Fractional factorials
EVOP*

Effectiveness

Good in the
absence
of interactions
Poor if interactions
are present
Limited
optimization

Cost/time

Moderate
(8 to 50
experiments)

Complexity

Moderate
ANOVA required
3 to 5 days of
training

Taguchi

Shainin

Orthogonal arrays

Multi-vari charts
Paired comparison
Variables search
Full factorial

Good in the
absence
of interactions
Very poor if
interactions are
present
Very limited
optimization
Moderate in the
absence of
interactions
High if there are
interactions
High
Inner and outer
arrays multiplied
S/N* and ANOVA*
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Extremely powerful
regardless of
interactions
Retrogression rare
Maximum
optimization

Low
(3 to 30
experiments)
Low
Mathematics are
simple
1 to 2 days of
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3 to 10 days of
training
Poor
Highly saturated
designs with
extreme
confounding of
main
and interaction
effects

Statistical
validity

Low
Saturated designs
with confounding of
main and
interaction
effects

Versatility

Low
Only two tools
available

Poor
Only one tool
available

Scope

Requires hardware
Main use in
production

Can be used at
design stage
Main use in
production

training

High
Clear separation of
main and all low
and
high order
interactions
High
20 tools available to
tackle many
problems
Requires hardware
Can be used at
prototype,
preproduction, and
production stages

Poor
Statistical
High
knowledge
Moderate
Minimal statistical
Ease of
and computers
Statistical
knowledge required
implementarequired
knowledge and
Engineers turned on
tion
Engineers "turned
computers required
by simplicity and
off" by complexity
excellent results
and modest
results
*EVOP = evolutionary operation; ANOVA = analysis of variance; S/N = signal-to-noise ratio.

Fig. 44 An overview of the Shainin tools for DOE
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The Monte Carlo simulation can be used if the mathematical
relationship between the input variables are known. Components search is
used at the prototype stage if only two to six units are available. Multi-vari
charts are used in engineering runs, pilot runs, or full production with thirty
or more units available.
Improving a process is like detective work: clues have to be gathered
with each DOE tool. With each tool the number of possible culprits is further
reduced until the main cause or variable is captured. Shainin calls the number
one culprit cause the Red X; the second most important cause is the Pink X,
the third most important the Pale Pink X. When the Red X, Pink X, and the
Pale Pink X have been identified, well over 80 % of the variation allowed
within the specification limits is eliminated. Thus, a Cpk of 5.0 can be achieved
with just one, two, or three DOE experiments.

6.2.1.

Tools to Generate Clues

Multi-vari Charts
Multi-vari (MV) charts were originally developed by L. A. Seder. These
charts are used to discover causes of variation. Note the difference with
control charts, which are used to determine variation, not the causes of
variation, only variation. In the MV chart the process variation is divided into
families. The chart is used to determine whether the major variation is
positional, cyclical, or temporal. Positional variation can be variation within
a single unit or in a batch, for example, the cavity-to-cavity variation in
multicavity injection molding. Cyclical variation is variation between
consecutive units drawn from the process, while temporal variations are
variations from hour to hour, shift to shift, day to day, and so on.
An example of an MV chart is shown in Fig. 45. This chart shows
cylindrical shafts drawn from a manufacturing process using an old turret
lathe. The shafts have a diameter requirement of 0.0250 inch + 0.001 inch or
a tolerance of 0.002 inch. The actual variation in the process was measured
and it was found that the standard deviation of the diameter was 0.000417
inch. With a standard deviation of 0.00417 inch the 6σ process variation
becomes 0.0025 inch. The process capability in this case is Cp = 0.002
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inch/0.0025 inch = 0.8; this is quite a low value, leading to a substantial
number of out-of-spec products.

Fig. 45 Example of a Multi-Vari chart for cylindrical shafts
In order to try to find the causes of variation, an MV chart was made,
taking five sets of samples at 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 a.m. Each sample consisted
of three consecutive units from the process. Four readings were made on
each shaft, two readings 90 degrees apart (x and v) on the left side and two
reading 90 degrees apart on the right side of the shaft. The difference
between two readings on the same side of the shaft are an indication of outof-roundness, while the difference between left and right side readings are
an indication of taper of the shaft.
It is easy to see from the figure that the greatest variation that occurs
is temporal (from one hour to another), with the biggest change from 10 to
11 a.m. This provided a clue because of the coffee break between 10 and 11
a.m. It was postulated that the lathe cooled down during the coffee break,
causing the large increase at 11 a.m. After looking into this further, it was
found that the level of the cooling fluid in the tank was low. After filling the
tank with cooling fluid to the correct level, the time-to-time variation largely
disappeared. This simple change eliminated about 50 % of the allowed
variation.
Further analysis of the MV chart indicates that there is considerable
variation within each unit, 30 % due to out-of-roundness and 10 % due to
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taper. The out-of-round condition was traced to a worn eccentric bearing
guiding the chuck axis. Installing new bearings essentially eliminated the outof-round condition. The taper showed a consistent pattern with the left side
always larger than the right side. This was due to the cutting tool not being
parallel to the shaft axis; a simple adjustment reduced the taper to almost
zero.
With some simple changes the process variation was reduced from
0.0025 inch to 0.0004 inch with a corresponding increase in Cp from 0.8 to
5.0, an improvement of more than six times! This example illustrates how
useful the MV chart can be in not only showing the variation in the process,
but at the same time yielding clues on the cause of variation. With these
clues, improvements to the process can be made quickly and efficiently.
Components Search
Components search is a technique designed to reduce a very large
number of possible causes to a very small number. It is particularly applicable
in assembly operations, where the performance of a unit is dependent on a
number of individual components. For this technique to be applicable:




The performance of a unit must be measurable and repeatable.
It must be possible to disassemble and reassemble the unit without
a significant change in performance.
There must be at least two assemblies with clearly different output
levels.

There are four stages in components search. The first stage, the
ballpark stage, determines if the Red X and Pink X are trapped among the
factors to be investigated. The second stage, the elimination stage, is to
eliminate all the unimportant main causes as well as the associated
interaction effect. The third stage, the capping run stage, verifies that the
important causes selected in the second stage continue to be important
when combined and that the unimportant causes are indeed unimportant.
The fourth stage, factorial analysis, uses a full factorial matrix to quantify the
main and interaction effect.
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Components search involves ten steps:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Select the best and worst units from a production run.
Determine what performance characteristic to measure and measure
both units.
Disassemble the good unit twice; reassemble and remeasure it each
time. Do the same with the bad unit. The readings of the three good
units must all rank better than all three bad units. The difference, D,
between the median of the good and bad units must exceed the
average range, da, of nonrepeatability within each of the good and bad
units by a factor of at least 1.25. This factor is required to establish that
there is a significant and repeatable difference between the good and
bad units.
Rank the components of the units in descending order of perceived
importance based on engineering knowledge.
Switch the top-ranked component, A, from the good unit to the bad
unit, and component A from the bad unit to the good one. Measure
both units.

6.
a.

If there is no change, component A is unimportant, go to component
B, step 7.
b. If there is a partial change, A is not the only important variable. Also,
interaction effects may be important; go to component B, step 7.
c. If there is a complete reversal in performance, A is the part with the
Red X characteristic; the search can end here.
7. Restore both components A to the original good and bad units to make
sure that the original condition is repeated. Repeat steps 5 and 6 with
the next most important component, B, then C, and so on.
8. Eventually, the Red X family involving two or more components will be
indicated. Interaction effects can be found in step 10.
9. Once the important components have been identified, a capping run
of these components banded together in the good and bad assemblies
is necessary to verify their importance.
10. The last step is to set up a factorial matrix to determine the main and
interaction effects.
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Paired Comparisons
This technique is similar to components search; it is used when:




Components cannot be disassembled or reassembled.
There are several good and a few bad parts that can be paired.
There is a measurable characteristic that distinguishes good from
bad.

Paired comparisons can be used in assembly work or processes or in
test equipment, where there are similar units. It is also useful in failure
analysis. The method involves five steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select one good and one bad unit; call this pair one.
Observe in detail to determine differences between the two units
Select a second pair of good and bad units and observe and note
differences.
Repeat this process with a third, fourth, and fifth pair, until the
differences show a repeatable pattern.
Disregard differences that do not follow a repeatable pattern.

In most cases, by the fifth or sixth pair the consistent differences will
have been reduced to just a few factors. By this time there will be a strong
clue as to the major cause of variation.
Variables Search
After the multi-vari chart, the components search (if applicable), and
the paired comparison (if applicable), the number of possible problem causes
should be reduced to about five to fifteen. Further reduction is achieved with
variables search. The objective of a variables search is to identify the Red X,
Pink X, and any interacting variables; also, the variables search aims to
separate important variables from unimportant ones.
In a full factorial DOE each variable is tested with each level of every
other variable. When we have five to fifteen variables at two or three levels,
this can lead to a very large number of experiments. For instance, six
variables at three levels will require 36 or 729 experiments, in most cases an
impractical number of experiments. To overcome this problem, various
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shortcuts have been applied, such as the fractional factorial design and the
orthogonal array. However, these shortcuts are not accurate when
interaction effects play a role, as they often do.
The purpose of the variables search is to reduce the number of
variables to a small enough number that a full factorial becomes practical.
The variables search consists of four stages; the first stage involves the
identification of the important variables and an initial analysis of their
importance.
The steps in Stage 1 are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Make a list of the most important variables or factors in order of
importance; the variables are represented by the letters A, B, C, and
so on.
Select two levels for each factor; the high level is expected to give good
results, the low level is the typical deviation from the high level in
regular production.
One experiment is run with all the factors at their high level and one
experiment with all factors at their low level. These experiments are
repeated twice; thus we have three experiments at high level and
three at low level.
Apply the D : da > 1.25 rule as applied in step 3 of the components
search. If all three high levels are better than the three low levels, then
Stage 1 is over, provided the D : da ratio is greater than 1.25. If all three
low level results are better, change the heading of high to low and vice
versa.
If the conditions of step 5 are not met, switch one pair of the most
likely factors from high to low and vice versa.
If the repeatability, da, is still poor, this indicates that an important
variable has been omitted from the list compiled in step 1. Determine
additional variables that may have an important effect and recompile
the list in step 1 and repeat the steps 2 through 7.

The second stage involves determination of which factors are
unimportant. Stage 2 consists of the following steps:
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1. Run two AL / RH tests; this means factor A at the low level and the
remaining factors at high level. Follow this by two AH / RL tests.
Determine the control limits from the average range as follows:
control limits = median ± 2.776 (da/1.81)
Possible results:
a)

If the results of both pairs of tests fall inside the control limits, factor A
and all its associated interaction effects are unimportant.

b)

If there is a complete reversal, A is the main effect Red X. All other
factors are unimportant and can be eliminated — the variables search
has ended.

c)

If one or both tests show results outside the control limits, but not a
complete reversal, factor A cannot be eliminated.
2. Repeat step 1 with factor B if the results are a) or c). If c) results, then
factor B cannot be eliminated and must be considered with some
other factor(s).
3. Repeat step 1 with factor C if the result in step 2 is a). If a) results,
then C is unimportant and can be eliminated. If c) results, then factor
C cannot be eliminated and C plus some other factor(s) must be
considered.
Stage 3, the capping run, consists of the following steps:
1. If the factors A and B show a partial reversal with readings outside
the control limits, run a AHBHRL and ALBLRH test to determine if R can
be eliminated. The search is not yet complete if one or more results
fall outside the control limits. Continue with the next single factors
until another factor shows out-of-control results.
2. At this point, run a three factor capping run.

It is possible that a four factor capping run may be possible. However,
this is rather unusual in actual industrial applications.
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Stage 4 consists of a factorial analysis to quantify the main effects and
interactions effects of the most important factors.
Variables search reduces process variability more than the
conventional DOE or the Taguchi method of DOE, and it gives more reliable
results. It is a good tool to separate the important variables from the
unimportant ones. By relaxing tolerances on the unimportant variables, the
manufacturing cost can be reduced considerably. The method is simple
enough that it can be performed by technicians and operators. The cost of
experimentation with the variables search is three to ten times less
compared to the classical DOE or the Taguchi DOE.

6.2.2.

Factorial Designs

Various experimental designs are used, such as block designs, Latin
square, nested designs, and so on. Factorial designs are particularly useful
for experiments that involve several variables at two or more levels. The
main factorial design is the full factorial; this is a design where all
combinations of variables at every level are run. If we have N levels and K
variables, the total number of variables is NK. Thus for a two-level design (N
= 2) with three variables (K = 3), the number of experiments will be eight (23
= 8).
In order to overcome residual error inherent in all experimentation,
these eight experiments should be repeated (or replicated), to make the total
number of experiments sixteen. In a full factorial we want to obtain
information on the effect of the main variables, any possible interaction
effects, and the variance. Also important in factorial design is that the
experiments are conducted in random order. Random number generators or
tables with random numbers are useful to randomize the experimental
sequence.
When the number of experiments is too large to run all combinations,
a blocked factorial design can be used or a fractional factorial. As mentioned
earlier, the drawback of these designs is that some or all interaction effects
are lost. A more efficient method is to reduce the number of variables to a
small enough number that a full factorial design can be used. The Shainin
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method does this by using multi-vari charts, components search, paired
comparison, and variables search.
Factorial designs are very useful because they provide the maximum
amount of information from a minimum number of experiments. The most
common experimental technique is to vary one variable at a time to study its
effect; this is called the one-at-a-time approach. Even though this makes for
a very simple experimental plan, this approach often does not work,
particularly when interaction effects play a role this is often the case in
industrial settings.

6.2.3.

The B Versus C Analysis

In this analysis we compare two processes, C is usually the current
process and B is the process that is thought to be better. However, both B
and C can be new processes. B versus C is a nonparametric comparative
experimentation; thus there are no measurements as in variables data, but
only a ranking of units from best to worst. The advantage of this technique is
that only small sample sizes are required to determine with a high degree of
confidence that one is better than the other.
The conventional technique to compare two processes is to run
process capability studies on both processes. This will typically require fifty
to one hundred readings from each process. From the process capability
study we will find the frequency distribution for each process. Four possible
scenarios can occur, as shown in Fig. 46.
If the distributions correspond to case (1), there is obviously no
difference between B and C; this is called the null hypothesis. In case (2), B is
better in most cases but there is some overlap; thus some B units are worse
than some C units. This situation is called the Pink X condition. In case (3), the
worst units of B are as good as or better than the best C units; this is called
the Red X condition. Finally, in case (4) all B units are better than any C unit;
this is the super Red X condition.
The problem with the conventional approach is that it requires a
minimum of fifty readings from each process. With the B versus C test we
typically use only three B units and three C units. The theory of B versus C is
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based on the formula for combinations. If there are two B units and two C
units, they can be arranged in six possible ways, as shown in Table 14.

Fig. 46 Four distributions of B and C processes

Tab. 14 Combinations with Two B Units and Two C Units
Best
↑
↓
Worst

1
B
B
C
C

2
B
C
B
C

3
B
C
C
B

4
C
B
B
C

5
C
B
C
B

6
C
C
B
B

There are only six ways in which the two Bs and two Cs can be ranked
in any order. Only one out of these six, column 1, shows the two Bs on top
and the two Cs at the bottom. In this case, the null hypothesis is rejected.
When we cannot reject that outright, the distributions shown in cases (3) and
(4) of Fig. 46 are not possible. There is a one in six, or 16.7 %, chance that
with two Bs on top and two Cs at the bottom, this is through chance alone.
With three B units and three C units the number of ways in which they can
be arranged is shown in Table 15.
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Tab. 15 Combinations with Three B Units and Three C Units

Bes
t
↑
↑
↓
↓
Wo
rst

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1
5

1
6

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

B
B
C
C

B
C
B
C

B
C
C
C

C
B
B
C

C
C
B
B

C
B
C
B

C
B
C
C

C
C
B
B

C
C
B
C

C
C
C
B

B
B
B
C

B
B
C
B

B
B
C
C

B
C
B
B

B
C
B
C

B
C
C
B

C
B
B
B

C
B
B
C

C
B
C
B

C
C
B
B

C

C

B

C

C

C

B

C

B

B

C

C

B

C

B

B

C

B

B

B

There are twenty ways in which the Bs and Cs can be arranged. There
is only a chance of one out of twenty that all three Bs rank above the three
Cs. In this case, concluding that B is better than C carries only a 5 % risk —
this is called the (alpha) risk. If it is concluded that B is better than C, while in
reality B is no better than C, the experimenter will have committed a type I
error. The probability of committing such an error is the alpha risk.
If the experimenter decides that B is the same as C, while actually B is
better, the experimenter has committed a type II error; its probability is the
β (beta) risk. Thus the alpha risk is the risk of rejecting the null hypothesis
when no improvement exists. The beta risk is the risk of accepting the null
hypothesis when, in fact, an improvement exists. It is necessary to randomize
the sequence of testing in B versus C comparison, just as it is in factorial
experiments. In production it is often tempting to run three Cs with the
existing process and then change over to the B process. This is not
permissible, however, since that would defeat randomization and the results
could lose their validity.
The steps involved in B versus C are the following:
Step 1: Select an acceptable level of alpha risk.
Step 2: Decide on sample sizes for B and C tests
Step 3: Randomize and conduct the tests.
Step 4: Rank order of results.
Step 5: Apply decision rule.
Step 6: Separate the means: the beta risk.
The sample size is determined by the alpha risk as shown in Table 16.
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Tab. 16 B Versus C for One-Tailed Test (i.e., B Better than C, Not Just
Different )
Alpha risk

0.001

0.01

0.05

0.10

Number Bs
2
3
4
5
6
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
1
2
3

Number Cs
43
16
10
8
6
13
7
5
4
19
5
3
3
9
3
2

k (β = 0.50)
3.0
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.5
1.7
1.6
1.7
2.1
1.4
1.4

k (β = 0.10)
4.0
3.6
3.4
3.4
3.3
3.4
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.6
3.0
2.9
3.0
3.2
2.7
2.7

k (β = 0.05)
4.3
3.9
3.8
3.7
3.7
3.8
3.6
3.5
3.5
3.9
3.4
3.3
3.4
3.6
3.2
3.2

The k - factor in columns 4, 5, and 6 indicates the distance between
the means (μB – μC), where k is given by: k = (μB – μC)/σ. In Table 16 it is
assumed that the standard deviations (σ or sigma) for the two processes are
the same (σ B – σ C). If we select an alpha risk of 0.05 and take a sample size
of three Bs and three Cs, then the beta risk at k = 1.6 is 0.50. This means that
if the mean of B (μB) is 1.6σ above the mean of C (μc), the difference will be
detected only 50 % of the time. If k = 2.9, the beta risk is 0.10; in this case,
the difference will be detected 90 % of the time. If k= 3.3, the beta risk is 0.05
and the difference will be detected 95 % of the time. This is illustrated in Fig.
47.
B versus C can be used not only in manufacturing processes, but also
in marketing, sales, advertising, and so on. Some of the applications of B
versus C are:



Evaluation of design changes, process changes, and material changes
Evaluation of customer preferences
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Reliability evaluations
Evaluation of sales/marketing/service practices
Evaluation of human relations policies
Evaluations of promotions/advertising
And so on

Fig. 47 Three Bs and Cs: alpha risk = 0.05

6.2.4.

Scatter Plots to Determine Appropriate Tolerances

Tolerances are frequently set by a haphazard process, such as
boilerplate figures, suppliers catalog recommendations, and so on. There is,
however, a very effective method of setting tolerances using a graphical
method called scatter plots. The scatter plots is used to fine-tune the level of
a critical variable to determine its best level, the design center, and the
realistic tolerances. Scatter diagrams were discussed earlier in Section 5.6.
Scatter plots used to be called realistic tolerance parallelogram plots.
They are used to relate the target and tolerance values for a few important
input variables (X) to the output quality characteristic requirement (Y). These
plots are not used for problem solving, because they illustrate association
and not necessarily cause and effect. Scatter plots are a substitute for more
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sophisticated techniques such as evolutionary operation (EVOP). The
advantages of scatter plots are their simplicity and their graphical,
nonmathematical approach. Figure 48 shows three independent input
variables, X1, X2, and X3, affecting a dependent output Y.

Fig. 48 Interpretation of vertical scatter

The question with Fig. 48 is, which variable is the Red X? One might
think that the variable with the greatest slope is the Red X (in this case X3);
however, this is not true because the horizontal scale is arbitrary. The Red X
is the variable that has the smallest vertical scatter, thus variable X2 in Fig.
48. The vertical scatter is a measure of the contribution of all other input
variables (Xs) other than the one being plotted. Therefore, the Red X will have
the smallest vertical scatter, because the Red X itself has the largest effect
on output Y.
The procedure for determining realistic tolerances is as follows:
1. Select the output characteristic of interest, Y.
2. Select a range of values for the Red X variable that is likely to achieve
optimum Y. Run thirty values of the Red X and determine the
corresponding Y values and plot the results.
3. Draw the median line through the thirty points; this line is called the
line of regression. Draw two lines parallel to the line of regression
such that all but one and a half of the thirty points are contained
between the two parallel lines. These are the scatter boundary lines.
The vertical intercept through the boundary lines is the variation in
Y due to all variables other than the one being plotted.
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4. If Y is a customer requirement in terms of specification limits, plot
these on the Y axis and draw two lines from them parallel to the X
axis to the point where they intersect with the scatter boundary
lines; see Fig. 49. Draw lines, parallel to the Y axis, from the
intersecting points down to the X axis.
5. The horizontal intercept on the X axis determines the maximum
tolerance permitted. This would correspond to a Cp of 1.0. Using the
concepts of precontrol (see Section 6.3), the horizontal intercept can
be divided into four equal parts and only the middle half is allowed
as the preferred tolerance for the Red X. This will ensure a Cp of 2.0.
6. These target values and tolerances should be compared to existing
values and tolerances and changes should be made to ensure zero
defects.

Fig. 49 Tolerance parallelogram to determine realistic and preferred
tolerances

6.3

Precontrol

Conventional statistical process control is strongly associated with the
control chart or Shewhart chart, developed around 1930. Even though
conventional SPC is quite useful, it has some important limitations. Control
charts are useful to detect and quantify variation. However, control charts
are not useful in finding and eliminating the causes of variation. Control
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charts are a good tool to analyze the symptoms, but not the root causes of
variation.
Precontrol was developed in the 1950s by a group of statisticians at
the consulting company of Rath and Strong. This team, consisting of Warren
Purcell, Frank Satterthwaite, Bill Carter, and Dorian Shainin, was given the
task to see if the 𝑥̅ and R method could be modified to work with smaller lots.
The precontrol method was developed as a result of this effort; the
theoretical basis of the method was developed by Frank Satterthwaite. The
mechanics of precontrol are surprisingly simple and consist of four steps:
Step 1: Divide the tolerance by four. The boundaries of the middle half
of the tolerance become the precontrol (P-C) lines; the zone between the PC lines is called the green zone. The two zones between the P-C lines and the
specification limits are called the yellow zones. The two zones beyond the
specification limits are called the red zones. This is illustrated in Fig. 50.
Step 2: To determine whether the process is capable, five consecutive
units have to be taken from the process. If all five fall within the green zone,
the process can be considered in control and production can begin. In this
case, the process capability will be at least 1.33. If not all five units fall within
the green zone, the process has to be improved to reduce variation.
Step 3: When production has started, take two consecutive units from
the process at regular intervals. The following situations can occur:
1. Both units fall within the green zone; continue production.
2. One unit in the green zone and one in the yellow zone: continue
production.
3. Both units fall in the same yellow zone; adjust the process.
4. The two units fall in different yellow zones; stop process and reduce
variation.
5. One unit falls into the red zone; stop process and fix the problem(s).
When the process is stopped, as happens in situation 3, 4, or 5, and
the cause of variation has been found and reduced, step 2 has to be taken
again before production can start again.
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Step 4: The time between taking two consecutive units from the
process is determined by dividing the average time period between two
stoppages by six. For instance, if the average time between two stoppages is
one and a half days (36 hours), the time between two consecutive units will
be 6 hours.
The curve that is shown in Fig. 50 is a special case for a process with
the process width equal to the tolerance (Cp = 1.0). Clearly, the color zones
are chosen to correspond to the colors of a traffic light, where red means
stop, yellow caution, and green means keep going. The theory of precontrol
is based on the multiplication theorem and the binomial distribution. The
following are some of the statistical characteristics of precontrol.






The worst alpha risk (stopping when not necessary) is about 2.0 %.
The worst beta risk (not stopping when necessary) is about 1.5 %.
When Cpk < 0.8, precontrol will stop the process ninety-nine times
out of a hundred.
When Cpk > 1.33, precontrol becomes most productive.
When Cpk > 2.0, precontrol will allow thousands of units to be
produced without a single reject.

Fig. 50 The three color zones in precontrol

The precontrol system uses the carrot and the stick approach. It
penalizes poor quality by shutting down the process frequently — this will
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force people to improve the process. On the other hand, it rewards good
quality by requiring less and less frequent sampling. It is not necessary that
the data from the samples be plotted on a chart as long as the data are
recorded. However, if graphical data are required, the data can be plotted,
and thus a precontrol chart can be created. From the sample data the Cp and
Cpk can be calculated and the frequency distribution can be determined.
Precontrol can be used when there is a one-sided specification limit.
In this case, we can use a single precontrol line located midway between the
target and the specification limit. Precontrol can also be used for attributes
data by converting an attribute into an artificial variable, using a scale from
1 to 10. The number 10 corresponds to a perfect quality characteristic, while
number 1 corresponds to the worst possible quality characteristic. Other
scales can be used as well, for instance from 1 to 5.
One of the major advantages of precontrol is that it requires far less
sampling than control charts. This can be important in injection molding, for
instance if we are analyzing variation in a thirty-six-cavity mold. To construct
a control chart requires a minimum of fifty measurements; thus we would
need to make about 3600 measurements to chart all fifty cavities. With
precontrol we need only five measurements for each cavity; thus we would
need to make only a hundred eighty measurements. Once process capability
is confirmed on each parameter, only the largest and smallest cavity need to
be monitored.

6.3.1.

Comparing Precontrol to Control Charts

It is clear from the information above that precontrol is much easier to
use than control charts. Table 17 compares some important characteristics
of precontrol to conventional control charts. From the table, it is quite clear
that the precontrol in many, if not most, respects is superior to the control
chart method.
The obvious question can then be asked: "If precontrol is easier and
better, why are most companies still using control charts?" There are
probably two answers to this question. One, many people are not aware of
the precontrol method. Most books, classes, and seminars on SPC cover only
the conventional SPC methods, without covering precontrol at all. Two, once
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conventional SPC has become established in an organization, it is difficult to
get an organization to change. This is the common resistance to change; the
larger the organization, the more difficult it is to get the organization to
change.
Tab. 17 Comparison of Control Charts to Precontrol
Characteristic
Purpose
Simplicity
Use by operators
Training
Mathematical
complexity
Small production
runs
Recalibration of
control limits

Control charts
To identify the amount of
variation caused by random
and special causes
Complex — determination of
control limits is tedious
Difficult — charts have to be
constructed and interpreted
At least several days up to
several weeks
Involved — averages, ranges
and control limits have to be
calculated (intimidating)
Not useful for production runs
below 500 units
Frequent

Machine
adjustment,

Time-consuming — an
adjustment requires a trial run
of 80 to 150 units

Frequency of
sampling

Vague — no clear rules to set
sampling frequency

Discriminating
power

Weak, both α and β risks are
high
The p charts and c charts do
not distinguish between
defect mode type or
importance

Attribute charts

Economy

Expensive — substantial
training, many tedious
calculations, paperwork, large
samples, etc.
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Precontrol
To prevent the
manufacture of defects
Simple — precontrol is
the middle half of
tolerance
Easy ......
green and
yellow
zones can be
Precontrol
taught in about 10
Minimalminutes
— only requires
checking whether data falls
in green, yellow, or red
zone (unintimidating)
Can be used for
production runs above
20 units
None
Quick — only two units
needed to determine
whether adjustment is
necessary
Simple, clear
rule —
six samplings
between two
Goodconsecutive
— α risk < 2 % while
stoppages
the
β risk < 1.5 %
Attribute charts can be
converted to precontrol
charts by weighting defect
modes and an arbitrary
rating scale
Inexpensive — little
training, simple
calculations, minimum
paperwork, small samples

Other Tool to Improve Process Control
It is hoped that, based on this discussion of control charts and
precontrol, companies not currently using precontrol will take a serious look
at it. Certainly, for companies not presently practicing SPC, precontrol will
allow an easy transition into SPC with a minimum of training and cost.
Unfortunately, some large corporations that require their suppliers to use
SPC do not recognize precontrol as an acceptable SPC method. This rather
shortsighted policy discourages some companies from using precontrol, not
only to their own detriment, but also to the detriment of their customers.
Precontrol is a simpler, more effective method of process control. As a result,
it will reduce the cost of quality. This cost reduction can be passed on to the
customer, at least partially. If a customer does not allow its supplier to use
precontrol, obviously, the customer cannot reap the benefits associated with
a more effective process control method.
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ADVANCED PRODUCT QUALITY PLANNING (APQP)

APQP – Advanced Product Quality Planning – is the process of approval
of production parts and advanced product quality planning leading to
transparent and increase of quality planning procedures, increase of stability
and capability of production procedure.
APQP represents a set of procedures and techniques applied in the
development of products in industry, especially in automotive industry. It is
a case of a proposal concept similar to the concept of Six Sigma (6σ)
developed by the Motorola company, USA in 1986. APQP is a defined
procedure for the system of product development for the companies of
General Motors, Ford, Chrysler and their suppliers according to the
Automotive Industry Action Group (AIAG). The procedure is gradually being
adopted by other companies dealing with development and production of
plastic products designed for the automotive industry. As per AIAG the
purpose of APQP is to propose a product quality plan which will support the
development of a product or service which will satisfy a customer. The
process is described in the AIAG manual.
APQP consists of five main phases:






Planning and definition of a program
Design and development of a product
Design and development of a process
Product and process validation
Series production, feedback, assessment and correction actions
APQP process consists of seven main factors:









Understanding of customer's needs
Proactive feedback and correction actions
Projecting within the frame of the capability process
Analysis and mitigation of means of failure
Verification and validation
Assessment of proposal
Check of special / critical properties
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This chapter contains detailed description of quality planning in
production of thermoplastic products by injection technology in the
company of LPH Vranov n/T, Ltd. which are shown in Tab. 18.
Tab. 18 Progressive quality planning in the company of LPH Vranov n/T
Phase

Step

Responsible

Activity
Planning and definition of a program

A

1

PE

Receiving the request for the Q processing for
a new project

2

PE

Commercial and technical assessment of
requests

3

PE

Forwarding the prepared quotation

4

PE

Receiving the official report on acceptance of
the quotation

5

CEO

Entering into contractual relations
Approval and realization of the project

B

Customer

Design and development of a product

Customer

Prototype
Design and development of the process

C

Receiving the official order for the tool
production

1

PE

2
3

PE
FMEA

Elaboration of the process FMEA

4

PT

Production of the first samples

5

PTS

Preparation of pre-series documentation

6

MT

Elaboration of measurement reports

7

PE

Forwarding the first samples for validation

Realization of the tool

Acceptance of the first samples
Process and product validation

D

1

PTS

Validation of work instructions

2

PTS

Validation of packaging process
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3

MT

Validation of inspection plan

4

PT

Validation of technological procedure

5

PT

Production of reference pieces

6

PE

Processing and forwarding the measurements
of the first samples

7

IA

Performance of process audit
Acceptance of measurements of the first
samples and start of series production
Series production

1

PT

Proposals for process automatization

2

MT

Application of statistical methods to reduce
process variability

3

PE

Assessment of customer's satisfaction with
the product, process

4

QM

PDCA – constant improvement of the process

E

Satisfied customer
PE – project engineer, CEO – chief executive officer, FMEA – team designated for
the FMEA analysis, PT – production technologist, PTS – project technical staff, MT –
measurement technician, IA – internal auditor, QM – quality manager,
Q – quotation

7.1

Phase A – Planning and Definition of the Program

This first phase represents the most significant phase of the
progressive quality control the aim of which should be successful winning of
an order from a customer. It consists of five steps that must follow each other
in a sequence:
1st step – receiving the request for the Q processing for a new project
2nd step – commercial and technical assessment of requests
3rd step – forwarding the prepared quotation
4th step – receiving an official report on acceptance of quotation
5th step – entering into contractual relations
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The individual steps are interlocked and the successful approval and
realization of the project considerable emphasize must be put on thorough
elaboration of the individual steps. In case of every step and prior to planning
and definition of the process it is inevitable to determine and consequently
to agree the individual planned dates for the accomplishment of the
particular steps which will be monitored during the project and observance
of these steps will be assessed. At the beginning of the phase the order party
forwards the drawing documentation and the 3D product model which are
significant for the phase realization.
Step 1 – receiving of the request for preparation of the quotation for a new
project
The maker receives from the order party the request for preparation
of the quotation for a new project on the basis of which activities related to
preparation of the new project will commence and the project engineer will
proceed to the second step. In this step the order party forwards the
document with project specifications to the maker which they will require
from the maker in designing and within the frame of project realization. The
specifications must include the basic data as follows:
1. general project tasks




appointing the personnel in charge in order to assure the project
solution both for the order party and maker.
delivery terms (volume of production, individual series, significant
delivery schedule),
time plan – exchange of data and samples for approval (Tab. 19)
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Tab. 19 Time plan (exchange of data, samples, takeover)
task /
document

tool /
template

date

Number
of
samples

handover of 3D
data
handover of 2D
drawings
designation of a
maker of
operational
equipment
Introduction of
a tool concept
release of the
tool production
triggering
first parts which
are constituents
of the tool
EMPB (written
report 1)
approval of
packaging
logistics
conception
transport
testing run with
the series
packing
storage area
filling

realization / decision taking
/ participation
project purchase/ supplier
of a part
project purchase/ supplier
of a part
project purchase/ supplier
of a part
project purchase/ supplier
of a part
project purchase/ supplier
of a part
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase

supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase
supplier of a part / project
purchase

ppm
entire operation
test
process FMEA
analysis
testing
equipment
testing plan
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2. reporting, documentation and management of product data




priority and recency of the documents (1 - drawing, 2 - specification,
3 - related data),
special properties – checking dimensions,
marking and traceability.

3. technical requirements







mechanical requirements,
optics and haptics,
climatic requirements,
electrical requirements,
electromagnetic requirements,
resistance against media and chemical requirements (protection
against corrosion and filth, cleanness, ecology).

4. logistic requirements and protection during transport
5. testing and security



testing equipment and test administrator,
testing plan.

Step 2 – commercial and technical assessment of requirements
In this step the project engineer must assess the received requirement
from commercial and technical point of view. On the basis of studying the
specification the project engineer will proceed to assessment of commercial
requirements. Those should contain the following:



quotation regarding the part production,
quotation regarding the tool production (internal production,
cooperation).

Other part of project preparation is focused on technical assessment
of customer requirements which should contain the following:
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assessment of fulfilling of the production time plan (production of
mould and products),
assessment of technical realization (instrumentation),
study on feasibility and obligations.

The proposed time plan presented in Table 20 must be consequently
approved by the customer. All proposed dates must be strictly observed in
production as any time delay is automatically reflected in delay of production
of plastic products and thus customer loses its possible profit. The potential
delay is embodied in a contract and in case of delay strict financial penalties
are imposed.
In assessment of production dates the project engineer must judge
sufficient or limited capacities of the company. The customer specifies the
desired production volume to be produced with the particular instrument
and the engineer calculates if the company is capable of production of the
respective volume.
Assessment of fulfilling the production time plan
Tab. 20 Time plan of production of the product – injection mould
Week
Activity

0
1

0
2

0
3

0
4

0 0 0 0
5 6 7 8

Receiving the
CAD data
Structure design
Approval of
mould
Mould structure
Drawings, details
Generating of the
DNC/CNC programs,
technology
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1 2 3

1 1
4 5

1 1
6 7
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Purchase of
normals and
material
Production of
mould frame
Production of
shaping parts
prior to
hardening
Construction of
electrodes
Shape hardening
CNC milling of a
shape after
hardening
Shape hollowing,
wire cutting
Mould assembly,
polishing
1. sampling,
measurement
report
1. optimization,
corrections
2. sampling
2. optimization
3. sampling
3. optimization
Mould handover

Assessment of Technical Realization
In case of this assessment it is inevitable to verify if the company which
will produce the product disposes of necessary technical equipment. The
main element of the equipment is the injection machine of plastics onto
which the injection mould will be fixed. Figure 51 presents the scheme of
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required basic dimensions. The dimensions include clear span between the
clamping plates of the machine, distance between the lead bars, etc.
It is important to assure sufficient space on the machine for the mould
opening and simple taking the moulded piece out of the mould yet taken into
consideration should be selection of the manner of taking the moulded piece
out of the mould (ejecting by ejectors, manually or by manipulator).

Fig. 51 Basic dimensions in fixing the mould to the machine

Study of Feasibility and Obligations
In case of this step the project engineer must assess the feasibility of
the project with respect to the assessment of the produced product. Table
21 presents the individual criteria assessed in the step.
Tab. 21 Study of feasibility and obligations

Dimensions
Tolerances

Criteria
1
2

dimensions with
tolerances
significant
characteristics

applicable
yes no

clear
yes

no

complete
yes no

x

x

x

x

x

x
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yes no
x

measurable
yes no
x

x

x
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3

standards

x

material
surface

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

surface machining

x

x

x

x

x

2

appearance,
colour, structure

x

x

x

x

x

3

dividing plane

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

1

function

x

x

4

identification

x

tool/mould/assembly/concept
material
1
specification
material
2
characteristics
4

2

Requirements
related to
cleanness
mechanical,
electrical and
thermal fatigue
environmental
waste

3

process/final
quality check

4

reliability

1

2
3

Transport and
packaging

x

1
2
3

production
date/change of
state
customer
logo/material
specification
traceability
requirements
transport
requirements
protection
requirements
cleanness
requirements

x

x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x
x

Step 3 – forwarding of the prepared quotation
After detailed elaboration and examination of all of the previous steps
the outcome of this stage should be prepared quotation, which is forwarded
to the order party. In case of this step it must be assured that the quotation
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is forwarded by the date agreed on at the beginning of phase A as delayed
forwarding decreases the chances of successful wining of the order.
Step 4 – receiving of official report on acceptation of the quotation
In case of success the maker will receive the official report on
acceptation of their quotation. The assessment of the quotations can be
performed on the basis of agreed contractual cooperation related to supply
of goods and services or selection procedure could take place if the
contractual relations have not been agreed on and the order party intends
to assess several received offers which guarantees higher chance to win the
offer with lower price and the quotation competition.
Step 5 – entering into contractual relations
On the basis of receiving the positive reply from the order party, the
contract is undersigned and both parties can enter into the contractual
relations. The contract must contain defined conditions of successful
realization of the project along with defined rights of the order party and the
maker.

7.2

Phase B – Design and Development of the Product

Entering into the contractual relations and signing the contract are
followed by the design and development of the product which represents
the subject of the project realization. The order party or maker can be in
charge of the phase. In majority of the cases, if in the production of plastic
products the injection technology is applied, the order party bears the
responsibility for the phase and their task is to design and develop the
product which will be produced by the maker and the product will represent
a prototype as most of the products made of plastic by the injection
technology and applied in diverse industrial sectors are the prototype
products. The final step of the phase is forwarding the product prototype in
a computer form (3D model) and in actual form, if possible. Consequently,
the 3D model serves for the design of the mould and its significant parts. The
data must be delivered to the maker on a date agreed in advance.
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7.3

Phase C – Design and Development of the Process

The third phase consists of seven steps the result of which is
production and acceptance of so-called first samples. Theses individual steps
should be ordered in a sequence and their processing may pervade.
1st step – receiving of the official order for the tool production
(injection mould)
2nd step – realization of the tool
3rd step – elaboration of the process FMEA analysis
4th step – production of the first samples
5th step – elaboration of the pre-series documentation
6th step – elaboration of the measurement reports
7th step – forwarding of the first samples for validation
Step1 – receiving of the official order for the tool production (injection
mould)
The maker will receive from the order party the official order for the
tool production (injection mould) on the basis of which the production can
start. The companies dealing with the technology of plastic injection dispose
of own tool production plants (tool shops) or the tools are produce in
cooperation.
Step 2 – realization of the tool
In this step the design engineer proceeds to the engineering design of
the tool, i.e. injection mould on the basis of the drawing or model of the
produced part forwarded by the order party.
This phase consists of the following steps:



Assessment of the part drawing from the point of view of shape,
dimensions, and shaping conditions,
Determination or specification of the dividing plane of the part and
the manner of moulding with respect to function and appearance,
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Dimensioning of shaping cavities and their arrangement in the
mould. Selection of gating, size of a cross-section, shape, and length
of the main and distribution runners as well as of the gate inflow,
Determination of the conception of a ejecting and tempering
(cooling) system and mould cavity venting,
Design of the mould frame, proposing of number and layout of
cavities, ejecting and tempering of the mould,
Suitable layout of centring and fastening of the mould to the
machine with regards to utilization of the available means.
Checking of the functional parameters of the mould, weight of the
moulded piece, it surface projected into the dividing plane, injection
and closing pressure, and other factors with regards to the
recommended machine.

Fig. 52 Engineering design of the tool – injection mould

The entire conception of the injection mould structure must be
directed towards light production technology according to the specified
requirements. Recommended is to consult the mould design with the order
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party and have it approved. On the basis of the approval the tool production
will commence.
Step 3 – elaboration of the process FMEA analysis (Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis)


it commences prior to production of devices and tools for
production,
It takes into consideration the following:

o

all production operations,

o

product characteristics with regards to the planned technology so
that the result is the product corresponding to the requirements of
the customer,



stems from the assumption that the designed product complies with
the designed product requirements,



can help in development of new production equipment,



is commenced by the assessment of the development diagram of the
overall process and its risks.

Record of the Process FMEA
Each main process which consequently branches into supporting
processes is entered into a form. During the FMEA team meetings these
supporting processes are discussed in a detail including all possible causes of
the problems which may arise in the course of production process. In forming
the FMEA team important is to be particular about having people from all
departments of the company in it in order to assure description of any
possible causes or impacts having already occurred or may occur in the
process.
The main assessed processes in production of the plastic moulded
pieces are the following:


receiving the external order from the customer,



ordering, delivery, and storage of the material,
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receiving material inspection,



internal order for production,



production plan processing,



material preparation for production,



preparation of the mould and auxiliary equipment,



production,



packeging and labelling of the product,



storage of the products,



preparation of shipping.

Consequently, according to the table the problems are assessed as per
relevance (i.e. final impact of the problem upon the product).
Tab. 22 Assessment method Sg- significance
Effect

Criterion

Assessment

Threat
without
warning

Damage of the machine or personnel, impact on
safe product function, non-compliance with
legislation, failure without warning

10

Threat with
warning

Damage of the machine or personnel, impact on
safe product function, non-compliance with
legislation, failure with warning

9

Extremely
serious

Major malfunction of the production line, 100%
of the scrapped products, non-functional parts,
loss of primary function, dissatisfied customer

8

Serious

Minor malfunction of the production line, the
products must be sorted, less than 100% of the
products must be scrapped, functional parts of
lower quality, dissatisfied customer

7
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Moderate

Minor malfunction of the production line, less
than 100% of the products must be scrapped
without sorting, functional parts, some
accessories are not functional, dissatisfied
customer

6

Low

Minor malfunction of the production line, 100%
of the products must be repaired

5

Extremely
low

Minor malfunction of the production line, the
products must be sorted, less than 100% of the
products must be repaired

4

Low

Minor malfunction of the production line, less
than 100% of the products must be repaired at
the line, discordant parts recognizable by the
average customer

3

Extremely
low

Minor malfunction of the production line, less
than 100% of the products must be repaired at
the line, modification, discordant parts
recognizable by the demanding customer

2

Zero

Without impact

1

Tab. 23 Assessment method Oc - Occurrence
Failure probability

Possible ratio

Cpk

Assessment

>1z2

< 0.33

10

1z3

> 0.33

9

1z8

> 0.51

8

1 z 20

> 0.67

7

1 z 80

> 0.83

6

1 z 400

> 1.00

5

1 z 2 000

> 1.17

4

Extremely high, cannot be almost
prevented

High, the processes similar to those
which frequently failed in the past

Medium, processes similar to those
which occasionally failed in the past
yet not in a high degree
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Low, rare failures in similar
processes

1 z 15 000

> 1.33

3

Very low, only sporadic in almost
identical processes

1 zo 150 000

> 1.50

2

Beyond low, improbable failure,
failures did not occur in almost
identical processes

1 z 1 500 000

> 1.67

1

Tab. 24 Assessment Method De - Detectability
Detection

Criterion

Assessment

Almost

Method of failure detection is unknown

10

Extremely
distant

Extremely low probability of detection by upto-date methods

9

Distant

Low probability of detection by up-to-date
methods

8

Extremely
low

Extremely low probability of detection by upto-date methods

7

Low

Low probability of detection by up-to-date
methods

6

Medium

Medium probability of detection by up-todate methods

5

Medium
high

Medium high probability of detection by upto-date methods

4

High

High probability of detection by up-to-date
methods

3

Extremely
high

Extremely high probability of detection by upto-date methods

2

Almost
certain

Almost certain detection by up-to-date
methods, known are reliable methods in
similar processes

1
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Adoption of Correction Actions CA


on the basis of the calculated final values the FMEA team will
determine the risk degree and will require from the personnel
responsible for the process (step) an adequate correction,



irrespective of the MR/P values the attention must be paid to the
cases with high assessment of meaning/relevance of possible failure
– Mn,



CA and NO are adopted by the team if the risk degree exceeds 100 in
a single process step,



If CA is not required, the new value of risk degree/priority MR/P is
not determined and the column of the form remains blank.

4th step – production of the first samples
In this step the production of the first samples, i.e. products, with the
new tool starts. The process is referred to as the first sampling and its task is
to prepare for the order party first pieces of the product for validation.
5th step – production of pre-series documentation
It includes elaboration of the complete documentation related to the
produced product which is at the end of C phase forwarded along with the
first samples to the order party for approval. The documentation contains
the following:


work instructions – detailed instructions for the operating at the
machine (bill of materials, working aids, assembly and positioning
devices, description of the activity during specific operation, critical
points of the product, acceptable deviations, packaging method of
conforming products, packaging method of rejects),



packaging procedure – instruction for packaging of final products
which should contain all inevitable information on correct packaging
of final products intended for shipping (type of packaging –
dimensions, number of pieces in a pack, number of pieces on a single
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deck of a transport pallet, number of decks, total number of crates /
pieces on the pallet),


inspection plan – in this highly significant document the following
criteria should be contained from the point of view of quality control:
–

receiving material inspection (to inspect according the
certificate, quantity and integrity of packing, to inspect
according to a receipt card of material)

–

inspection of design and appearance (visual and dimensional
comparison according to the approved reference model, part
completeness)

–

dimension inspection

–

process inspection (inspection of correct adjustment of the
machine and peripheral devices, inspection of correct
adjustment of tempering device, inspection of correct
adjustment of a drier, inspection of material inside the drier,
inspection of correct labelling of packing).

Monitoring of the mentioned criteria requires the inspection plan to
contain the defined method of inspection, frequency of inspection, record
on inspection and precautions.


technological procedure – definition of setting of the machine
parameters in the production process for the specific product.

6th step – elaboration of measurement reports
Performance and assessment of the measurement of the first samples
for validation purposes.
Production of the first pieces and elaboration of inevitable
documentation is followed by their forwarding to the order party for
validation. After successful acceptation of the first samples the phase C is
completed.
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7.4

Phase D – Validation of the Process and Product

The phase consists of seven points the task of which is to prove
compliance of the product with customer requirements in the process of
producing the product. It consists of the following steps:
1st step – validation of work instructions,
2nd step – validation of packaging procedure,
3rd step – validation of inspection plan,
4th step – validation of technological procedure,
5th step – production of reference pieces,
6th step – processing and forwarding of the measurement of the first
samples,
7th step – performance of process audit.
The aim of the phase to detect the production process to the highest
possible degree to achieve the conditions as set in phase A related to
planning and definition of the program. It includes the following:


assessment and comparison of rejection rate,



assessment and comparison of injection cycle time,



monitoring of capability of the process and equipment during a
single working shift (recorded is each failure, downtime occurrence
and its cause and length of duration, etc.),



elaboration and realization of the proposals of correction actions.

Acceptance of the measurement of the first samples and successful
validation of the mentioned criteria are followed by waiting for the order
placed by the customer and after the order is received the series production
commences.

7.5

Phase E – Series production

Fig. 53 shows the scheme of process of production of the moulded
pieces from thermoplastics by the technology of plastic injection.
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Fig. 53 Process of production plastic moulded pieces
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SERIES PRODUCTION PART APPROVAL PROCESS
(PPAP)

The method for the setting of the series production part approval is
applied especially in the automotive industry in case of which customer
requirements for the supplier are substantially higher contrary to other
sectors.
Automotive industry action group (AIAG) develop requirements of
PPAP as part of the APQP method with the aim to support the utilization of
the individual processes, unified terminology and standard form.
By the method applied in practice the organization proves correct
understanding of all requirements of the product structural documentation
and of all customer specifications as well as the ability to capacitively
produce, within the frame of production process, the product permanently
meeting these requirements. The method allows decreasing of risks of the
production process failure and supporting and improving of the application
of the APQP method.
PPAP must be applied in all internal and external places of the
organization which supply the production parts, spare parts, production
materials, and bulk material. In PPAP application the terms and specifications
listed in the ISO/TS 16949 standard.
PPAP requires the following:


analysis of risks by the FMEA methodology,



material documentation, assessment of dimensions and functional
tests,



statistical assessment of the processes in which the capability index
is the pilot product Cp, Cpk ≥ 1.67 and the run-in production process
Cp, Cpk ≥ 1.33 provided that it is the case of normally centred
Gaussian process,



MSA – measurement system analysis in case of which it is
determined that the failure of the entire system must be lower than
10 % including the operators and environment and providing the
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justification the measurement system with the values ranging from
10 up to 30 % can be applied,


documented use of laboratories,



delivery of the required amount of samples to customers.

8.1

Submission of PPAP

The organization must receive from the authorized representative of
the customer the approval of the following:

8.2



new part or product,



correction of the submitted part defects,



product modified
documentation,



changes in production,



change of the drawing index.

by

technical

change

in

the

structural

Level of Submission

In case of PPAP 5 levels of submission exist which depend on and are
determined according to the state of the project and they differ in obligation
of the organization to store and submit diverse requirements for PPAP. At
least, the organization must apply the level 3 as the preselected one. With
respect to the required amount of the submitted documents this level
appears to be the most difficult one.
Tab. 25 Level of the PPAP submission
Requirement
1
2

Structural documentation
for the patented parts
for all other parts
Documents on possible
technical change

Level 1
R
R
R
R
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Level of submission
Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
S
S
*
R
R
*
S
S
*
S

S

*

Level 5
R
R
R
R
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If required, technical
approval from part of the
R
R
S
*
R
customer
4
of the FMEA proposal
R
R
S
*
R
Process development
5
R
R
S
*
R
diagrams
6
of the FMEA process
R
R
S
*
R
7 Inspection and control plan
R
R
S
*
R
Study of the measurement
8
R
R
S
*
R
system analysis
Result of inspection of
9
R
S
S
*
R
dimensions
10
Results of material tests
R
S
S
*
R
11 Initial study of the process
R
R
S
*
R
Documentation of the
12
R
S
S
*
R
qualified laboratory
Appearance Approval
13
S
S
S
*
R
Report (AAR)
14
Product sample
R
S
S
*
R
15
Reference sample
R
R
R
*
R
16
Inspection devices
R
R
R
*
R
Records on compliance with
17 the specific requirements of
R
R
S
*
R
the customer
Part submission warrant
S
S
S
S
R
18
Checklist of requirements
S
S
S
S
R
S = organization must submit and save at a suitable place the copy of record or of
item of documentation
R = organization must save at a suitable place and allow the customer the access
upon request
* = organization must save at a suitable place and submit to the customer upon
request
3

The organization must submit the records specified by the respective
level:


Level 1: part submission warrant only.



Level 2: part submission warrant with the product samples and
limited supporting data.
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8.3



Level 3: part submission warrant with the product samples and
complete supporting data.



Level 4: part submission warrant and other requirements specified
by the customer.



Level 5: part submission warrant with the product samples and
complete supporting data at place of production of the organization.

Status of Part Submission

Approved – refers to the fact that the part meet all specifications and
requirements of the customer. The production plant is entitled to supply the
production amount of parts in accordance with the instructions of the
planning division of the customer.
Provisionally approved – allows delivery of the products during
limited period of time or in limited amount. Provisional approval is granted
provided that the organization clearly defines the approval method
preventing disagreements and elaborates the plan of provisions approved by
the customer – repeated submission of PPAP is required to acquire the status
of "Approved". The provisionally approved product which does not comply
with the plan of provisions will be disapproved for expiration of the term or
for failed delivery of the agreed amount of pieces. Any further deliveries will
not be realized without submission of the provisional approval validity.
Disapproved – refers to the fact that the submitted samples of the
production batch and accompanying documentation do not comply with
customer. The corrected product and documentation must be submitted and
approved prior to delivery of product batches.

8.4

Significant Production Batch

In production parts the PPAP product must be removed the significant
production batch. The batch is a part of the production duration of which
ranges from one up to 8 hours and the production quantity contains at least
300 parts following each other in a sequence unless otherwise specified by
the customer authorized representative. This production batch must be
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produced at the particular place with given capacity performance, with
utilization of production tools, production measuring tools, production
process, production materials, and production personnel. The parts of every
unique process, e.g. of duplicate assembly line, of every position of the
multiple injection mould, of the casting mould, of the tool or template must
be the measured and tested representative articles.
The submitted part must be removed in a manner assuring that it will
represent "stable phenomenon" of the process development.

8.5

Requirements of the Approval Process

The organization must meet all determined requirements for PPAP. At
the same time the organization must meet all customer specific
requirements for PPAP.
Production parts must meet all customer requirements for records and
specification of structural design.
If the specifications for some parts cannot be met, the organization
must document their attempt to solve the problem and contact the customer
authorized representative in connection with determination of adequate
correction actions.
Structural Documentation
The organization must dispose of structural documentation on the
saleable product or structural documentation on components of the saleable
product. Provided that the structural documentation is in electronic form,
e.g. mathematical models CAD/CAM, the organization must provide physical
copy (e.g. photographic records, geometric dimensioning and tolerance
sheets, drawings, etc.) to identify the performed measurements.
A single structural documentation will exist for each saleable product,
part or component irrespective of the personnel responsible for the project.
The structural documentation will contain the references to other
documents by means of which they are considered to be its part. A structural
documentation can represent more parts or assembly components.
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Structural documentation contains the following:


submitted report on material composition of the part – the
organization must provide a proof of elaborating the report on
material composition of the part as required by the customer as well
as of compliance of submitted data with all specific requirements of
the customer,



marking the parts made of polymeric plastics – the organization must
mark the parts made of polymeric plastics with the ISO symbols
specified in ISO 11 469 standard or in ISO 1629 standard.

Documents on the Approved Technical Changes
The organization must dispose of documents on any approved
technical changes, i.e. for the changes which have not been recorded in the
structural documentation so far, yet these changes have been performed
with the product, part or tool.
Technical Approval by the Customer
Should the customer specify so, the organization must dispose of the
documents on technical approval by the customer.
Analysis of Failure Types and Their Effects in Case of the FMEA Design
The organization in charge of the product must perform the FMEA
analysis of the design in compliance with the determined requirement of the
customer. FMEA – Failure Mode and Effects Analysis represents the
systematic group of actions intended for: (a) detection and assessment of
potential malfunction of the product/process and effects of this malfunction,
(b) identification of the precautions which could eliminate or reduce the
possibility of occurrence of potential malfunction, (c) documenting of the
entire process. It represents a supplement to the process of defining of the
items to be performed in the design or process to reach the compliance.
A single FMEA analysis of the design can be applied for the group with
similar part or materials.
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Development Diagrams of the Process
The organization must dispose of the development diagram of the
process in the format specified by the organization with clear description of
the steps and sequence of the production process meeting specific demands,
requirements, and expectations of the customer. In case of the similar parts
one development diagram can be used provided that the parts have been
examined from the point of view of congruence.
Analysis of Malfunction Types and Their Effects in Case of the FMEA Process
The organization must perform the FMEA analysis of the process in
compliance with the requirements specified by the customer.
A single FMEA analysis can be applied in case of the processes
producing the group of similar parts or materials if being examined by the
organization from the point of view of congruency.
Inspection and Control Plan
The organization must dispose of the inspection and control plan
which defines all methods applied during inspection and control of the
process and which meets the requirements specified by the customer.
The inspection and control plans for the groups of parts are acceptable
only if the organization examines the new parts from the point of view of
congruence.
Study of the Measurement System Analysis - MSA
The organization must dispose of study of the measurement system
analysis, e.g. repeatability and reproducibility (R&R) of the measuring tool,
bias, linearity, stability in case of all new or modified measuring tools and
testing equipment.
Results of the Dimension Inspection
The organization must provide the evidence on the fact that the
verification of dimensions required by the structural documentation and
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inspection and control plan has been performed and the results are in
compliance with the specified requirements. The organization must dispose
of the results of dimension inspections for each individual production
process. The organization must record the actual results of all dimensions,
symbols, and specifications identically with the records in the structural
documentation and inspection and control plan. The organization must
identify one of the measured parts as the reference sample.
Records on the Results of Material / Functionality Tests
Concerning the tests prescribed in structural documentation or
inspection and control plan the organization must dispose of records on
material or functionality tests.


material test results

 in case that the structural documentation or inspection and control
plan contain prescription of chemical, physical or metallurgical
requirements the organization must perform the tests with all parts
and production materials
 material test results must denote and include the following: state of
the change of structural documentation in case of tested parts;
documents on each approved technical change which has not been
recorded in the structural documentation yet; number, date, and
state of specification change according to which the part was tested;
date of test performance; tested quantity; actual results; name of
material supplier; code of material supplier assigned by the
customer.


results of functionality tests

 in case that the structural documentation or inspection and control
plan contain the prescribed functional and operational requirements
the organization must perform the tests with all parts or materials
intended for products. The results of functionality tests must denote
and include the following: state of structural documentation change
in case of tested parts; documents on every approval of technical
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change which have not been recorded in the structural
documentation yet; number, date, and state of specification change
according to which the part was tested; the date of test
performance; tested quantity; actual results.
Initial Study of the Process
The level of initial capability of the process or the level of functionality
of all special characters specified by the customer or organization must be
determined or acceptable through submission. Prior to submission the
organization must obtain consent concerning the indicator of the estimated
initial capability of the process.
The organization must perform the measurement analysis to detect
the influence of the failure upon the measurement within the frame of study.
Should not the special characters be identified, the customer reserves
the right to request the proof of initial capability of the process with other
characters.
The purpose of the request is to detect the suitability of the production
process for the production of the product meeting the customer
requirements. The initial study of the process focuses on data obtained by
measurement. The assembly failures, problems during testing, and surface
defects represent the examples of data obtained through comparison which
must be comprehended yet not included in the initial study. To comprehend
the behaviour of characters monitored by data obtained through comparison
requires considerably higher amount of data collected in the course of time.
Unless the authorized representative of the customer approves so, the data
obtained through comparison are not acceptable for submission of PPAP. Cpk
and Ppk can be replaced by other methods which are more suitable for some
processes or products.
Initial studies of the processes are short-term and do not predict the
effects of time and variability upon people, materials, methods, equipment,
measurement systems and environment. Also in case of these significant
studies the data should be collected and analysed in a sequence created by
regulation diagrams.
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Quality indicators:

 initial study of the process must be summarized by means of the
capability or performance indicators,
 results of the initial study depend on the purpose of the study,
method of data collection, sampling, data quantity, proving the
statistical regulation, etc.
 quality indicators include the following: Cpk - capability indicator of
the stable process, Ppk – indicator of the process performance,
 purpose of the initial study of the process is to comprehend the
process variability.


Criteria of the initial study acceptability

 organization should apply the information hereinafter as the
acceptability criteria for the assessment of the results of the initial
process study in case of the processes which appear to be stable.
Results:


indicator > 1.67 – at present the process meets the acceptability
criteria,



1.33 ≤ indicator ≤ 1.67 – the process can be acceptable yet the
authorized customer must be contacted to assess the study results,



indicator < 1.33 – at present the process fails to meet the
acceptability thus the authorized representative of the customer
must be contacted to assess the study results.

Meeting the acceptability criteria for capability of the process initial
study represents one of the series of customer requirements which lead to
the approval of the submitted PPAP.


Unstable processes:

 in dependence on instability type the unstable process does not
need to meet the customer requirements,
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 organization must identify, assess, and eliminate special causes of
variability prior to submission of PPAP,
 organization must inform the authorized representative of the
customer any existing unstable processes and every submission must
be preceded by submitting the plan of correction actions to the
customer.


Processes with one-sided specifications or abnormal distribution:

 these processes require the alternative criteria of acceptability to be
specified which must be performed by the organization and the
authorized representative of the customer.


Precautions which must be adopted in case the criteria have not
been met:

 organization must contact the authorized customer if the
acceptability criteria cannot be included into the required
submission of PPAP,
 in this case the organization must submit the plan of correction
actions and modified plan of inspection and management, assuring
100% check,
 effort to reduce variability must continue until the acceptability
criteria are met or until the approval from part of the customer is
accepted.
Documentation of the Qualified Laboratory
The inspection and testing for PPAP must be performed by the
qualified laboratory as specified by the requirements of the customer. The
qualified laboratory must dispose of the subject of activity and
documentation proving that the laboratory is qualified to perform the
particular type of measurement or test.
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Appearance Approval Report (AAR)
If the product structural documentation includes the requirements
regarding the appearance, the separate appearance approval report (AAR)
must be elaborated for each part or series of parts.
After successful meeting of all required criteria the organization must
record the required information in AAR. The filled AAR along with the
representative products must be delivered to the lace specified by the
customer for receiving of disposites. The AAR reports must be consequently
added to PSW in final submission on the basis of
required level of
submission.
AAR is frequently applied only with the parts with requirement for
colour, structure or appearance of the surface.
Production Part Samples
According to customer requirements the organization must provide
the product sample.
Reference Sample
The organization must save the reference sample in the course of the
time period identical with the one of the records on the part approval for the
series production until/in case if:


new reference part is approved by the customer,



structural documentation, plan of inspection and control or
inspection criteria contain the required reference sample.

The reference sample must be labelled and the label must contain the
date of approval by the customer. The organization must save the reference
samples for every position of the multiple moulds unless the customer
specifies otherwise.
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Inspection Devices
If required by the customer, the organization must submit PPAP along
with the specific inspection device for each part, set, or component.
At the same time the organization must prove that any of the aspects
of the inspection device are in agreement with the requirements for par
dimensions. The organization must document all approved changes of the
structural design which were in the time of submission included into the
inspection device. The organization must assure preventive maintenance of
all inspection devices during the technical life of the part.
Specific Customer Requirements
The organization must dispose of record on compliance with all
applicable specific customer requirements.
Part Submission Warrant (PSW)
When all requirements for PPAP have been met, the organization must
produce the part submission warrant (PSW).
Each part number of the customer separate PSW must be produced
unless otherwise specified by the customer representative.
If the production parts are produced from more than one mould
cavity, the organization must verify the dimensions of each part. The
particular cavities must be highlighted in the line in PSW.
The organization must verify if all of the measurement and test results
show compliance with the customer requirements and if inevitable
documentation is at disposal.
PSW keeps records on – part weight determined in kilograms – to
determine the weight the organization must weigh 10 randomly selected
parts and calculate and specify the average value.
The PPAP method is largely applied by the production plants of mass
and series production in the automotive industry. With regards to the fact
that exists clearly declared method of production proposal, and inspection
and all process results are transparent the approval process is helpful in
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improving the relations between suppliers and customers. Production
companies applying the PPAP method are advantaged by the customers as
the method heightens the awareness of quality on part of suppliers. Yet the
advantages are connected with the complicated administrative which
represents unavoidable element of the approval process.
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